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Surah 24 Al Nur  

Verse 35 & 36 

Allah is the Light of the heavens and the earth.  

The parable of His Light is as if there were a Niche 

And within it a Lamp: 

The Lamp enclosed in glass; 

The glass as it were a brilliant star: 

Lit  from  a  blessed  tree,   an  Olive, 

Neither of the East nor of the West, 

Whose oil is well-nigh luminous, 

Though fire scarce touched it: 

Light upon Light! 

Allah do guide whom He will to His light: 

Allah do set forth parables for men: 

And Allah do know all things. 

(Lit is such a light) in houses, 

Which Allah have permitted to be raised to honour; 

For  the  celebration,  in  them, of  his  name: 

In them  is  He glorified in  the  mornings 

And in the evenings, (again and again). 
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Note 

The Recitation for the Night Vigil Part II and III of this 

book and its translation is typeset right to left as per the 

Arabic language to facilitate the recital. The translation 

follows it for convenience of numbering. However, the 

Book, its Introduction, Comments, and other references 

being mainly in English are arranged in the normal left to 

right format. 
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Introduction 

Muqaddimah 

The night vigil has been a mystery for me until I seek the company of 

those on the path [tariqa] to Allah S.W.T and the seekers[murid] whose 

lives are devoted to the afterlife and yet having able to balance their 

lives with this inviting world. 

It was a struggle to get up before the dawn prayers, indeed, a difficult 

task. When our parents wake us up it seemed the pillows and comforter 

were very dear to us in those precious seconds. Getting up [Qiam] was 

not a priority then. “Just a few more minutes”, we always begged. 

Indeed, had we understood how precious those minutes and seconds 

were then, we would have jump out of the bed and run to take ablution 

[wudhu] as the Prophet s.a.w did when he s.a.w was awaken as Allah 

would rouse him to the extent He, the Exalted, wished during the night. 

I did not understand all of the long recitals my father did during those 

wee hours of the night. But we dutifully sit and recite the verses like he 

did. During my youth, pursuing a circular education and the prospect of 

a career in aviation were more inviting and seemed more important.  

His advised was not to think too much of it but do as he did and Allah’s 

Light will eventually be evident to us.  

In the western concept it could have been term a mid life crisis. For 

reaching forty years old was a major turning point for me as more of the 

purposes of our Night Vigil practices became clearer to me and it 

became no more a chore but a regret whenever we fail to get up. 
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Many books were written on this topic. Habib Umar bin Salim bin Hafiz 

booklet Awrad of the Ba’alwi Guided by the Essence of Prophetic 

Traditions [Khulasal Maddan Nabawiyah fi Awrab al Ba`alawi] which 

itself is a complete compilation of the deeds of the righteous 

predecessor [salaful sallah] of the Tariqa Bani Alawi is a good guide.  

In his introduction, Habib Umar said that these routine [awrad] is part 

of the practices of the Prophet s.a.w. and adopted as part of the deeds of 

Tariqah Bani Ba’alawi. They are recited by those who tread its path to 

Allah S.W.T. These are only few of the many recitations for routine of 

worship [awrad] that is contain in “The Ways of the Worshippers” 

[Wasilatil Ibadah]  and “The Easy Path (to Allah)” [Tariqatas Suhalat] 

by Imam Abdullah bin Alawi bin Muhammad al-Haddad; “Shortest 

Path (for those seeking to be close to Allah)” [Al Masaluk al-Qarib] by 

Habib Tahir bin Hussain bin Tahir; “The Path (to Allah) of the Rightly 

Guided” [Sabilil Muhtadin] by Abdullah bin Alwi Alatas; “A Fountain 

of Happiness” [Munba’ak alsaadat] and “A Collection (for those who 

wish to reach the) Gracious Thrones” [Majmuk al-la’tiffah al-arshi’at] 

by Habib Ali bin Muhammad  Alhabshie; Al Fathul illah and others. 

The recital for the Night Vigil is reproduced in Appendix I and in a right 

to left format for convenience in reading in the Arabic language. 

Today, the worshippers demand references and religious subject matters 

sometimes become very academic and lost some of its spirituality. In 

variably we have to include references but here we are trying to balance 

the content.  

The inspiration of this book came after we completed [khatam] the 

reading of “Syarah Ratib Imam Alhadad” by Habib Alwi bin Ahmad bin 

Hassan alHaddad, a great grand son of the Imam, which provides 

detailed narration, tafsir and references for this book.  
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His conclusion and the last chapter focused on the excellence and 

secrets of the Night Vigil. Here we see the skill of the great fore fathers 

of the Tariqa Bani Alawi in their ability attract our attention to a subject 

matter. They wrote only a small percentage of the secrets of a subject 

and leaving you hungry and crying for more. Thus this pursue and 

revision for more details on the secrets and excellence of the Night 

Vigil. 

For the seeker [murid] of the Tariqa Bani Alawi there is no need for a 

host list of hadith and authenticating them, seeking reference reasoning 

[dalil] before acting on a prophetic deed and actions.  

They are certain [yakin] that the knowledge, conduct and deeds perform 

by their forefather and masters [mashaikhs] are in accordance to the 

Prophetic traditions, passed on by father to son from Saiyidin Hussein 

r.a. to Muhmmad Al Baqir to Imam Jaffar  Assaddiq to his sons Musa 

alKhadim and Ali al Uraidah to Ahmad bin Isa Almuhjir to Muhammad 

bin Ali Saiyidina Fiqih al Muqaddam, may Allah be please with them. 

In his book, “Syarah Ratib of Imam Abdullah Alhadad, alHabib Alawi 

bin Ahmad bin Hassan bin Abdullah Alhadad said  

 ÍLB‰NÍ∏ªA A‰h‰« ‰fÍ÷A‰ÃÚØ Û“ÊŒÏ¿‰m‰À} ‰fÍ÷A‰ÃÚØ‰À ,ÍeA‰iÊÀÚfiA‰À Í—‰eB‰JÍ®ÙªA Ω̄Ê«ÚC “ÊŒ‰̈ ÂI
 ÊKÍMA‰i ”Úº‰ß ,eA‰jÂ¿ÙªAÀ ÂæÃÌnªA B‰»ÍI Â≠ÚºÊJÂÕ‰À ,ÍeA‰¤Ú∞ÙªA‰À ‰KÙºÚ¥ÙªA Âi6Ã‰ƒÂM

‰k ÍKÙÒÛ≥ÙªA Í…Í√B‰øeAf‰Z.{ 
I named it the benefits of this book [kitab], the desire of the worshippers 

and those who reflects and remembers Allah, and the benefits of 

lighting up the heart and soul, and with it to influence deeply the 

direction and objective of Ratib of Qutub during the time of Alhadad. 
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 ‰…‰‰ZÍ÷B‰v‰√ ÍKÍMAÏjªA ÂKÍYB‰u B‰»ÍI ‰¡‰N‰a ÊœÍNª̇A Í—‰fÊŒÍ¥‰®ÙªBÍI ı‹ÏÀÚC  ÂŸf‰NÊIÚC‰À
“ŒM‡A ÍfÍ÷A‰ÃÚ∞ÙªBÍI ‰¡ÂQ ,Í“ÏŒÍƒÕ6fªA: 

(His advised,) to begin first with the Muslim Creed [Aqeedah] and its 

benefits as (Imam alHaddad) the companion of the Ratib record in the 

last chapter of his book “Sincere Religious Advices and 

Recommendations of the Imam” [An Nasaih id-Diniyya wal Wasaya al-

Imaniyya] 

In total Habib Alawi bin Ahmad bin Hasan Alhadad records the twenty 

seven benefits of the Ratib. Some of which are its benefits, method, 

makruh, manners and its pitfalls, and many other aspect which is a must 

reading for those seeking closeness to Allah S.W.T. through the 

practices of the Prophet s.a.w  The secret of each benefit will bring the 

seeker [murid] to a higher level of relationship with his creator. 

It is not our intention to go through each of them here. Instead we jump 

straight to the section on the twenty seventh benefits (of the Ratib). 

Habib Alwi bin Ahmad bin Hassan Alhadad wrote: 

}∆Àjr®ªAÀ Û“®IBÏnªA Û—f÷B∞ªA {‰√ Ï¡ÂQ ,ΩÊŒº̇ªA ¬̄B‰ŒÍ≥ Ω̄zØ œÍØ Â¡ÍNÊb 
 Î—fÍ÷BÚ∞ÍIÍØÊŒ‰»Ê√ÌfªA ÂjÊŒ‰a B»ÍI ΩÍ¿‰ß Ê≈‰¿Íª B‰Œ‰À BÍa‡AÍKÊŒÍMÊj‰M Í“ÏŒÍ∞ÊŒÚ∑À ,—j 

ÍMAÏjªA ÍKÍYB‰uÍK‰JÍ®ªA ‰eBPA . 
The twenty seventh benefit of the Ratib (in the book Syarah Ratib, the 

last but not least) is the excellence of the nawafil (and recommended 

deeds) of the Night Vigil. He then concluded with the excellence of this 

deed in the life on earth and the hereafter for those who practice. The 

method as practiced by the companion of the Ratib in his worship. 

Thus this section became the focus of our attention in this book.  
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We followed Habib Alawi bin Ahmad bin Hassan Alhadad’s 

arrangement and divide this book into five chapters as follows: 

In Chapter 1, “In inspiring to getting up at night” shall related how 

Allah S.W.T and the Prophet s.a.w inspiring the believer to do this 

deed.  

In Chapter 2, what it says about the “warning for man who sleep till 

sunrise, even forsaking getting up a little of the night”  

In Chapter 3, how to conduct the act, “Getting up at night, its Manners, 

recital and remembrances” 

In Chapter 4, when to perform this deed, “the time to be awake at night” 

In Chapter 5, how to assist our stubborn self [nafs] to fight the 

resistance against performing this deed and “What will assist in getting 

up at night.” 

Habib Alwi bin Ahmad bin Hassan Alhadad had structured this section 

of Syarah Ratib following the book entitled “The Light and Guidance of 

the Secrets of Getting Up at Night and the period before day break” by 

Imam Abdullah bin Abdurrahman bin Abi Bakr Balhaaj Ba Fadhal.   

Then we make further reference from the Holy Quran, add the 

complementary Hadiths in each chapter’s subject matter, some from 

Imam Ghazzali’s Ihya Ulludmiddin Book of Worship Volume 1 Book 

10 and Imam Zakaria Nawawi’s Riyadus Salihin Book 212. 

Our additions and comments are in dash – boxes paragraphs or is 

brackets {}. The additions and comments were not meant to explain the 

work of Habib Alwi or Imam Ba Fadhal. But more to enhance our 

weakness and enhance our understanding of the subject matter. 
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Qiyam means standing and Qiyamul Layl means standing up at night. In 

Islamic Shari'ah both terms refer to the voluntary night prayer. 

This voluntary prayer is described as Qiyamul Layl because it involves 

long standings, in which sections of the Quran are recited. Other 

common names for this prayer are night prayer [Salatul Layl] or 

[Tahajjud] from the root word hajjada meaning ‘awake at night’. 

Most learned [ulama] would conclude that the night prayers [Salatul 

Layl] or Salatul Tahajjud or Odd [Witr] prayers are one and the same. 

Habib Salim bin Abdullah bin Umar Alshatrie during one of his trip to 

Singapore, and with a call on to Allah S.W.T [dakwa] told his audience 

that a seeker of the faith [murid] is not one if he does not get up at night 

to observe the Night Vigil. 

This has been an exciting and beneficial exercise for us and our family.  

And may Allah’s light shine upon all those who read it and gain the 

secrets and excellence of the Night Vigil. 

May Allah guide them and let them teaches these secrets to the family, 

children and friends in Islam. 

We seek that Allah, the Exalted, grant our prayers and end our life in a 

good ending [husnul khatimah]. 

We seek that Allah, the Exalted, guide us with His ever watching Eye to 

keep us on the path that lead us to the heaven with being accountable. 

O Most Merciful of the Merciful. 
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æÀfiA Ωv∞ªA 
Chapter 1 

6S‰ZÙªA üΩ̄ÊŒº̇ªA Â¬B‰ŒÍ≥ ”Úº‰ß  
To inspire (oneself) upon getting up at night 

 

 

The Sheikh, the Imam, the learned, the virtuous in religion [Affifuddin] 

and who is a blessing for the Muslims, Abu Muhammad, Abdullah bin 

Abdurrahman bin Abi Bakr Balhaaj Ba Fadhal quotes the following 

verses of the Quran in his book entitled “The Light and Guidance of the 

Secrets of Getting Up at Night and the period before day break” 

(relating to the excellence of Qiyam and the merits of those people, who 

perform Qiyamul Layl on a regular basis.)  

 

Allah S.W.T said in Surah 17 Al’Isra Verse 78-79 

)٧٨ ( ‰∆A‰’ÊjÛ≥‰À Ω̄ÊŒª̇A µ̄‰nÚ́  ”ÚªḠ ōÊ¿ÏrªA Í∫ÃÛªÂfÍª Ú—Ú›ÏvªA ¡̄Í≥ÚC
ÙªA ‰∆A‰’ÊjÛ≥ Ï∆Ḡ j̄ÊVÚ∞ÙªAÚ∞AÁeÊÃÂ»Êr‰ø ‰∆BÚ∑ j̄ÊV.) ٧٩(  Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø‰À

‰ø ÚπÌI‰i Úπ‰R‰®ÊJ‰Õ Ê∆ÚC ”‰n‰ß ÚπÚª ı“ÚºÍØB‰√ Í…ÍI ÊfÏV‰»‰NÚØAÁeÃÂ¿ÊZ‰ø BÁøBÚ¥. 

78. Establish regular prayers - at the sun’s decline till the darkness of 

the night and the morning’s prayer and readings: for the prayer and 

reading in the morning carry their testimony. 

79. And pray in the small watches of the morning (it would be an 

additional prayer (of spiritual benefit) for you, soon will Your Lord raise 

you to a station of praise and glory.” 
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We added verse 78 to emphasize that Allah, the Exalted, highlighted the 

timings as to when to perform these deeds. Allah S.W.T then went on to 

describe the deeds to be performed such as the supererogatory prayers 

and reciting the Quran, both of which carry great testimony and 

rewards. The Station of Praise and Glory is reserved for the Prophet 

s.a.w and the Righteous, those closest to him, those who would go 

straight to the heavens without being question. 

 

And in Surah 51 atDhariyat Verse 17: 

‰∆ÃÂ®‰VÊ»‰Õ B‰ø Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø ı›ŒÍºÚ≥ AÃÂ√BÚ∑. 
“They (the pious) used to sleep but little at night.” 

There are many other verses of the Quran emphasizing the importance 

of the Night vigil include Surah 51 ad-Dhariyat Verses 15 -23, Allah 

S.W.T reminds us of the rewards for those who practices the Sufi way 

and who are the Righteous?: 

)١٥ (‰À ÎPBÏƒ‰U œÍØ ‰îÍ¥ÏNÂ¿ÙªA Ï∆Ḡ∆̆ÃÂŒÂß.) ١٦ ( Ê¡Â«B‰ME B‰ø ‰≈ÊÕÍhÍaE
‰îÍƒÍnÊZÂø ÚπÍª‰g ‰ΩÊJÚ≥ AÃÂ√BÚ∑ Ê¡Â»Ï√Ḡ Ê¡Â»ÌI‰i.) ١٧ ( ‰≈Íø ı›ŒÍºÚ≥ AÃÂ√BÚ∑

‰∆ÃÂ®‰VÊ»‰Õ B‰ø Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA.) ١٨ (‰∆ÀÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊn‰Õ Ê¡Â« īB‰ZÊmÚfiBÍI‰À. 
)١٩(¬̄ÀÂjÊZ‰¿ÙªA‰À Ω̄Í÷BÏnºÍª Ôµ‰Y Ê¡»̄ÍªA‰ÃÊøÚC œÍØ‰À.) ٢٠ (ÍØ‰À œ

‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍ≥ÃÂ¿ÙºÍª ËPB‰ÕE ~̄ÊiÚfiA.) ٢١ (‰∆ÀÂjÍvÊJÂM Ú›ÚØÚC Ê¡Û∏ÍnÛ∞√ÚC œÍØ‰À. 
)٢٢ (‰∆ÀÂf‰ßÃÂM B‰ø‰À Ê¡Û∏Û≥Êkī Í’B‰¿ÏnªA œÍØ‰À) .٢٣(  6L‰i‰ÃÚØ

‰∆ÃÛ¥ÍÒƒ‰M Ê¡Û∏Ï√ÚC B‰ø ‰ΩÊRÍø Ôµ‰ZÚª Â…Ï√Ḡ ~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À Í’B‰¿ÏnªA. 
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Surah 51 ad-Dhariyat:  

(15) As to the Righteous, they will be in the midst of Gardens and 

Springs. (16) Taking joy in the things which their Lord gives them, 

because, before then, they lived a good life. (17) They were in the 

habit of sleeping but little by night. (18) And in the hours of early 

dawn, they (were found) praying for Forgiveness; (19) And in their 

wealth and possessions (was remembered) the right of the (needy), him 

who asked, and him who (for some reason) was prevented (from 

asking). (20) On the earth are Signs for those of assured Faith, (21) As 

also in your own selves: will ye not then see? (22) And in heaven is 

your Sustenance, as (also) that which you are promised. (23) Then, by 

the Lord of heaven and earth, this is the very Truth, as much as the fact 

that you can speak intelligently to each other. 

 

 

 

And in Surah 32 asSajdah Verse 16, Allah, the Exalted, describes the 

believers who deserve a place in the heaven [Jannah] saying:  

 BÁ®‰¿Úm‰À BıØÊÃ‰a Ê¡Â»ÏI‰i ‰∆ÃÂßÊf‰Õ ©̄ÍUB‰z‰¿ÙªA Ê≈‰ß Ê¡Â»ÂIÃÂƒÂU ”ÚØB‰V‰N‰M
‰∆ÃÛ¥Í∞ƒÂÕ Ê¡Â«B‰ƒÙ≥‰k‰i BÏ¿Íø‰À. 

“They (the believers) forsake their beds, to invoke their Lord in fear and 

hope; and they spend out of what We have bestowed on them.” 

The word ‘forsake’ indicates that this act of performing the 

Night Vigil is an extreme difficult task. Only a few will received the 

guidance [hidayah] from the Lord of the Universe to perform it.  

A difficult task requires planning which include a carefully 

execute routine to prepare oneself to achieve the final objective. 
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Allah S.W.T had commanded the Prophet s.a.w to get up in verses 1-4 

of Surah 73 al-Muzzammil: 

)١ (ÂΩ6øÏlÂ¿ÙªA B‰»ÌÕÚC B‰Õ.  )٢ (ı›ŒÍºÚ≥ ‹̇Ḡ ‰ΩÊŒº̇ªA ¡̄Û≥. ) ٣ ( Â…Ú∞ÊvÍ√
À̄ÚCı›ŒÍºÚ≥ Â…ÊƒÍø ÊwÛ¥Ê√A.) ٤  (ı›ÊŒÍMÊj‰M ‰∆EÊjÛ¥ÙªA Ω̄6M‰i‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß Êek̄ ÊÀÚC 

(1) O you wrapped up in garments! (2) Keep vigil at night, but not all 

night. (3) Half of it or a little less, (4) Or a little more; and recite the 

Quran in slow, measured rhythmic tones.  

It was compulsory [Fardu]! 
In a very long hadith related by Sa`id ibn Hisham ibn Amir r.a., who 

asked Ibn Abbas r.a. about the witr prayers. Ibn Abbas directed him to 

go and asked Aisha r.a.. Sa`id then seek the help of Hikam ibn Aflah r.a 

to bring him to meet Aisha r.a to asked about the witr of Rasulullah 

s.a.w. 

When they met, Sa`id said: “Mother of the Faithful, [ummul mukminin] 

inform me about the observance (of the night prayer) of the Messenger 

of Allah s.a.w.” 

She r.a said: “Did you not recite ‘O thou wrapped up’?” (Surah al 

Muzzammil)  He said: “Yes”.  She said: “Allah, the Exalted and the 

Glorious, made the observance of the night prayer at the beginning of 

this Surah obligatory. So the Prophet s.a.w and his companions around 

him observed this for one year. 

Allah S.W.T held back the concluding portion of this Surah for 

twelve months in Heaven. Then Allah revealed the concluding verses of 

this Surah, which lightened (its burden), and the night prayer became a 

supererogatory prayer after being an obligatory one.”      (Sahih Muslim) 
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Surah 73 al-Muzzammil verse 20: 

)٢٠ (ÊŒº̇ªA œ̄‰RÛºÂQ Ê≈Íø ”‰√ÊeÚC Â¬ÃÛ¥‰M ÚπÏ√ÚC Â¡ÚºÊ®‰Õ ÚπÏI‰i Ï∆Ḡ Â…Ú∞ÊvÍ√‰À Ω̄
,Â…‰RÛºÂQ‰À   Úπ‰®‰ø ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A ‰≈Íø “̂Ú∞Í÷BÚm‰À  Âi6fÚ¥ÂÕ ÛrA‰À¡Íº‰ß ‰iB‰»ÏƒªA‰À ‰ΩÊŒº̇ªA  

 ‰¡Íº‰ß ∆̄EÊjÛ¥ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰jÏn‰Œ‰M B‰ø AÀÂ’‰jÙ≥DÚØ Ê¡Û∏ÊŒÚº‰ß ‰LB‰NÚØ Â ÃÂvÊZÂM Ê≈Úª Ê∆ÚC
ÍØ ‰∆ÃÂIj̄Êz‰Õ ‰∆ÀÂj‰aE‰À ”‰yÊj‰ø Ê¡Û∏ÊƒÍø Â∆ÃÛ∏‰Œ‰m Ê∆ÚC ‰∆ÃÂ̈ ‰NÊJ‰Õ ~̄ÊiÚfiA œ

 B‰ø AÀÂ’‰jÙ≥DÚØ  ÍrA Ω̄ŒÍJ‰m œÍØ ‰∆ÃÛºÍMBÚ¥ÂÕ ‰∆ÀÂj‰aE‰À   ÍrA Ω̄ÊzÚØ Ê≈Íø
 BÁyÊjÚ≥ ÚrA AÃÂyj̄Ù≥ÚC‰À Ú—AÃÚ∑ÏlªA AÃÂME‰À ‰PAÃÚºÏvªA AÃÂ¿ŒÍ≥ÚC‰À Â…ÊƒÍø ‰jÏn‰Œ‰M

Íß  Â ÀÂfÍV‰M j̆ÊŒ‰a Ê≈Íø Ê¡Û∏ÍnÛ∞Ê√ÚDÍª AÃÂø6fÚ¥ÂM B‰ø‰À ,BÁƒ‰n‰Y ‰ÃÂ« ÍrA ‰fÊƒ
Ë¡ŒÍY‰i ËiÃÛ∞Ú́  ÚrA Ï∆Ḡ ÚrA AÀÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊmA‰À AÁjÊUÚC ‰¡Ú§ÊßÚC‰À AÁjÊŒ‰a. 

Your Lord know how you keeps vigil (and pray) sometimes nearly two-

thirds of the night, or sometimes half or a third of the night, as do a 

party of those with you. But Allah do appoint Night and Day in due 

measure. He knows that you are unable to keep count and turn to you in 

mercy.  Recite, then the Quran that which is easy for you. He knows that 

there are sick folk among you, while others travel in the land in search 

of Allah's bounty, and others still fighting for the cause of Allah. So 

recite of it that which is easy for you, and establish regular prayer and 

give regular charity and loan to Allah a Beautiful Loan (that of your 

soul). Whatever good You send forth for your souls, You shall surely 

find it with Allah, better and greater in reward. And seek forgiveness of 

Allah, for Allah is Oft-Forgiving and Most Merciful. 
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From Al-Mughirah bin Shubah, narrated that Aisha r.a said:  

ÌœÍJÏƒªA ‰∆BÚ∑Â B‰ø‰fÚ≥ ÊP‰jÒ̇Ú∞‰M ”ÏN‰Y Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Â¬ÃÛ¥‰Õ  .ÂOÙºÛ¥ÚØ : ‰¡Íª
 ÚπÍJÊ√‰g Ê≈Íø ‰¬ÏfÚ¥‰M B‰ø ÚπÚª ÛrA ‰jÚ∞Ú́  ÊfÚ≥‰À ?ÍrA ‰æÃÂm‰i B‰Õ A‰h‰« Ê©‰ƒÂv‰M

‰ø‰À‰jÏaÚD‰M B .‰æBÚ≥ :ÃÛ∑E Ú›ÚØEAÁiÃÛ∏‰q AÁfÊJ‰ß Â∆ . 
“The Prophet s.a.w used to stands up to pray in the night until his feet 

was swollen. So I said to him, why did you do this (such an unbearable 

prayer), ya Rasullulah, since Allah has already forgiven all the sins you 

committed and those that you may yet commit.  He said, “Should I not 

be a thankful (grateful) servant”. 

(Hadith which is unanimously agreed upon)  

It is clear that this deed will result in exponential rewards from Allah, 

the Exalted as He, the Exalted, said in Surah 14 Ibrahim Verse 7 

ÊÕk̄Úfi Ê¡ÂMÊjÚ∏‰q Ê≈Í◊Úª Ê¡Û∏ÌI‰i ‰∆ÏgÚD‰M ÊgḠ‰À œÍIA‰h‰ß Ï∆Ḡ Ê¡ÂMÊjÚ∞Ú∑ Ê≈Í◊Úª‰À Ê¡Û∏Ï√‰f
ËfÕÍf‰rÚª. 

And remember! your Lord caused to be declared (publicly): “If ye are 

grateful, I will add more (favours) unto you; but if ye show ingratitude, 

truly My punishment is terrible indeed.” 

{Protection from Shaytan} 
A hadith from Abdullah Ibn Mas’ud r.a related that:  

‰\‰JuÚC ”ÏN‰Y ı“ÚºÊŒÚª ‰¬B‰√ ËΩÂU‰i 6œÍJÏƒªA ‰fÊƒÍß ‰jÚ∑‰g . ÛrA ”º̇‰u ÌœÍJÏƒªA ‰æBÚ≥
‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß :ÚÒÊŒÏrªA ‰æB‰I ËΩÂU‰i Ú∫A‰gÍ…ÊŒ‰√ÂgÛA ÊœÍØ Â∆B . 

“It was mentioned before the Prophet s.a.w. that a person had kept on 

sleeping till morning and had not got up for the prayer. The Prophet 

s.a.w. said: “Satan urinated in the man’s ears.” (Hadith muttafaq `alaih) 
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Abu Hurayrah r.a. reported that the Messenger of Allah s.a.w. said: 

Í¥Ê®‰ÕBÚÒÊŒÏrªA ÂfÍf‰YÚC p̄ÙC‰i Í“‰ŒÍØBÚ≥ ”Úº‰ß Â∆Ḡ Ê¡Û∑Ú¥Âß ‰TÚ›‰Q ‰¬B‰√ ‰ÃÂ« A‰gÎf ,
Î—‰fÙ¥Âß 6ΩÛ∑ ”Úº‰ß ÂLj̄Êz‰Õ:BÚØ ËΩÊÕÃ̄Úm ËΩÊŒÚª ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß ÊfÛ≥Êi ! Ú•Ú¥ÊŒ‰NÊmA ∆̄H̄ÚØ

 ÚrA ‰jÚ∑‰g‰À‰M”ÚªB‰®, Ú¥Âß ÊOº̇‰ZÊ√ÍA ”º̇‰u‰À‰f ,—̂ ÊOº̇‰ZÊ√ÍA ÚDÏy‰Ã‰M Ê∆H̄ÚØ
 ,—̂‰fÙ¥Âß‰‰À Ê∆Ḡ ”º̇‰uÍA6ŒÍm BıÒÊŒÍr‰√ ‰\‰JÊuÚDÚØ B‰»º̊Û∑ Â ÂfÚ¥Âß ÊOº̇‰ZÊ√ ‰K
,ōÙ∞ÏƒªA‰JÊuÚC ‹̇Ḡ‰À ‰∆Ú›ÊnÚ∑ ōÙ∞ÏƒªA ‰SÊŒÍJ‰a ‰\. 

When one (of you) goes to sleep, Shaytan ties three knots over the tip of 

his head, blowing into each knot, “You have a long night, so sleep on.” 

If he wakes up and mentions Allah, (one knot loosens). (If he makes 

wudhu, another knot loosens and if he prays, the third knot loosens and 

he becomes lively and good-natured; otherwise he gets up ill-natured 

and lazy.”                                                (Sahih al-Bukhari and Muslim) 

{In a very clear signal for the believers who strive to enter the heavens, 

the Prophet s.a.w. advice in a hadith which} Abdullah bin Salam r.a. 

heard the Prophet s.a.w said:  

ÂpBÏƒªA B‰»ÌÕÚC ! AÃÂ¿Í®ÙmC‰À ¬̄Ú›ÏnªA AÊÃÂrÙØÚA Â¬B‰YÊiÚfiA AÊÃÛºÍu‰À ,‰¬B‰®Ò̇ªA
¬̆Ú›‰nÍI Ú“Ïƒ‰VÙªA ‰∆ÊÃÛºÂaÊf‰M Ë™B‰ŒÍ√ ÂpBÏƒªA‰À Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA AÊÃÂøÊÃÛ≥‰À. 

“O People spread the greeting [salam], feed (the poor and needy), 

behave kindly to your blood relations, offer prayers when others are 

asleep, and thus enter paradise in peace.”   

(Transmitted by Tirmidhi who said that the hadith is hasan and sahih) 
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It is the best of the nawafil prayers 
Narrated by Abu Hurayrah r.a: “The Messenger of Allah s.a.w said: 

 ÂΩ‰zÙØÚCÂΩ‰zÙØÚA‰À ,Â¬Ïj‰ZÂ¿ÙªA ÍrA ÂjÊ»‰q ‰∆B‰v‰ø‰i ‰fÊ®‰I ¬̄B‰Œ6vªA  Í—Ú›ÏvªA 
Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Û—Ú›‰u Í“‰zÊÕj̄Ú∞ÙªA ‰fÊ®‰I. 

“The most excellent fast after Ramadan is in the months that Allah 

declared as sacred (Allah’s months), and the most excellent prayer after 

what is prescribed is prayer in the depth of the night.” 

(Sahih Muslim and in Musnad Ahmad) 

(The four sacred months are Dhul-Qa'dah, Dhul-Hijjah, Muharram, and 

the fourth is Rajab.) 

 

Salim bin Abdullah bin Umar Ibn al-Khathab, may Allah be please with 

them, related from his father that the Messenger s.a.w said: 

Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø ”º̨‰vÂÕ ‰∆BÚ∑ ÊÃÚª ÍrA ÂfÊJß ÂΩÂUÏjªA ‰¡Ê®Í√. 
“The best of man is Abdullah because he (likes to) prays every night.” 

Salim further said: 

ı›ÊŒÍŒÚ≥ ‹̇Ḡ Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Â¬B‰ƒ‰Õ Ú‹ ÚπÍª‰g ‰fÊ®‰I ÍrA ÂfÊJ‰ß ‰∆BÚ∏ÚØ. 
“Abdullah slept but a little at night from that moment onwards.” 

An unanimously accepted hadith. 

 

From Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al-'As r.a. who narrated that the Prophet 

s.a.w said to me: 

Õ ‰∆BÚ∑ ∆̆Ú›ÛØ ‰ΩÊRÍø Ê≈Û∏‰M Ú‹ ÍrA ‰fÊJ‰ß B‰ÕΩ̄ÊŒº̇ªA Ú∫B‰ŒÍ≥ Ú∫‰j‰NÚØ ‰œÊŒº̇ªA Â¬ÃÛ¥. 
“O Abdullah! Do not be like so and so who used to pray at night and 

then stopped the night prayer.”  

In Sahih al-Bukhari also a unanimously accepted hadith  
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From Jabir ibn Abdullah r.a. who heard the Messenger s.a.w. says:  

A œÍØ Ï∆Ḡ Ê≈Íø AÁjÊŒ‰a ÚrA ÂæÚDÊn‰Õ Ë¡ÍºÊnÂø ËΩÂU‰i B‰»Û¥ÍØA‰ÃÂÕ Ú‹ ı“‰ßB‰nª Ω̄ÊŒº̇ª
Â BÏÕḠ Â BÚÒÊßÚC ‹̇Ḡ Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA j̄ÊøÚC,Î“ÚºÊŒÚª ÌΩÛ∑ ÚπÍª‰g‰À . 

“There is an hour during the night in which if a Muslim ask Allah for 

good in this worldly life or the hereafter without which Allah will grant 

it to him; and that applies to every night.     (Recorded in Sahih Muslim) 

 

{Mercy from Allah} 
Abu Hurayrah r.a. reported that the Messenger of Allah s.a.w said: 

‰vÚØ Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø ‰¬BÚ≥ ı›ÂU‰i ÛrA ‰¡ÍY‰i Ê∆H̄ÚØ ÊOº̇‰vÚØ Â…‰MÚC‰jÊøḠ Ú•Ú¥ÊÕA‰À ”º̇
 Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø ÊO‰øBÚ≥ ı—ÚC‰jÊøḠ ÛrA ‰¡ÍY‰i‰À ,Á’B‰¿ÙªA B‰»»̄ÊU‰À ÊœÍØ ‰\‰z‰√ ÊO‰IÚC
 Í…»̄ÊU‰À ÊœÍØ ÊO‰Z‰z‰√ ”‰IÚC Ê∆H̄ÚØ ”º̇‰vÚØ B‰»‰UÊÀ‰k ÊOÚ§Ú¥ÊMÚC‰À ÊOº̇‰vÚØ

‰’B‰¿ÙªA . 
“Allah have mercy on a man who wakes up at night, prays and wakes 

his wife to pray; and if she refuses, he sprinkles water on her face. And 

may Allah have mercy on a woman who wakes up at night, prays, and 

wakes her husband to pray and if he refuses, she sprinkles water on his 

face.”                              [(hasan) by Shaikh al-Albanee (Abu Dawood)] 

Is it not a wonderful relationship whereby the husband and wife, parents 

and their children, believers and their companions share the secrets of 

the Night Vigil. The excellence of which can only be felt through the 

shared sense of love for the Prophet s.a.w, piety and gratefulness, 

yearning for the light that Allah, the Exalted, promises to shines upon 

the house that remembers Him. 
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It was recorded as narrated by AbuSa`id and classified the sanad as 

sahih (and also by AbuHurayrah in Sahih Abu Dawud) whereby the 

Prophet s.a.w said:  

 B‰JÍNÚ∑ ,BÁ®ÊŒÍ¿‰U ≈̄ÊŒ‰N‰®Ù∑‰i ”º̇‰u ÊÀÚC ,B‰Œº̇‰vÚØ Â…ÚºÊ«ÚC ÂΩÂUÏjªA Ú•Ú¥ÊÕÚC A‰gḠ
ÍPA‰jÍ∑AÏhªA‰À ‰≈ÊÕj̄Í∑AÏhªA œÍØ . 

“If a man awakens his wife at night, and then both pray or both offer 

two rak’ahs together, the (name of the ) man will be recorded among 

those who mention the name of Allah, and the (name of the) woman 

will be recorded among those who mention the name of Allah. (Ibn 

Kathir did not narrate this tradition as a statement of the Prophet s.a.w. 

but he reported it as a statement of AbuSa'id.) 

 

Allah, the Exalted, continued in Surah 73 al-Muzzammil verses 6-9 the 

reasons why He commanded the Prophet s.a.w to perform nightly vigil.  

He S.W.T said: 

 )٦( Ìf‰qÚC ‰œÍ« Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Ú“‰◊ÍqB‰√ Ï∆Ḡı›ŒÍ≥ Â¬‰ÃÙ≥ÚC‰À BÁ◊Ùm‰À ) .٧( ÚπÚª Ï∆Ḡ 
 ı›ÕÃ̄Úm BÁZÊJ‰m īB‰»ÏƒªA œÍØ)٨ ( ı›ŒÍNÊJ‰M Í…ÊŒÚªḠ ÊΩÏN‰J‰M‰À Úπ6I‰i ‰¡ÊmA j̄Û∑ÊgA‰À

)٩  (ı›ŒÍ∑‰À Â ÊhÍbÏMBÚØ ‰ÃÂ« ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹ ÍLj̄Ê̈ ‰¿ÙªA‰À ∂̄j̄Êr‰¿ÙªA ÌL‰i. 
(6) Truly the rising by night is most potent for governing (of the soul), 

and most suitable for (framing) the Words (of prayer and praises). (7) 

True, there is for you by day prolonged occupation with ordinary duties. 

(8) But keep remembrance the name of your Lord and devote yourself to 

Him wholeheartedly. (9) He is the Lord of the East and the West, there 

is no god but He: Take Him therefore for Your Disposer of Affairs. 
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Narrated by Abdullah ibn Umar r.a  that the Messenger s.a.w. said:  

 Ê≈Íø B‰»ÂƒÍmB‰I‰À B‰»ÍƒÍmB‰I Ê≈Íø B‰«Âj‰«BÚm ‘‰jÂÕ “̂ÚØÊjÛ́  Í“Ïƒ‰VÙªA œÍØ Ï∆Ḡ
B‰«j̄Í«BÚ£ . B‰Õ ‰œÍ« Ê≈‰¿Íª ,Â…Êƒ‰ß ÛrA ‰œÍy‰i Ê–j̄‰®ÊqÚfiÙA ÍπÍªB‰ø ÊÃÂIÚC ‰æBÚ¥ÚØ

‰æBÚ≥ ?ÍrA ‰æÊÃÂm‰i : ‰PB‰I‰À ‰¬B‰®Ò̇ªA ‰¡‰®ÙmÚA‰À ‰¬Ú›Ú∏ÙªA ‰LBÚmÚA Ê≈‰¿Íª
‰À BÁ¿Í÷BÚ≥Ë¬B‰ŒÍ√ ÂpBÏƒªA. 

“There is in the Paradise an apartment, the exterior of which can be seen 

from its interior, and the interior of which can be seen from its exterior. 

Abu Malik Al Asy`ari, may Allah be please with him, asked: “Who are 

they for O Messenger of Allah?” He s.a.w said: “For those who are 

polite in talk, provide food (to the needy), fast frequently and observe 

the Tahajjud prayer when the people are asleep. (It was transmitted by 

Ahmad Ath Thabrani in the Big Book with isnad hassan) 

Asma binti Yazid r.a.narrated that the Messenger sa.w. said:  

ÎeB‰ƒÂø –ÍeB‰ƒÂŒÚØ ,Í“‰øB‰ŒÍ¥ÙªA ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ ÎfÍYA‰À ÎfÊŒÍ®‰u ÊœÍØ ÂpBÏƒªA Âj‰rÊZÂÕ : ‰≈ÊÕÚC
 Ê¡Â«‰À ‰∆ÊÃÂøÊÃÛ¥ÂŒÚØ ?©̄ÍUB‰z‰¿ÙªA ≈̄‰ß Ê¡Â»ÂIÃÂƒÂU ”ÚØB‰V‰N‰M ÊO‰√BÚ∑ ‰≈ÊÕÍhª̇A

ÎLB‰nÍY j̄ÊŒ‰̈ ÍI Ú“Ïƒ‰VÙªA ‰∆ÊÃÛºÂaÊf‰ŒÚØ ,ËΩÊŒÍºÚ≥. 
“Mankind will be crammed together during the Day of Resurrection, the 

caller will called out, who are those who “They (the believers) forsake 

their beds?”(i) Then they will stand up, and they are a small number, 

and they enter the heaven without judgement.”      Narrated  by Bayhaqi. 

(i) The Quranic verse in the above hadith is in reference to Surah 32 

asSajdah verse 16 mentioned earlier.  
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Surely this must be our objective. That is to enter the heaven without 

going through Judgement. It must be the intention and desire of every 

believer [mukminin], every worshipper [ibadi] and every seeker [murid] 

of the afterlife to be one of those who enter the heavens without being 

judge on the Day of Reckoning. 

O Allah, You know we have sin indeed we did sin and will commit sin 

whether intentionally or unintentionally.  

O Lord, do make us of those who work hard to get up at night and 

observe the night vigil. 

O Lord, do include us amongst those who enter the heavens without 

being judge on the Day of Reckoning. 

 

AbuUmamah al-Bahili r.a. stated that the Prophet s.a.w said: 

 ”ÚªḠ Ê¡Û∏Úª ı“‰IÊjÛ≥‰À Ê¡Û∏ÚºÊJÚ≥ ‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªBÏvªA ‰LÚC‰e Â…Ï√H̄ÚØ Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ¬̄B‰ŒÍ¥ÍI Ê¡Û∏ÊŒÚº‰ß
¡̄ÊQ‚̄A ≈̄‰ß ı—B‰»Êƒ‰ø‰À ÍPB‰◊6ŒÏnªA Ú—‰j∞̇Ú∏Âø‰À Ê¡Û∏6I‰i. 

 “You should get up for the night (prayers) for indeed it is the deeds of 

those pious before you. It is a way for you to get closer to your Lord, 

and erase the sins, and helps (us) to prevent committing sins.  

The hadith is transmitted by Tirmidhi. 

 

ibn Abbas r.a. narrated that the Messenger of Allah s.a.w. commanded  

‰i ÊÃÚª‰À Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Í—Ú›‰vÍIı“‰ß 
“Pray the night prayer (witr) even if one raka`at.” 

Narrated by Thabraniy in both the Akbar and Al-Ausat 
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The importance of getting up at night to perform the Night Vigil 

[Tahajjud] cannot be over emphasized. A person cannot call himself a 

sufi, one walking the straight path, a seeker [murid] unless one fulfil this 

command from Allah, the Exalted. It is a command! 

Sahl bin Sa`ad r.a. narrated that the Angel Gibra`il a.s. came to the 

Prophet s.a.w and said: 

 ÚπÏ√H̄ÚØ ‰OÊ◊Íq B‰ø ÊΩ‰¿ÊßA‰À ,ËO6Œ‰ø ÚπÏ√H̄ÚØ ‰OÊ◊Íq B‰ø ÊsÍß ,ËfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰Õ
 Ô–l̄ÊV‰øÍ…ÊŒÚº‰ßBÚ∞‰ø ÚπÏ√H̄ÚØ ‰OÊ◊Íq B‰ø ÊKÍJÊYÚC‰À ,Â…Û≥ī‰≤‰j‰q Ï∆ÚC Ê¡ÚºÊßA‰À , 

p̄BÏƒªA ≈̄‰ß Â Â⁄B‰ƒÊ̈ ÍNÊmÍA Â ÏlÍß‰À ,Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Â¬B‰ŒÚ≥ ≈̄ÍøÊ¤ÛùA. 
O Muhammad, live the way you wish to live but (remember) you will 

die, do as you wish and you will receive its appropriate rewards. Like 

what ever you wish but you will leave it behind, and know that the 

honour of a believer [Mukmin] lies in the night vigil (tahajjud), and its 

honourable status does not depend on man (that is the time period that 

you live as a man). 

(at-Tabrani recorded it in his alAusath with a good isnad.) 

Amr ibn Abasah r.a. narrated {and recorded in Mishkat Al-Masabih} 

that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. said:  

 6∆H̄ÚØ ,j̄ÊŒÍa‡A Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Í≤ÊÃ‰U œÍØ ÍfÊJ‰®ÙªA ‰≈Íø ÌLÏjªA Â∆ÊÃÛ∏‰Õ B‰ø ÂL‰jÙ≥ÚC
Ê≈Ú∏ÚØ Í“‰ßBÏnªA ÚπÙºÍM ÛrA ÂjÛ∑Êh‰Õ Ê≈Ï¿Íø ‰∆ÊÃÛ∏‰M Ê∆ÚC ‰OÊ®ÚÒ‰NÊmA. 

Allah is nearest to His servant in midst of the later part of the night and 

if you are able to be amongst those who remember Allah at that hour, do 

so.  

Transmitted by Tirmidhi, who said: This is a hasan sahih gharib hadith. 
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In another hadith recorded in Mishkat Al-Masabih, Abdullah ibn 

Mas'ud r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said: 

 ≈̄ÊŒÚºÂU‰i Ê≈Íø B‰ƒÌI‰i ‰KÍV‰ß : ≈̄ÊŒ‰I Ê≈Íø Í…ÍØB‰ZÍª‰À Í…Í÷BÚmÀ̄ Ê≈‰ß ‰iB‰Q Ω̆ÂU‰i
‰À Ïl‰ß ÛrA ÂæÃÛ¥‰ŒÚØ ,Í…ÍMÚ›‰u ”ÚªḠ Í…6JÍY‰À Í…ÍºÊ«ÚCÍ“Ú∏Í÷Ú›‰¿ÙºÍª ÏΩ‰U : AÀÂjÛ§Ê√ÛA

Ú›‰u ”ÚªḠ Í…ÏJÍY‰À Í…ÍºÊ«ÚC ‰≈ÊŒ‰I Ê≈Íø Í…ÍqA‰jÍØ Ê≈‰ß ‰iB‰Q –ÍfÊJ‰ß ”ÚªḠ ı“‰JÊß‰i Í…ÍM
‰À –ÍfÊƒÍß B‰»ŒÍØ–ÍfÊƒÍß B‰¿ÍI BıØ‰j‰q. ÍrA Ω̄ÊŒÍJ‰m œÍØ A‰lÚ́  Ω̆ÂU‰i‰À 

‰ZÊuÚC ‰¬‰l‰»Ê√A‰ÀœÍØ Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß B‰ø ‰¡Íº‰®ÚØ Â…ÂIBÙA  ™̄ÊÃÂUÌjªA œÍØ Â…Úª B‰ø‰À ¬̄A‰l»̄Ê√Í‹
Í“Ú∏Í÷Ú›‰¿ÙºÍª ÏΩ‰U‰À Ïl‰ß ÛrA ÂæÊÃÛ¥‰ŒÚØ ,Â…‰ø‰e ‰µÊÕj̄Ê»ÂÕ ”ÏN‰Y :ÛC ”ÚªḠ AÀÂjÛ§Ê√

 ”ÏN‰Y ‰©‰U‰jÚØ –ÍfÊƒÍß B‰¿ÍI Bı∞‰̈ ‰q‰À –ÍfÊƒÍßB‰»ÊŒÍØ Á’B‰U‰i ‰©‰U‰i –ÍfÊJ‰ß
Â…‰ø‰e ‰µÊÕj̄Ê»ÂÕ.  

Our Lord is pleased with two men: One man who gets up from his bed 

and his quilt (parting) from his comfort and his wife for prayer. Allah 

says to His angels: “Look at My servant, he got out of bed, his quilt 

(parting himself) from his comfort and his wife for the sake of prayer 

with an earnest desire for that which is with Me and out of fondness of 

what is with Me.” And a person who fights for the sake of Allah and 

retreats along with his companions,  knowing what burden is there upon 

him for this retreat (and what reward is there for him) in returning (to 

fight). So he returns till his blood is shed and Allah says to the angels: 

“Look at My servant, he returned with (the earnest) desire for that which 

is with Me, and out of fondness of what is with Me till his blood was 

spilt.                                        (Transmitted by Ahmad from ibn Hibban) 
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Abdullah ibn Mas`ud r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w. said: 

‰∆A‰jÊ¿Í®ªE‰À Í—‰jÚ¥‰JÙªA Ú—‰iÊÃÂm ‰\‰N‰NÙØBÚØ Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Í≤ÊÃ‰U ÊœÍØ ‰¬BÚ≥ Ë⁄ÂjÊøÚA ‰K6ŒÂa B‰ø 
The one who prays in the middle of the night will not be dejected (nor 

will he find his deed futile) when he open it (after the fatiha) with Surah 

Al Baqarah and Al `Imran.  

(The hadith is recorded by at-Tabrani in his AlAusath) 

 

The secrets Allah S.W.T keeps in the two surahs is a plenty. The seeker 

[murid] who recites either the whole surah or sections of it will discover 

with astonishment when these are reveal to them. 

 

  

Ibn Khalil recorded in his book “A Gift for the Worshippers” or 

[Thuhfital Muta`abidi] a tafsir of Surah Al Imran verse 26 whereby 

Allah S.W.T directed Muhammad s.a.w to say: 

ÙªA ÚπÍªÚBø Ï¡Â»º̇ªA Ω̄Û≥Â¿œÍMÊ¤ÂM ÍπÙº ÚπÙºÂ¿ÙªA Â™l̄Êƒ‰M‰À Â’ÚBr‰M Ê≈‰ø ÚπÙºÂ¿ÙªA 
Ê≈‰ø ÌlÍ®ÂM‰À Â’ÚBr‰M Ê≈Ï¿ÍøÂ’B‰r‰M Ê≈‰ø ÌæÍhÂM‰À Â’ÚBr‰M ÂjÊŒ‰bÙªA Ú∫Íf‰ŒÍI , ÚπÏ√Ḡ 
ËjÊÕÍfÚ≥ Î’Êœ‰q 6ΩÛ∑ ”Úº‰ß. 

Say: “O Allah! Lord of Power (and Rule), You give Power to whom 

You pleasest, and You strip off Power from whom You pleasest. {You 

enduest with honour whom You pleasest, and You bringest low whom 

You pleasest. In Your hand is all good. Verily, over all things You hast 

power.”} 

Ibn Khalil interpreted that this refers to the power or ability to perform 

the Night Vigil [tahajjud] and being raise to a station of honour. 
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Those who dismisses this opening (opportunity) will be forbidden from 

enjoying the wonderful taste of this message as thedevil [shaytan] 

urinated in his ear and he wakes up feeling tired and lazy. 

The devil has sworn to pull man away from their goal of going 

straight to heaven. Shaytan, the cursed, and his armies would have 

succeeded if his efforts resulted in the worshipper having to go to hell 

first after being judged on the Day of Reckoning.  

Let us assure the readers that if you practise the Night Vigil you 

will definitely experience this pull-push action in your mind being 

influenced by the whispers of the shaytan, the cursed, against your 

determination to get up and observe the Night Vigil.  

When Allah, the Exalted, appointed Man to be in charge 

[khalifa] of the earth, the angels were surprised as they knew it was a 

difficult task. Those are upheld this responsibility will be raise to a 

Station of Honour. They are the Foremost of the servants of the Lord. 

They are those who did not neglect and perform the Night Vigil. 

All these secrets of the Night Vigil are actually not a secret. 

They are clearly spelled out in the Quran and Hadith. We must make the 

extra effort reading and studying these books with our spiritual masters 

and attain proficiency in these subjects as we are proficient in our task 

as professional in trained field. 

Surely it is shaytan’s intention to prevent you from achieving the 

ultimate status [maqam] next to the Station of Honour [Maqam 

Mahmud] like the Foremost [asSabiqun]. For indeed those who are 

Foremost in faith will be the Foremost in the Hereafter.  

As Allah, the Exalted, described them in Surah 56 Waqiah Verse 10-24 

when He said: 
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)١٠( ‰∆ÃÛ¥ÍIBÏnªA ‰∆ÃÛ¥ÍIBÏnªA‰À. )١١( ‰∆ÃÂIÏjÚ¥Â¿ÙªA ÚπÍ◊ÚªÊÀÛC. )١٢( 
¡̄ŒÍ®ÏƒªA ÍPBÏƒ‰U œÍØ. )١٣( ‰≈Íø “̂º̇ÂQÊŒÍªÏÀÚfiA ‰≈. )١٤( ‰≈Íø ËΩŒÍºÚ≥‰À 

ÊÕj̄Ía‡A‰≈. )١٥( Î“‰√ÃÂyÊÃ‰ø ĭÂjÂm ”Úº‰ß. )١٦( Í◊Í∏ÏNÂø B‰»ÊŒÚº‰ß ‰î
‰îÍºÍIBÚ¥‰NÂø. )١٧( ‰∆ÀÂfº̇‰bÂø Ë∆A‰fÙªÀ̄ Ê¡»̄ÊŒÚº‰ß Â≤ÃÛÒ‰Õ. )١٨( 

î̆Í®‰ø Ê≈Íø p̆ÙDÚ∑‰À ‰µÕīB‰IÚC‰À ÎLA‰ÃÙ∑ÚDÍI. )١٩( Ú‹ B‰»Êƒ‰ß ‰∆ÃÂßÏf‰vÂÕ 
Ú‹‰À‰∆ÃÛØl̄ƒÂÕ . )٢٠( ‰∆ÀÂjÏŒ‰b‰N‰Õ BÏ¿Íø Î“‰»Í∑BÚØ‰À. )٢١(  j̆ÊŒÚm ¡̄ÊZÚª‰À

ÃÂ»‰NÊr‰Õ BÏ¿Íø‰∆. )٢٢( ËîÍß ËiÃÂY‰À. )٢٣(  ¤̄ÛªÊ¤º̊ªA ǣB‰RÊøÚDÚ∑
∆̄ÃÂƒÙ∏‰¿ÙªA. )٢٤( ‰∆ÃÛº‰¿Ê®‰Õ AÃÂ√BÚ∑ B‰¿ÍI Á’A‰l‰U. 

10. And those Foremost (in Faith) will be foremost (in the Hereafter). 

11. These will be those Nearest to Allah: 12. In Gardens of Bliss:  

13. A number of people from those of old,  14. And a few from those 

of later times. 15. (They will be) on Thrones encrusted (with gold and 

precious stones) 16. Reclining on them, facing each other.  

17. Round about them will (serve) youths of perpetual (freshness),  

18. With goblets, (shining) beakers, and cups (filled) out of Clear-

flowing fountains: 19. No after-ache will they receive therefrom, nor 

will they suffer intoxication: 20. And with fruits, any that they may 

select;  21. And the flesh of fowls, any that they may desire. 

22. And (there will be) Companions with beautiful, big, and lustrous 

eyes,  23. Like unto Pearls well-guarded. 

24. A Reward for the Deeds of their past (Life). 
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Amongst the verses of the Quran quoted by Hujjatul Islam Imam 

Ghazzali, may Allah be please with him, in the Ihya are: 

Surah 39 azZumar Verse 9 

 ÃÂUÊj‰Õ‰À Ú—‰jÍa‡A Âi‰hÊZ‰Õ BÁ¿Í÷BÚ≥‰À AÁfÍUB‰m Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰’B‰√E ËOÍ√BÚ≥ ‰ÃÂ« Ê≈ÏøÚC
ª̇A –Ã̄‰NÊn‰Õ ÊΩ‰« ÊΩÛ≥ Í…6I‰i Ú“‰¿ÊY‰iÚ‹ ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A‰À ‰∆ÃÂ¿ÚºÊ®‰Õ ‰≈ÕÍh ‰∆ÃÂ¿ÚºÊ®‰Õ 

ÍLB‰JÙªÚfiA AÃÛªÊÀÛC Âj∑̇‰h‰N‰Õ B‰¿Ï√Ḡ. 
Is one who worships devoutly during the hours of the night prostrating 

himself or standing (in adoration), who takes heed of the Hereafter, and 

who places his hope in the Mercy of his Lord, (like one who does not)? 

Say: “Are those equal, those who know and those who do not know? It 

is those who are endued with understanding that receive admonition.” 

Surah 25 Al Furqan Verse 64 

BÁøB‰ŒÍ≥‰À AÁfÏVÂm Ê¡»̄6I‰jÍª ‰∆ÃÂNŒÍJ‰Õ ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A‰À. 
Those who spend the night in adoration of their Lord prostrate and 

standing; 

Surah 2 Al Baqarah Verse 45.  

‰îÍ®ÍqB‰bÙªA ”Úº‰ß Bª̇Ḡ —̂‰�ÍJÚ∏Úª B‰»Ï√Ḡ‰À Í—BÚºÏvªA‰À j̄ÊJÏvªBÍI AÃÂƒŒÍ®‰NÊmA‰À. 
Nay, seek (Allah’s) help with patient perseverance and prayer: it is 

indeed hard, except to those who bring a lowly spirit, 

 

These verses are said to refer to the Night Vigil. Indeed, it is tough for 

the believer to perform them, so perseveres with patience and fight the 

self [nasf] (mujahadah) and be amongst the foremost [asSabiqun] and 

nearest [muqarrabun] to your Creator.  
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œÍ√BÏRªA Ωv∞ªA 
Chapter 2 

 

∆̄B‰nÊ√‚̄A ¬̄ÊÃ‰√ Ê≈‰ß j̄ÕÍhÊZÏNªA ü 

Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Î’œ‰q ¬̄B‰ŒÍ≥ Í∫Êj‰M‰À ¯̀ B‰JÏvªA ïḠ 
As a warning for those who sleep till sunrise,  
Even forsaking getting up a little of the night 

 

We have presented the Hadith of Ibn Mas`ud r.a concerning those who 

sleep until the morning, whereby the devil [shaytan] will urinate into 

such person’s ear or ears. Al-Hasan (alBasri) reiterated that the devil’s 

urine is truly a heavy curse. 

 

Thabrani forwarded a hadith of Ibn Mas`ud r.a. in his al-Ausath 

whereby the Prophet s.a.w said: 

‰æBÚ¥ÚØ π̂Úº‰ø Â B‰MÚC Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Ú—›ÏvªA ÂfÊJ‰®ÙªA ‰eA‰iÚC A‰gḠ:"  ÊfÚ¥ÚØ ,Ê¡Û≥
Ω̄ÏvÚØ ‰OÊZ‰JÊuÚCÚπÏI‰i ÊjÛ∑ÊgA‰À !"ÂæÃÛ¥‰ŒÚØ Â∆BÚÒÊŒÏrªA Í…ÊŒÍMÙD‰ŒÚØ  :" ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß

Â¬ÊÃÛ¥‰M ‰≤ÊÃ‰m‰À ËΩÊÕÃ̄Úm ËΩÊŒÚª" .‰¬BÚ≥ Ê∆H̄ÚØ BıÒÊŒÍr‰√ ‰\‰JÊuÚC ”º̇‰u‰À 
ÊŒÍ∞‰a ”ÏN‰Y ‰∆BÚÒÊŒÏrªA ‰™BÚmÚC ‰ÃÂ« Ê∆Ḡ‰À ≈̄ÊŒ‰®ÙªA ‰jÊÕj̄Ú≥ ¡̄ÊnÍVÙªA ‰±

Í…Í√ÂgÛC œÍØ Â∆BÚÒÊŒÏrªA ‰æB‰I ,‰\‰JÊuÚC. 
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“Whenever a worshipper wish to pray the night prayer [tahajjud], an 

angel will appear said: “Wake up now and pray and remember your 

Lord!” Then comes the devil and whispers: “The night is still long, in a 

while you get up.” If he wakes up and pray, he will be energetic, his 

body feel light and eyes are focus, but if he obeys the devil and continue 

to sleep till morning then the devil will urinate in his ear.”  

 

Jabir bin Abdullah r.a. narrated that the Messenger s.a.w. said: 

‰∆B‰¿ÊŒÚºÂnÍª Â¬Ú›ÏnªAÀ Û—Ú›ÏvªA B‰¿»̄ÊŒÚº‰ß ‰eÂÀA‰e ≈̄ÊI ‰∆B‰¿ÊŒÚºÂm Ì¬ÛC ÊOÚªBÚ≥ :‰Õ B
‰¬ÊÃÏƒªA j̄ÍRÙ∏ÂM Ú‹ Ïœ‰ƒÂIº̇ªBÍI ¬̄ÃÏƒªA Ú—‰jÊRÚ∑ Ï∆H̄ÚØ Ω̄ÊŒ ‰ΩÂUÏjªA Û∫ÂjÊN‰M Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªBÍI 

Í“‰øB‰ŒÍ¥ÙªA ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ AÁjÊŒÍ¥ÚØ . 
The mother of Sulaiman son of David, may both of them be at peace, 

said: “O my son do not sleep too much at night, because too much sleep 

will leave the man poor during the Day of Judgement.” 

Narrated by Ibn Majah 

 

Abu Hurayrah r.a. narrated that the Messenger s.a.w. said: 

ÂÕ ÚrA Ï∆ḠÍ̈ ÊJj̄‰zÊ®‰U ÏΩÛ∑ Â|‰U –̌ ∂̄A‰ÃÊmÚfiA œÍØ ÎLBÏb‰u ~̆AÏÃ
īB‰»ÏƒªBÍI ĭB‰¿ÍY Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªBÍI Î“Ú∞ÊŒÍUÊ√ÌfªA j̄ÊøÚDÍI ¡̆ÍªB‰ß Í—‰jÍa‡A j̄ÊøÚDÍI Ω̆Í«B‰U B‰Œ 

Indeed Allah detest all those roughnecks [ja`dhariy], those god belly 

[jawwaadhen]; those boisterous in the market place, they (sleep) are like 

corpse at night, like donkey in the day (forever busy with the worldly 

activities) and those who acquire knowledge for his business on earth 

but is not aware of the needs (and knowledge) of the afterlife. 

Recorded by Ibn Hibban in his Shahih and also Al-Asbihaniy 
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The linguist said that [ja`dhariy] are extremely disgusting roughnecks; 

while [jawwaadhen] are heavy eaters and gluttons; and [assakhkhabi] 

are the boisterous always yelling and noisy. The author of [Tuhfatul 

Muta`abbidu] ‘Gift for the Worshippers’ warned:  

“O brothers beware of laziness and neglecting the Night Vigil, 

nor take it lightly or cool to the determination to act on this deed. Those 

who are deprived of the blessings of the Night Vigil will weep for his 

self [nasf] and others will weep for him (because of the lost of its 

blessings). He will be cut off from the path. He will be barricaded from 

the door to attaining good deeds. This will lead him to be apprehensive 

in doing all good deeds.” 

We seek refuge with Allah from this prohibition and these types of loss. 
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SÍªBRªA Ωv∞ªA 
Chapter 3 

Í j̄Ù∑Íg‰À Í…ÍM‰ÀÚ›ÍM‰À Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Â¬B‰ŒÍ≥ “ÏŒÍ∞ÊŒÚ∑ ü 
Getting up at night, its Manners, recital and remembrances  

Abdullah ibn Amr ibn al ‘As r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w. said:  

Í¿ÍI ‰¬BÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍºÍØB‰̈ ÙªA ‰≈Íø ÊK‰NÙ∏ÂÕ Ê¡Úª ÎPB‰ÕE j̄Êr‰®ÍI ‰¬BÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø Î“‰ÕE Í“‰÷B
‰≈ÊÕj̄ÚÒÊƒÚ¥Â¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE ‰±ÙªÚDÍI ‰¬BÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ‰≈ÊŒÍNÍ√BÚ¥ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰KÍNÛ∑. 

If anyone prays at night reciting regularly ten verses, he will not be 

recorded among the negligent; if anyone prays at night and recites a 

hundred verses, he will be recorded among those who are obedient to 

Allah; and if anyone prays at night reciting one thousand verses, he will 

be recorded among those who receive huge rewards [muqanthitrin]. 

Recorded in the Sunan of Abu Dawud and Ibn Khuzaimah in his shahih. 

{Muqanthitrin comes from the root word qinthar. } 

Al-Mundziriy said that from the beginning of Surah 67 Al Mulk till the 

end of the Al Quran is equal to a thousand verses. 

Wallahu `alam. 

 According to AbuHurayrah r.a., the Messenger s.a.w. explained that: 

ÊiÚfiA‰À ‰’BÏnªA ‰≈ÊŒ‰I BÏ¿Íø ËjÊŒ‰a Í“ÏŒÍ≥ÀÛfiA ,Í“ÏŒÍ≥ÀÚC Í±ÙªÚC ‰j‰r‰ß B‰ƒÊQḠ ÂiBÚÒÊƒÍ¥ÙªÚA~̄ 
One qinthar is equivalent to twelve thousand auqiyah and one auqiyah 

is more than what is between the heavens and earth. 

Recorded by Ibn Hibban in his Sahih. 
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AbuUmamah r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said: 

ÕE ‰jÊr‰ß ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰_‰̈ ÙªA ‰≈Íø ÊK‰NÙ∏ÂÕ Ê¡Úª Î“ÚºÊŒÚª œÍØ ÎPB ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍºÍØB
Ú“‰÷BÍø Â…Úª ‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Î“ÚºÊŒÚª ÂPÊÃÂƒÛ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,Êœ‰N‰÷BÍø ÚC‰jÚ≥ ‰≈Íø ‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE 

,‰≈ÊŒÍNÍ√BÚ¥ÙªA  ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,‰≈ÊÕÍfÍIB‰®ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Í“‰÷BÍ¿‰®‰IÊiÚC ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À
Í¿‰nÊ¿‰a ‰‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Í“‰÷BÍ¿ÏNÍm ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍ§ÍØB‰ZÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Í“‰÷B

 ,‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍnÊZÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Í“‰÷BÍ¿‰√B‰¿‰Q ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍ®ÍqB‰bÙªA ‰≈Íø
‰ø‰À‰\‰JÊuÚA Î“‰ÕE ‰±ÙªÚC ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈ Â…Úª Í≥ÚÒÊƒBËi,Ë±ÙªÚC ÂiBÚÒÊƒÍ¥ÙªA‰À Û“‰÷BÍø‰À ÛC ÊÀÏŒÍ≥Î“. 

AÛfiÍø ËjÊŒ‰a Û“‰ŒÍ≥ÊÀ~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À Í’B‰¿ÏnªA ‰≈ÊŒ‰I BÏ¿, 
Whoever recites ten verses (of AlQuran) at night will not be recorded 

amongst the negligent;  

And whoever recites one hundred verses will be recorded as among 

those who are God Fearing, devout and piety that night;  

And whoever recites two hundred verses will be recorded as mindful of 

his duties (to Allah);  

And whoever recites four hundred verses will be recorded as an [`abid] 

deep in worship;  

And whoever recites five hundred verses will be recorded as amongst 

those who memorize the Quran;  

And whoever recites six hundred verses will be recorded as those 

[khusyu`] reverence;  

And whoever recites eight hundred verses will be recorded as a 

[muhsin] good doer, generous charitable person;  

And whoever recites a thousand verses will receive a reward of one 

qinthar, a qinthar is equivalent to one thousand one hundred auqiyah, 

and that one auqiyah is more than whatever exist between the heavens 

and earth;  
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‰æBÚ≥ ÊÀÚC :BÏ¿Íø ËjÊŒ‰aÊœÚ∞ÙªÚA ÚC‰jÚ≥ Ê≈‰ø‰À ,ÂoÊ¿ÏrªA Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÊO‰®ÚºÚm Î“‰ÕE  ‰∆BÚ∑ 
‰≈ÊŒÍJÍUÊÃÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø. 

or in another narrated: “its better that whatever is under the sun’s rays; 

among those who recite two thousand verses are those [Mujibeena] 

Narrated by at-Tabranni 

[Mujibeena] – are those whose deeds entitled them to enter the heaven 

{those who fulfill the duties and obligation as a believer towards 

Allah.} Similarly, those failed and neglect their duties to Allah is 

ordained to hell. 

Abu Hurayrah r.a. narrated another hadith that the Prophet s.a.w said: 

Úª ÍPB‰IÃÂNÙ∏‰¿ÙªA ÍPA‰ÃÚºÏvªA Í’Ú‹Â¤‰« ”Úº‰ß Ú•ÚØB‰Y Ê≈‰ø ‰≈Íø ÊK‰NÙ∏ÂÕ Ê¡
‰≈ÊŒÍºÍØB‰̈ ÙªA 

“Whoever preserve and uphold these prayers will not recorded as the 

neglects.”                                Recorded by Ibni Khuzaimah in his sahih. 

Another source recorded that the Prophet s.a.w. said: 

‰≈ÊŒÍvÍºÊbÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈ÊŒÍNÍ√BÚ¥ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰KÍNÛ∑ Î“‰ÕE Î“‰÷BÍ¿ÍI Î“ÚºÊŒÚª œÍØ ”º̇‰u Ê≈‰ø. 
“Whoever prays at night and recites one hundred verses (of the Quran) 

he will be recorded amongst those [Qaniteen Mukhlishin] obedience and 

honest.” Al-Hakim said the above hadith is sahih as explained by 

Muslim. 

It is recorded in [Tuhfatul Muta`abbidi] ‘A Gift for the Worshippers’ 

that it is important to know that the best deed and benefit is gain when 

one performed the Night Vigil according to one’s ability. If the 

worshipper feels heavy (sleepy or otherwise) he should stops and sleep.  
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It is best that he should train himself to perform two prostrations 

[raka’ats] first. That is more then suffice as compare to his share of 

happiness in this world. For those who are not able to perform all of 

these deeds, do not neglect them totally. You should commit yourself a 

little at a time as that will later lead and draw you to perform more of it.  

In relation to that the Prophet s.a.w encouraged and said: 

Íø AÃº̊‰uBÁ‰®‰IÊiÚC ÊÃÚª‰À Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈ !≈̄ÊŒ‰N‰®Ù∑‰i ÊÃÚª‰À AÃº̊u! 
“Pray the night prayers even if four raka’at or even just for two raka’at”  

Constant deeds guarantee ample reward 
Aisha r.a, may Allah be please with her, was reported to have said (to 

one of the companions): “Do not neglect the Night Prayers. Indeed, 

even when the Prophet s.a.w was sick or tired, he would pray sitting 

down.”                             [(sahih) by Shaikh al-Albanee (Abu Dawood)]  

Make it a routine habit 
Make it a habit upon yourself what you are capable of persistently doing 

it. Probably you will eventually perform that many (of the night prayers) 

as you age in life. 

Therefore you must trained yourself in performing Tahajjud, 

until you will are capable of performing eleven prostrations [raka’ats].  

Then continue to perform this (act of worship) but do not 

increase it (the number of prostrations beyond eleven). 

Improve on it 
(Then improve on it by increasing) the Quranic recitation until such that 

you complete its recitation every seven days. 

And (improve further) by persevering to fast for three days (in a 

month). It is called perpetually fasting [Siyaanud-dahri].  

These acts of worship were a legacy [wasiat] from the Prophet 

s.a.w to Abdullah ibn Amr ibn ‘As r.a. 
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Abdullah ibn Amr r.a. also narrated and recorded in Sahih alBukhari 

that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w said to me,  

“The most beloved fasting to Allah was the fasting of (the Prophet) 

David a.s. who used to fast on alternate days. And the most beloved 

prayer to Allah was the prayer of David who used to sleep for (the first) 

half of the night and pray for third of it and (again) sleep for a sixth of 

it.” 

In another narration Abdullah ibn Amr r.a. related in Sahih al-

Bukhari that when the Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. was informed that I had 

said: “By Allah, I will fast all the days and pray all the nights as long as 

I live.” 

On that, Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. asked me “are you the one 

who says:  ‘I will fast all the days and pray all the nights as long as I 

live?’ ”  

I said, “Yes, I have said it.”  

He s.a.w said, “You cannot do that. So fast (sometimes) and do 

not fast (sometimes). Pray and sleep. Fast for three days a month, for the 

reward of a good deed is multiplied by ten times, and so the fasting of 

three days a month equals the fasting of a year.”  

I said, “O Allah’s Messenger! I can do (fast) more than this.” He 

said, “Fast on every third day.” I said: “I can do (fast) more than that”, 

He said: “Fast on alternate days and this was the fasting of David which 

is the best sort of fasting.” I said, “O Allah's Messenger! I can do (fast) 

more than that.”  

He said, “There is nothing better than that.” 
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In a hadith shahih {narrated by Aisha r.a and recorded in Sahih 

alBukhari, part of which she said that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. said:} 

ÏΩÚ≥ Ê∆Ḡ‰À B‰»Âø‰ÀÊeÚC ÍrA ”ÚªḠ ǣB‰¿ÊßÚfiA ÌK‰YÚC. 
“The deed most beloved to Allah is the most consistent and 

continuously one even though it is little.” 

{And in another hadith, Aisha r.a related that once the Prophet s.a.w 

came when she was with a lady who worshipped excessively, whereby 

he s.a.w said disapprovingly:} 

AÃº̊‰¿‰M ”ÏN‰Y ÌΩ‰¿‰Õ Ú‹ ÚrA Ï∆H̄ÚØ ,‰∆ÊÃÛ¥ÊŒÍÒÂM B‰ø ǣB‰¿ÊßÚfiA ‰≈Íø AÊÀÂhÂa. 
“Do (good) deeds which is within your capacity (without being 

overtaxed) as Allah does not get tired (of giving rewards). But you will 

(surely) get tired (and the best deed (act of Worship) in the sight of 

Allah is that which is done regularly.” 

 

Another hadith recorded in Sahih alBukhari from Aisha r.a. whereby it 

was narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said:  

 Â…Êƒ‰ß ‰K‰«Êh‰Õ ”ÏN‰Y ÊfÛ≥Êj‰ŒÙºÚØ Í—Ú›ÏvªA œÍØ ‰ÃÂ«‰À Ê¡Û∑Âf‰YÚC ‰oÍ®‰√ A‰gḠ
 ‰jÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊn‰Õ Ê∆ÚC ÂK‰«Êh‰Õ Â…º̇‰®Úª ËoÍßB‰√ ‰ÃÂ«‰À ÏΩ‰u A‰gḠ Ê¡Û∑‰f‰YÚC Ï∆H̄ÚØ Â¬ÊÃÏƒªA

Â…‰nÙ∞‰√ ÌKÂn‰ŒÚØ.  
“If anyone of you feels drowsy while praying he should go to bed 

(sleep) till his slumber is over because in praying while drowsy one 

does not know whether one is asking for forgiveness or for a bad thing 

for oneself.” 
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AbuHurayrah narrated a similar hadith recorded in Sahih Muslim 

whereby the Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. said: “When any one of you gets 

up at night (for prayer) and his tongue falters in (the recitation) of the 

Qur`an, and he does not know what he is reciting, he should go to sleep. 

 

The above hadiths showed the compassion and affection of the Prophet 

s.a.w (upon his followers [ummah]). Let it be a lesson for us to 

understand. Whenever you missed any part of the Vigil Night, make up 

for this lapse later [qadha]. Similarly for Salat Dhuha and the other 

supererogatory [sunnah or nafilah] prayers. All of which is accomplish 

so as to habituate oneself to be consistent and aspired to do good deeds.     

Umar ibn al-Khattab r.a reported that the Prophet s.a.w said: 

 ‰≈ÊŒ‰I B‰ø Â ÚC‰jÚ¥ÚØ Â…ÊƒÍø Î’Êœ‰q Í—‰’A‰jÍ≥ ÊÀÚC Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Í…ÍIÊlÍY Ê≈‰ß ‰¬B‰√ Ê≈‰ø
 Í—Ú›‰uÛ∑ j̄Ê»§̊ªA Í—Ú›‰u‰À j̄ÊVÚ∞ÙªAΩ̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø Â ÚC‰jÚ≥ B‰¿Ï√ÚDÚ∑ Â…Úª ‰KÍN. 

“Should anyone fall asleep and fail to recite his portion of the Qur’an 

[Hibz], or a part of it in the night, and then if he recites it between the 

dawn prayer and the noon prayer, it will be recorded for him as though 

he had recited it during the night.”                                      Sahih Muslim 

 

Abdullah ibn Umar r.a. narrated that while the Prophet s.a.w. was on the 

pulpit, a man asked him how to offer the night prayers. He s.a.w replied: 

Í—‰fÍYA‰ÃÍI ÊjÍMÊÀÚDÚØ ‰\ÊJÌvªA ‰OÙ∞‰a ‰gH̄ÚØ ”‰ƒÊR‰ø “‰ƒÊR‰ø Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Û—Ú›‰u. 
Pray two Raka'ahs at a time and then two and then two and so on, and if 

you are afraid of the dawn (the approach of the time of the Fajr prayer) 

pray one Rak'ah and that will be the witr for all the Rak'ahs which you 

have offered.                                              Recorded in Sahih al-Bukhari 
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Aisha r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w prayer thirteen raka'ahs of the 

night prayer [tahajjud] and that included the Witr and two raka'ahs 

supererogatory [Sunnah] of the Fajr prayer.                 Sahih al-Bukhari 

It was narrated that Aisha r.a said that “Allah’s Messenger s.a.w never 

exceeded eleven raka'ahs even in Ramadan or in other months; he used 

to offer four raka'ahs, do not ask me about their beauty and length, then 

four raka'ahs, do not ask me about their beauty and length, and then 

three raka'ahs.”  

Aisha r.a. further said, “I said, ‘O Messenger of Allah! Do you sleep 

before offering the witr prayer?’ He s.a.w replied, ‘O Aisha! My eyes 

sleep but my heart remains awake.’”                              Sahih al-Bukhari 

Aisha, Ummul Mu'minin narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said: “Any 

person who offers prayer at night regularly but (on a certain night) he is 

overwhelmed by sleep will be given the reward of praying. His sleep 

will be almsgiving.”                                                                 AbuDawud 

AbuJamrah r.a. narrated that “I asked A'idh ibn Amr, (who was one of 

the companions of the Prophet s.a.w. and one of those who gave the 

Pledge of allegiance to the Prophet s.a.w beneath the Tree): “Can the 

Witr prayer be repeated (in one night)?” A’idh ibn Amr said that he 

s.a.w. said, “If you have offered it in the first part of the night, you 

should not repeat it in the last part of the night.”           Sahih al-Bukhari 

Abdullah ibn Umar narrated that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w said: “Witr is 

a raka'ah at the end of the prayer”.                                      Sahih Muslim 
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Jabir ibn Abdullah narrated that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w said: “If 

anyone is afraid that he may not get up in the latter part of the night, he 

should observe Witr in the first part of it; and if anyone is eager to get 

up in the last part of it, he should observe Witr at the end of the night, 

for prayer at the end of the night is witnessed (by the angels) and that is 

preferable.”                                                                          Sahih Muslim 

AbuAyyub al-Ansari narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said: “The witr is a 

duty for every Muslim so if anyone wishes to observe it with five-

raka'ahs, he may do so; if anyone wishes to observe it with three, he 

may do so, and if anyone wishes to observe it with one, he may do so.” 

Abu Dawud 

Ubayy ibn Ka'b narrated that the Prophet s.a.w. used to observe Witr 

and recited “Glorify the name of thy Lord, the most High” (Surah 87 al 

‘Ala), “Say O disbelievers” (Surah alKafirun), and “Say, He is Allah, 

the One.” (Surah al-Ikhlas).                                                    Abu Dawud 

AbdulAziz ibn Juray said: I asked Aisha r.a, (mother of the believers): 

“With which (surah) the Messenger of Allah s.a.w used to observe witr? 

(She reported same as in the Hadith of Ubayy ibn Ka'b) and adds: “In 

the third raka'ah he would recite: “Say, He is Allah, the One” 

(alIkhlas), and “Say, I seek refuge in the Lord of daybreak” (alFalaq), 

and “Say, I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind” (anNas).     Abu Dawud 

AbuSa'id al-Khudri narrated that the Prophet s.a.w. said: “If anyone 

oversleeps and misses the witr, or forgets it, he should pray when he 

remembers.”                                                                             AbuDawud 

Darimi transmitted that the Prophet s.a.w said: “Staying awake is a 

strain and burden, so when one of you observes a Witr he should 

observe two rak'ahs. If he gets up in the night (to observe Tahajjud 

prayer well and good) otherwise these two will suffice for him.”  

Mishkat Al-Masabih. 
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©IAjªA Ωv∞ªA 
Chapter 4 

üΩ̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø ÍfÌV‰»ÏNªA ÍOÙ≥‰À  
The time to be awake at night 

It was narrated from a few amongst the forebearer [salaf salleh] 

mentioned that: “Anyone who chooses the earlier part of the night to do 

his remembrance should pray the witr before he goes to sleep.” 

There are also some of them [salaf salleh] who said: “The end of the 

night which is an excellence time (for worship) is just before daybreak. 

In relation to this, there are many hadiths.  And one from narrated by 

Ali ibn Abi Talib, may Allah honour him, that he Prophet s.a.w said: 

‰M Ê∆ÚC ‰OÊ®ÚÒ‰NÊmA ∆̄H̄ÚØ “̂‰ßB‰m B‰»Ï√H̄ÚØ j̄Ía‡A Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ÍSÛºÂQ Ê≈Íø ‰¬ÊÃÛ¥
—̂‰eÊÃÂ»Êr‰øÍØ Â’B‰ßÌfªA‰À ,ËLB‰V‰NÊnÂø B‰»ÊŒ. 

“If it is possible you get up the later part of the night (to pray), for 

indeed it in is the period that is well witnessed (by the angels) 

[masyhud] and during which the invocations are answered [mustajab].” 

However, if one prays alone he should try to pray it in the later part of 

the night, because that is better than the earlier part, as the Prophet s.a.w  

said: “Whoever fears that he will not wake up in the later part of the 

night, then let him perform Witr in the first part of it and whoever 

expects to wake up in the later part of the night, let him pray it then. 

Indeed, the prayer of the night is witnessed (by the angels), and that is 

better.”                                                             [(Sahih) Abd ur-Razzaq]  
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Closeness to Allah 
Amr ibn Abasah asSulami  r.a. reported that Allah’s Messenger s.a.w. 

said: “The closest that a servant is to his Lord, is in the last part of the 

night. If you can be among those who remember Allah at that hour then 

do so.”                              [(sahih) by Shaikh al-Albanee (at-Tirmidhee)] 

Abu Umamah r.a. reported that the Prophet s.a.w was once asked:  

“When are the supplications most acceptable?” He s.a.w. replied: “In 

the last depth of the night and at the end of the prescribed prayers.  

[(hasan) by Shaikh al-Albanee (at-Tirmidhee)]  

 

The Time of Qiyam al-Layl 
The time of Qiyam al-Layl starts after the Isha prayer up to the Fajr 

prayer. Abu Basrah r.a. reported that the Messenger of Allah s.a.w said: 

“Indeed Allah added a prayer for you, it is Witr so pray it between Isha 

and Fajr.”                                 [(Sahih) by Shaikh al-Albani in as-Sahih] 

 

In another sahih hadith from Abu Hurayrah r.a. who reported that the 

Messenger of Allah s.a.w. said:  

 ”ÚªḠ Î“ÚºÊŒÚª ÏΩÛ∑ ”ÚªB‰®‰M‰À Ú∫‰iB‰J‰M B‰ƒÌI‰i Âæl̄Êƒ‰ÕªAÏn Í’B‰¿ ”Ú¥ÊJ‰Õ ‰≈ÊŒÍY B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA
ÍSÛºÂQÂæÃÛ¥‰ŒÚØ ,j̄Ía‡A Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA  :ÊmÚDÚØ œÍ√ÃÂßÊf‰Õ Ê≈‰øÂ…Úª ‰KÊŒÍV‰N . Ê≈‰ø

ÏŒÍÒÊßÛDÚØ ÊœÍƒÛªÚDÊn‰ÕÂ… .Â…Úª ‰jÍ∞Ù́ ÚDÚØ œÍ√ÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊn‰Õ Ê≈‰ø  . 
“Our Lord, the Blessed and Exalted, descends every night to the lowest 

heaven, when only one third of the night remained. He says: “Who will 

invoke Me, so that I may grant him? Who will ask me so that I may give 

him and Who will seek My forgiveness, so that I may forgive him.” 

[Sahih al-Bukhari, Muslim and Al-Muwatta] 
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In another narration, it was added that: 

Ï¡ÂQÂæÊÃÛ¥‰Õ Í…ÊÕ‰f‰Õ Û°ÂnÊJ‰Õ  :j̄Ù¥ÂÕ Ê≈‰ø ”ÏN‰Y ¬̆ÊÃÛºÙ§‰ø Ú‹‰À ,¬̆ÊÀÂfÊ®‰ø ‰jÊŒÚ́  Â~
ÂjÊVÚ∞ÙªA ‰jÍVÚ∞Êƒ‰Õ. 

In another report, he adds: “Then Allah extends His encompassing 

Mercy and says: “Who wants to invest (good deeds) with the One who 

(guarantee it) will never be wasteful or unjust?” He says this continues 

until the dawn arrives.”                                                    [Sahih Muslim] 

 

What is meant by this descend is not that Allah, the Almighty, move 

from one place to another or change His position. Just as alBayhaqi r.a. 

said: “Whenever He wishes he send down one of his angels.” 

 

He explained the meaning of “He S.W.T. opens up His arms” as an 

example of referring to the wideness of His Grace and Bounties and His 

infinite mercy bestowed upon those observing the Night Vigil and 

mindful of this observant until sun rise. [Sahar] 

 

And amongst them some choose varies time according to their 

circumstances and affairs, some nights like this and other nights like 

that, all of which are convenient for each individual worshipper. 

 

Ibn Khalil recorded in his book “A Gift for the Worshippers” or 

[Thuhfital Muta`abidi] that all these are good deeds and in accordance 

with [sunnah] and consistence with the practices of the Messenger of 

Allah s.a.w. and the companions, may Allah be please with them.  
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oøBàA Ωv∞ªA 
Chapter 5 

Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Â¬B‰ŒÍ≥ ‰Ω‰ß Â≈ÊŒÍ®ÂÕ B‰ø 
What will assist in getting up at night? 

 

Amongst the habits that will bolster the effort to get up at night and 

observe the Night Vigil are: 

� To occupy the period between the sunset prayer [magrib] and 

evening prayer [isha] with the supererogatory [nawafil] prayers, 

reciting the Quran [tilawatil] and remembrances of Allah [zikr]. 

  

 

Ummi Salmah r.a and AbuHurayrah r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w 

said: “Whoever prays six raka`ats after the sunset [maghrib] prayer 

(before the evening [`isha] prayers), he will be awarded an equivalent of 

a year’s of worship or just as if he prayed during the night of Lailatul 

Qadar.                                       Recorded by at-Tirmidzi and Ibn Majah 

Aisha r.a. narrated that the Prophet s.a.w said: “The most value 

prayer in Allah’s sight is the sunset [maghrib], that is why it is not 

reduced for the traveler and believers. It [maghrib] opens the door for 

the night prayers and closed the day prayers. Whoever prays maghrib 

and prayer two raka`ats after it, Allah will build for him a castle in 

heaven. From AbdulWalid Yunus bin Ubaidillah recorded as weak 

[isnad dhaif] 
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The worship between maghrib and `isha opens the door to the castle in 

heaven by leading us to wake up at night for the Night Vigil. This weak 

narration is supported by the hadith of Ibn Umar quoted in Chapter One. 

Many recitations, hizb and zikr were recommended by the 

Prophet s.a.w and recorded by various sources. Imam Abdullah Alhadad 

made it simple for us by arranging the Famous Ratib. This should be 

part of our daily routine.  

Ubaidi`llah, the former slave boy of the Prophet s.a.w., was 

asked: “Did the Prophet s.a.w direct you to pray a prayer which is not 

fardhu?” 

He answered: “Yes, between maghrib and isha whereby he s.a.w said: 

‰≈ÊŒÍIAÏÀÚfiÙA Û—Ú›‰u ÚπÍª‰hÚØ Í’B‰rÍ®ÙªA‰À ÍLj̄Ê̈ ‰¿ÙªA ‰≈ÊŒ‰I B‰ø ”º̇‰u Ê≈‰ø. 
“Whoever prays between maghrib and `isha then that is the prayer for 

those who repented to Allah [awwabin].” 

See Appendix ‘A’ for the Repentance [Awwabin] Prayer. 

 

 

� Do not enter into a conversation concerning the worldly life after 

Isha except the necessity, like accepting guests or attending to 

the spouse and such other matters but in moderation. After 

which it is better to prepare for bed in the early part of the night, 

so as not to be overwhelm by sleep during the later part of the 

night [sahar], and the Night Vigil would not have lapse. 

This would include watch television program and movies which 

sometimes stretches till midnight and beyond. The night should be 

conclude with recitation of Surah 67 al-Mulk and/or Surah 32 

asSajadah. 
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� The best help is the good habit of eating a light dinner, by not 

drinking a enriched beverages [ma`i`at] and eating rich food 

(cold) [ruthubat]. If one were to eat till satiate then do not sleep 

immediately because this will reduce the heart’s determination 

and weaken the intention for the Night Vigil (causing laziness). 

In this case, it is better to immediately do remembrance [zikr], 

recite the Quran and the (supererogatory) prayers after dinner.  

� Another useful and important habit is to avoid talking and 

discussion of matter of no benefits, or just curiosity that does not 

help (in pursue towards the Night Vigil), empty talk, especially 

those nonsense and untrue conversations. On account of these, it 

will leave you hardheartedness and pull away from Allah S.W.T. 

� In the day, do not burden yourself with heavy work or 

complications that will cause your body to be over tire. 

� Another is the Day Sleep or Siesta [Qailulah], the best sleep is 

short nap after the sun rises. A note of caution here and do not 

contravene or violate this, because the sleep immediately after 

the dawn [fajr] prayers before the sun rises will hinders 

provisions (from Allah) [riski], just like the sleep after the mid-

afternoon [asar] prayers, indeed it will bring on state of 

confusion to the mind (insanity). 

 

 

Narrated by Jarir ibn Abdullah r.a. and recorded in Sahih Al-Bukhari 

who said that we were with the Prophet s.a.w. and he s.a.w. looked at 

the moon (a full moon) and said, 
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“Certainly you will see your Lord as you see this moon and you will 

have no trouble in seeing Him. So if you can avoid missing (through 

sleep or business, etc.) an invocation (prayer) before the sun-rise [Fajr] 

and an invocation (prayer) before sunset [Asr], you must do so.” 

He s.a.w. then recited Surah 50 Qaf verse 39: 

ÍLÀÂjÂ̈ ÙªA ‰ΩÊJÚ≥‰À ōÊ¿ÏrªA ™̄ÃÛºÛm ‰ΩÊJÚ≥ Úπ6I‰i ÍfÊ¿‰ZÍI Ê\6J‰m‰À 
“And celebrate the praises of your Lord before the rising of the sun and 

before its setting.”   

So “Offer those invocations (prayers) and do not miss them.”  

 

Also Allah S.W.T said in Surah 17 Al’Isra Verse 78 

 Ï∆Ḡ j̄ÊVÚ∞ÙªA ‰∆A‰’ÊjÛ≥‰À Ω̄ÊŒª̇A µ̄‰nÚ́  ”ÚªḠ ōÊ¿ÏrªA Í∫ÃÛªÂfÍª Ú—Ú›ÏvªA ¡̄Í≥ÚC
AÁeÊÃÂ»Êr‰ø ‰∆BÚ∑ j̄ÊVÚ¥ÙªA ‰∆A‰’ÊjÛ≥. 

Establish regular prayers - at the sun’s decline till the darkness of the 

night and the morning’s prayer and readings: for the prayer and reading 

in the morning carry their testimony. 

 

 

� Not to commit sins in the day, as it makes the self [nasf] harden 

and creates barrier to get Allah’s mercy. Sufiyan at-Tsuri said: 

On account of one sin, I have been deprived of prayer at night 

for five months. He was questioned: “What is that sin?” He said: 

“I said in my mind on seeing a man weeping that he is doing it 

to show of to people.” 
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� A final point that will make the Night Vigil easy is to let the 

heart be entrusted and heed to the desire to perform the Night 

Vigil. Make the promise to one self and determine to act upon it. 

Thus it will be more significant for those whose determination is 

laid down upon himself.  

 

Habib Salem bin Abdullah bin Umar Alshatries gave us the 

following religious advice [wasiat] concerning how to assist in 

getting up and observes the Night Vigil. Before you sleep, recite the 

warid invocations and surahs. Then recite the last five verses of 

Surah 18 al-Kahf ending with the intention to get up at the time you 

plan. (see Part Two). 

 

 

It is imperative that you pay attention and observe all these instructions 

and advises, act upon it and harvest its yield and profit. Do not forget to 

teach your family members, children and friends.  

For those who directs other to do good deed upon him will also be 

reward of their deeds, just like a narrated by Muslims 

This concludes the writing from the Book “The Light” of the 

knowledgeable [faqih] Abdullah bin Abdurrahman Balhaaj Ba Fadhal, 

who composed the “Compendium for Figh” [Mortosatrim] which 

includes topic the “Night Vigil”. 
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The Epilogue 

This is a difficult act to follow. There will be many distractions, daily 

responsibilities that we deemed necessary to undertake that will make us 

rather tire and overwhelm us such that we neglect to perform the Night 

Vigil.  

If you been through this situation and feel regretful for missing 

the Night Vigil – then that in itself is a good start in the fight against the 

self [nasf]. 

Imam Ghazzali said that the Night Vigil is difficult for many 

persons but it is easy for one who has receive Allah’s mercy [taufiq] of 

the secret or hidden [batin] and obvious [dhahir] pre-conditions of 

Night Vigil.  

The obvious pre-conditions are four. The sheikh mentioned three 

of which are good habit of eating and drinking, avoid heavy work in the 

day, and the day [Qailulah] sleep. The fourth is not to commit sins in 

the day. This includes eating and receiving only halal provisions, 

control the eyes from roaming into forbidden sights and tongue from 

uttering lies and back biting.  

Failure to purify oneself will prevent getting Allah’s blessings 

for additional worship. 

Secret or Hidden Pre-Conditions of the Night Vigil 

(1) To keep the mind safe from hatred of the Muslims [husni dhun], 

from innovations [bida`ah] and over emphasis on matters of the world. 

If a man is engaged in worldly pursuits, it does not become easy for him 

to pray at night. If he stands in prayer, thoughts of his worldly actions 

come in his mind. 
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(2)  To instill in the mind a strong fear of God and to lessen hope. 

When a man reflects on the turmoil of the Day of Reckoning and the 

wrath of Hell, his sleep goes away and fear comes in his mind. 

(3)  To know the excellence of Night Vigil by reading the verses of 

the Quran, Hadith and books of the predecessors describing its benefits 

and excellence. Thus developing a hope and longing for its rewards. 

That leads to pursuing higher status and desire all the level of the 

heavens  

 (4)  Surely, the greatest motivation must be our love for Allah and to 

strengthen our faith greatly. For, indeed, the Night Vigil is nothing but 

to hold secret talk [munajat] with Allah. Allah motion towards you and 

knows the condition and what moves your heart. All of which is from 

Allah and that is the speech from Him!  

 

When there is love for Allah, it is not impossible, to desire a quite 

moment with Him [khilwah] and enjoys the taste of this secret talk 

[munajat]. This will encourage you to wake up at night. This pleasure 

cannot be removed as wisdom and wise sayings testify it. 

Even if a lover is behind a screen in the darkness of the house, 

the one in love will still find pleasure being in close proximity with him, 

without seeing and not hoping for any other then him. The lover feels 

pleasure with the evidence of this love for him and calling on to him 

with the lover’s own tongue and to be heard by the one loved even 

though he already knows it. 

Those who are full of certainty know that all the motivations that 

moves their hearts is from Allah, the Exalted, when they are in secret 

talk [munajat] with Allah.  
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Mankind takes this life on earth for granted. The attractions of this 

world overwhelms instead of providing us with a sign of the 

magnificent of the Great Almighty.  

This is the long journey to the hereafter. 

The Prophet s.a.w said to Abu Dharr: “When you intend to travel on a 

journey do you not take luggage (and provision for your journey)?” 

He said: “Yes, that is true.” 

Then the prophet s.a.w continued: “What about traveling on the road to 

the hereafter? Do you want me to tell you the provisions for the 

Resurrection Day? O Abu Dharr. Shall I not inform you what will 

benefit you?” 

He (AbuDharr) replied: “Yes, by my parents, please do!” 

He s.a.w said: “Fast in the (hot) summer for the Day of Resurrection!  

Pray two raka`ats in the darkness of night for loneliness in grave! Make 

pilgrimage once for great works! And give charity to the poor or with 

the truth that you say or a bad phrase that you refrain from uttering.” 

Narrated by ibn Abid dun ya. This hadith is said to be mursal. 

The Prophet s.a.w presented the guidance and provided all the secrets to 

achieve the final objective of this journey to the hereafter. There is just 

one thing left to do. That is to get up and work on the rituals before the 

Angel of Death appears before us. 

 

May Allah S.W.T blessings be upon our Guide, the Prophet s.a.w. 

All praises and thanks belongs to the One and Only S.W.T 

May Allah S.W.T make us follow the guidance 

And walk the path of the Prophet s.a.w. 

There is no might or power 

Other than that of Allah 

The Exalted. 
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End of Part I 
 

 

The notes in the boxes are our addition. 

Firstly it was not our intention to 

comment on the learned sheikh’s book but 

for us to benefit from his great works. The 

insertions are a reflection of our weakness 

in knowledge and wanting to know more 

of the subject matter. They are meant to 

assist us and the reader to enforce the 

points raise by the sheikh. Most of which 

are from the hadith and some are advice 

we received from various learned, 

religious advice [wasiat] from our 

parents, sheikh and teachers. 
 

 

 

Part II and III are Right to Left. 

 

 

The Night Vigil is a difficult act to follow. The righteous predessors 

informed us and we too discovered it in our personal experience. No 

doubt that we need more help and guidance in organizing our spiritual 

lives. So we then went on to Volume II where we shall look at Imam 

Ghazalli’s Ihya Ulumiddin Volume I Book Ten on the Arrangement of 

the Daily Routine of worship that has two sections. Imam Ghazalli 

described how the people of different vocations and situations should 

plan their daily routine of worship. We felt that this will help 

individuals plan the routine of worship vice verse their profession and 

daily lives and coordinate it with the spiritual lives.  
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3. O Allah, O the One, O the Unique, O the Finder, O the Generous 

One, O the Loving, give us a valuable gift from You, for You 

are above all things.                                                                 (11) 

4. O Lord of Jib’ril (Gabriel), Mika’il (Michael), Israafil 

(Seraphel), Izra’il (Israel), the Lord of Muhammad, may Allah 

bless him and grant him peace, save me from the hell fire.      (3) 

These 4 are the bearer of God’s Throne, one on each corner aided by 4 more on the 

day of Resurrection (69:17) Seraphel - Holder of the Trumpet; Micheal - Guarding 

the soul during resurrection; Gabriel - Entrusted with Allah’s Revelation; Israel - 

the Angel of Death.  

5. My Lord, with the truth of Hassan, his brother (Hussein), his 

grandfather (Rasullah s.a.w.), his descendants, his father (Ali), 

his mother (Fatimah), save us from grief, O the One Who I am 

with, O the Living, O the Self Subsisting, there is no God but 

You, light up my heart with the Light of Your Knowledge, O the 

Merciful Most Beneficent, O Allah                                           (3) 

6. O the Mighty One                   (40) 

7. May the best of Allah’s rewards be upon our leader Muhammad, 

may the best of Allah’s rewards be upon our leader Muhammad 

and whoever accepts and welcomes him.                        (100) 

 

Or 3 times each then recite: In every moment of eternity, as 

many times as the number of His creations, and all His Spiritual 

Blessings, and all the beauty of His Throne and all His true 

sayings. 
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٣.   ,ÂeÊÀÂe‰À B‰Õ ,ÂeA‰Ã‰U B‰Õ ,ÂfÍUA‰À B‰Õ ,ÂfÍYA‰À B‰Õ ,Âf‰YÚC B‰Õ ÛrA B‰Õ
ËjÊÕÍfÚ≥ Î’Êœ‰q 6ΩÛ∑ ”Úº‰ß ÚπÏ√G j̆ÊŒ‰a Í“‰ZÙ∞‰ƒÍI ÚπÊƒÍø ÊœÍƒÊZÚ∞Ê√Ḡ . 
)١١( 

٤.    ÏL‰i‰À ,‰Ω_ÊŒÍ÷A‰iÊlÍß‰À ‰ΩÊŒÍØA‰jÊmḠ‰À ‰ΩÊŒÍ÷BÚ∏ÊŒÍø‰À ‰ΩÊÕj̄ÊJÍU ÏL‰i Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂøīBÏƒªA ‰≈Íø ÊœÍ√ÊjÍUÚC ‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß rA ”º̇‰u  .     )٣( 

٥.  ̄≈__‰n‰ZÙªA 6µ__‰ZÍI Êœ__»̄ÚªḠ,Í…__ÊŒÍaÚC‰À ,Í 6f__ÍU‰À ,Í…__ÊŒÍƒ‰I‰À ,Í…__6øÛC‰À  , 
          Ìœ‰Y B‰Õ  ,Í…ÊŒÍØ B‰√ÚC Ê–Íhª̇A 6¡‰̈ ÙªA ‰≈Íø ÊœÍƒ6V‰√  ,Í…ÊŒÍIÚC‰À      ,Â¬ÊÃ_ÌŒÚ≥ B_‰Õ 

   Ê√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹‰O  ,  _‰√       Úπ_NÚØj̄Ê®‰ø īÊÃ_ÂƒÍI Êœ_ÍJÙºÚ≥ Êi6Ã  ,   ÊiÚC B_‰Õ  _‰Y ‰¡
ÛrA B‰Õ ≈̄ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA                                    .)٣( 

٦. ÂlÊÕl̄‰ß B‰Õ)                                          .٤٠( 
٧. ‰f6Œ‰m ÛrA ‘‰l‰U ,AÁjÊŒ‰a BÏƒ‰ß AÁf‰¿ÏZÂø B‰√‰f6Œ‰m ÛrA ‘‰l‰U B‰√

Â…ÛºÊ«ÚC ‰ÃÂ« B‰ø BÏƒ‰ß AÁf‰¿ÏZÂø         . )              ١٠٠( 

 f®I Cj≥AÀ —Ïjø T›Q ÀC: 
}Í…ÍMB‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰eÚAfÍø‰À Í…ÍqÊj‰ß Ú“‰√k̄‰À Í…ÍnÙ∞‰√ ‰’Byī‰À Í…Í¥Ùº‰a ‰e‰f‰ß AÁf‰IÚC Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ{ 
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11. O Lord, please (make) shine (Your) light upon me and make my 

heart lights up, and lights up my grave, and lights up my soul, 

and lights up my tongue, and lights up my hearing, and lights up 

my vision, and lights up my hair, and lights up my humanity, 

and lights up my bones, and lights up my nerves, and lights up 

my flesh, and lights up my blood, and lights up what is coming 

from in front of me, and lights up what is coming from behind 

me, and lights up what is on my right, and lights up what is on 

my left, and lights up what is coming from above me and lights 

up what is coming from below me. 

12. O Lord, brighten up my light, and shines the light upon me, and 

make the light shines on me forever, with Your blessing, Oh 

Most Gracious Most Merciful. 

 

Remembrance between the Nafl and 

Fardu Subuh 
While waiting for the call for prayer, recite the following reflections. 

1. O the Living, O the Self Subsisting, there is no God but You.  

(40) 

2. O the Living, O the Self Subsisting, restore the life to our hearts, 

improve our deed in our religion and life on this earth.         (18) 
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١١. ‰®ÊUA Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA_Â√ ÊœÍª ÊΩ_ AÁiÊÃ ÍJÙºÚ≥ ÊœÍØ_AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À  ,Êœ  ÊœÍØ  ,Ê–j̄ÊJÚ≥
 ,ÊœÍ®Ê¿‰m ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍ√B‰nÍª ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍnÙ∞‰√ ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À
 ,Ê–j̄‰r‰I ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,Ê–j̄Ê®‰q ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,Ê–j̄‰v‰I ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À

ÍøBÚ§Íß ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍ¿ÊZÚª ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍJ‰v‰ß ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,Êœ
 ,ÊœÍ∞Ùº‰a Ê≈Íø AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,Ï–‰f‰Õ ≈̄ÊŒ‰I Ê≈Íø AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍø‰e ÊœÍØ AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À
 ,ÊœÍ≥ÊÃÚØ Ê≈Íø AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍªB‰¿Íq Ê≈‰ß AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À ,ÊœÍƒÊŒÍ¿‰Õ Ê≈‰ß AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À

ÊœÍNÊZ‰M Ê≈Íø AÁiÊÃÂ√‰À. 
١٢. Êek̄ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA ,AÁiÊÃÂ√ ÊœÍª ÊΩ‰®ÊUA‰À ,AÁiÊÃÂ√ ÊœÍƒÍÒÊßÚC‰À ,AÁiÊÃÂ√ ÊœÍ√ 

‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA ‰¡‰YÊiÚC B‰Õ ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰jÍI. 

 

\̄ÊJÌvªA Û“ÏƒÂm ‰f®‰I ÂeA‰iÊÀÚC 
١. ‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇G ‰…ÚªÍA Ú‹ ,Â¬ÊÃÌŒÚ≥ B‰Õ Ìœ‰Y B‰Õ            .       )٤٠( 
٢.  Ìœ‰Y B‰Õ ÛºÛ¥ÙªA œ̄ÊYÚC ,Â¬ÊÃÌŒÚ≥ B‰Õ‰LÊÃ ‰ŒÊZ‰M_,B  B‰ƒÚª Ê\ÍºÊuÚC‰À

‰æB‰¿ÊßÚfiAB‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA‰À ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA œÍØ .                       )١٨( 
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8. O Lord, (we can only say) this prayer which only You can 

answer and fulfilled it, and in this effort (of ours) the 

reliance[tawakkal] is only to You. For we have only Allah and to 

You do we return to. And there is neither might nor power 

except with the permission of Allah, the Most High and 

Magnificent 

9. O Lord, that provide the strong ties (rope), and ordered the 

rightly guided, we are seeking for peace on the Day of Threat 

[Khiamat] and we are seeking for the heavens on the Day of 

Immortality, with those who are close to You and always 

witnessed You, those that bow and prostrate in worship to You, 

and faithful in their promises to You, because You are Merciful 

and Affectionate, and You can do what ever You wish.  

10. Glory be to Allah,  Who put on the Coats of Glory,  yet make it 

speaks, Glory be to Allah, Who put on Ceremonial Cloths of 

Honor, yet was so kind. Glory be to Allah, Whom no one less 

that should be glorify except Him. Glory be to Allah, Who has 

Surplus, yet blessed (His servants with them). Glory be to Allah, 

Who has the sole Ability, and yet full of Generosity. Glory be to 

Allah,  Who is the Most Loftiness,  and yet Most Honorable. 

Glory be to Allah, Who has include every single thing in His 

knowledge. 
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٨. ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß‰À ÂfÊ»‰VÙªA A‰h‰«‰À  ,Û“‰IB‰U‚̄ÙA ÚπÊƒÍø‰À Â’B‰ßÌfªA A‰h‰« Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA 
 Ú—ÏÃÛ≥ Ú‹‰À ‰æÊÃ‰Y Ú‹‰À ,‰∆ÊÃÂ®ÍUA‰i Í…ÊŒÚªḠ BÏ√Ḡ ‰À Í…º̇Íª BÏ√Ḡ‰À ,Â∆Ú›Ù∏ÌNªA

¡̄ÊŒÍ§‰®ÙªA 6œÍº‰®ÙªA ÍrBÍI ‹̇Ḡ. 

٩.  ‰≈ÊøÚfiÙA ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC ,ÍfÊŒÍqÏjªA j̄ÊøÚfiA‰À ,ÍfÊÕÍfÏrªA Ω̄ÊJ‰ZÙªA A‰g Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ Ú“Ïƒ‰VÙªA‰À ,ÍfÊŒÍß‰ÃÙªA ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ ,ÍeÊÃÂ»ÌrªA ‰≈ÊŒÍIÏjÚ¥Â¿ÙªA ‰©‰ø  ,ÍeÊÃÛºÂbÙªA 

 Ë¡ÊŒÍY‰i ÚπÏ√Ḡ ,ÍeÊÃÂ»Â®ÙªBÍI ÚπÚª ‰≈ÊŒÍØÊÃÂ¿ÙªA‰À ,ÍeÊÃÂVÌnªA ©̄∑̇ÌjªA
ÂfÊÕj̄ÂM B‰ø ÂΩ‰®Ù∞‰M ‰OÊ√ÚC‰À ,ËeÊÀÂe‰À. 

١٠.  ‰o‰JÚª Ê≈‰ø ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm ,Í…ÍI ‰æBÚ≥‰À 6lÍ®ÙªBÍI ‰±Ò̇‰®‰M Ê≈‰ø ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm
‰À ‰fÊV‰¿ÙªA  ,Â…Úª ‹̇Ḡ Â\ÊŒÍJÊnÏNªA œÍ̈ ‰JÊƒ‰Õ Ú‹ Ê≈‰ø ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm  ,Í…ÍI ‰¬ÏjÚ∏‰M

 Í—‰iÊfÛ¥ÙªA –Íg ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm ,¡̄‰®6ƒªA‰À Ω̄ÊzÚ∞ÙªA –Íg ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm
 Ê–Íhª̇A ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm ,¬A‰jÙ∑‚̄A‰À ǣÚ›‰VÙªA –Íg ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm ,¬̄‰jÚ∏ÙªA‰À

Í…Í¿ÙºÍ®ÍI Î’Êœ‰q ÏΩÛ∑ ”‰vÊYÚC. 
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4. O Lord, verily I seek the patience at my fate [Qadha], and 

success at this endeavour, and the status of martyrs [Shuhada], 

and the spirited and happy life, victory over the enemies and be 

amongst the prophets. 

5. O Lord, verily I look to You for my needs, even though my 

thoughts are weak and my deeds are limited, I am very much in 

need for Your blessings, and I shall continue seeking from You, 

O Lord that degree all orders, (Qadhiyu), and O Lord that solve 

(all problems of) the heart, just like the way You parted the seas, 

then safe me from the torture of the blaze, and from the 

screaming regrets of the final destruction and   the ordeals of the 

grave. 

6. O Lord, for all the thing that I am not able to think of, and not 

able to accomplished, and not even the intentions to do nor the 

ambition towards them, from all the good deeds that You 

promised for Your slaves, or the good that You wish to provide 

for Your creations, verily I too seek from You, for it, and I beg 

You, O lord of all the worlds.  

7. O Lord, make us amongst those who gave guidance and are 

rightly guided, and not those who strayed and yet misleading, let 

us fight against Your enemies, and at peace with Your saints 

[wali], we love man because of Your love, and we antagonized 

against whoever are Your enemies because they contradicted 

Your orders.  
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٤.  ‰fÊƒÍß ‰kÊÃÚ∞ÙªA‰À ,Í’B‰zÚ¥ÙªA ‰fÊƒÍß ‰jÊJÏvªA ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC Êœ6√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
ªA ‰æk̄B‰ƒ‰ø‰À ,Í’BÚ¥º̨ªA ‰Ω‰ß ‰jÊvÏƒªA‰À ,Í’A‰f‰®ÌnªA ‰sÊŒ‰ß‰À ,Í’A‰f‰»Ìr

Í’B‰ŒÍJÊ√ÚfiA Ú“Ú¥ÚØA‰jÂø‰À ,Í’A‰fÊßÚfiA. 
٥.  ‰jÂvÚ≥‰À ,ÊœÍÕÙC‰i ‰±Â®‰y Ê∆Ḡ‰À ÊœÍN‰UB‰Y ÚπÍI Âæl̄Ê√ÛC Êœ6√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA

 ‰œÍyBÚ≥ B‰Õ ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚDÚØ ,ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰i ”ÚªḠ ÂPÊjÚ¥‰NÙØA‰À ,ÊœÍº‰¿‰ß
‰À  ,īÊÃÂøÛfiA Ê∆ÚC ,īÊÃÂZÂJÙªA ‰≈ÊŒ‰I ÂjÊŒÍVÂM B‰¿Ú∑ ,īÊÀÂfÌvªA ‰œÍØB‰q B‰Õ

 Í“‰ƒÊNÍØ‰À ,īÊÃÂJÌRªA Í—‰ÃÊß‰e Ê≈Íø‰À ,j̄ÊŒÍ®ÏnªA ÍLA‰h‰ß Ê≈Íø ÊœÍ√‰jÊŒÍVÂM
īÊÃÂJÛ¥ÙªA. 

٦.  Ê¡Úª‰À ,ÊœÍº‰¿‰ß Â…Êƒ‰ß ‰jÂvÚ≥‰À ,ÊœÍÕÙC‰i Â…Êƒ‰ß ‰±Â®‰y B‰ø‰À Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
 ÊœÍNÏŒÍ√ Â…Ê̈ ÛºÊJ‰M ÊÀÚC ,Ú∫ÍeB‰JÍß Ê≈Íø AÁf‰YÚC Â…‰MÊf‰ß‰À j̆ÊŒ‰a Ê≈Íø ÊœÍNÏŒÍƒÊøÛC‰À

 ÚπÊŒÚªḠ ËKÍ́ A‰i Êœ6√H̄ÚØ ,ÚπÍ¥Ùº‰a Ê≈Íø AÁf‰YÚC Í…ÊŒÍÒÊ®Âø ‰OÊ√ÚC j̆ÊŒ‰a
‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA ÏL‰i B‰Õ ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC‰À ,Í…ÊŒÍØ. 

٧. ‰≈ÊŒª̨B‰y ‰jÊŒÚ́  ,‰≈ÊÕÍf‰NÊ»Âø ‰≈ÊÕÍeB‰« B‰ƒÙº‰®ÊUA Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA ,‰≈ÊŒº̨ÍzÂø Ú‹‰À 
 ,‰pBÏƒªA Úπ6JÂZÍI ÌKÍZÂ√ ,ÚπÍ÷B‰ŒÍªÊÀÚDÍª BÁ¿ÙºÍm‰À ,ÚπÍ÷A‰fÊßÚDÍª BÁIÊj‰Y

ÚπÍ¥Ùº‰a Ê≈Íø ÚπÚ∞ÚªB‰a Ê≈‰ø ÚπÍM‰ÀA‰f‰®ÍI Ê–ÍeB‰®Â√‰À. 
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From Termidhi and narrated by the chain from Ibn Abbas, may Allah be 

please with them: “One evening, Al Abbas delegated me to the Prophet 

s.a.w. I came upon him (s.a.w.) while he (s.a.w.) was at my aunt 

Maimunah’s house. He (s.a.w.) got up to pray in the night, and later he 

prayed two raka’at before the subuh prayer, and then recite (the 

following): 

 
- - - 

The Dawn Invocation [Doa al-Fajr] 
- - - 

1. O Lord, verily I seek mercy from You, from which You guide 

my heart, and with it You reunite me and gather (consolidate) 

my disorderly affairs, and with it You return the familiarity (of 

my life), with it You correct my religious affair, with it You take 

care for what is hidden from me, with it You promote what I see, 

with it You purify my deeds, with it You make my image fair, 

with it You inspire my leadership and with it You shield me 

from all that is evil. 

2. O Lord, verily I seek the faith [Iman] that is always embracing 

my heart. And I seek the unwavering certainty until I am on 

target with that which You have wrote for me. I am satisfy with 

what You have allot for me. 

3. O Lord, please provide me with the true belief, and the 

unwavering certainty that never blasphemous, and the mercy that 

provide the best of Your dignity on earth and in the hereafter. 
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)i–hø�ªA  AÀ (B‰¿Â»Êƒ‰ß ÛrA ‰œÍy‰i pBÏJ‰ß Â≈IA æBÚ≥ : ”ÚªḠ ÂpBÏJ‰®ÙªA �‰R‰®‰I
 ÊœÍNÚº‰a ÍOÊŒ‰I ÊœÍØ ‰ÃÂ«‰À BÁŒÍnÊ¿Âø Â…ÂNÊŒ‰MÚDÚØ ¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ”º̇u rA ǣÃÂm‰i

ÊJÚ≥ j̄ÊVÚ∞ÙªA œ‰N‰®Ù∑‰i ”º̇‰u BÏ¿ÚºÚØ ,Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA ‰≈Íø œº̨‰vÂÕ ‰¬BÚ¥ÚØ ,“‰√ÊÃÂ¿ÊŒ‰ø Í—Ú›‰u ‰Ω
‰æBÚ≥ ,\̄ÊJÌvªA : 

j̄ÊVÚ∞ÙªA Â’B‰ßÂe 
١.  ,ÊœÍJÙºÚ≥ B‰»ÍI Ê–ÍfÊ»‰M Ú∫ÍfÊƒÍß Ê≈Íø ı“‰¿ÊY‰i ÚπÛªÚD_ÊmÚC œ6√Ḡ  Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA

  ,ÊœÍNÚ∞ÙªÛC B‰»ÍI ÌeÂj‰M‰À ,ÊœÍR‰®‰q B‰»ÍI Ì¡Ûº‰M‰À ,ÊœÍºÊ¿‰q B‰»ÍI Â©‰¿ÊV‰M‰À
B‰»ÍI Û•Ú∞ÊZ‰M‰À ,ÊœÍƒÊÕÍe B‰»ÍI Â\ÍºÊvÂM‰À B‰»ÍI Â©ÚØÊj‰M‰À ,ÊœÍJÍ÷BÚ́  

 ,Êœ»̄ÊU‰À B‰»ÍI Â|6Œ‰JÂM‰À ,ÊœÍº‰¿‰ß B‰»ÍI Êœ∑̨‰lÂM‰À ,Ê–ÍfÍ«B‰q
Î’ÊÃÂm 6ΩÛ∑ Ê≈Íø B‰»ÍI ÊœÍƒÂ¿ÍvÊ®‰M‰À ,Ê–ÍfÊqÂi B‰»ÍI ÊœÍƒÂ¿»̄ÙºÂM‰À. 

٢.  ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC‰À ,ÊœÍJÙºÚ≥ ÂjÍqB‰JÂÕ BÁ¿Í÷A‰e BÁ√B‰¿ÊÕḠ ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC Êœ6√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
‰Õ   ,ÏœÚº‰ß Â…‰NÊJ‰NÚ∑ B‰ø ‹̇Ḡ ÊœÍƒ‰JÊŒÍvÂÕ Ê≈Úª Â…Ï√ÚC ‰¡ÚºÊßÚC ”ÏN‰Y Bı≥ÍeB‰u BÁƒÊŒÍ¥

ÊœÍª Â…‰NÊ¿‰nÚ≥ B‰¿ÍI ÊœÍƒ6y‰i‰À. 

٣.   ,ËjÙ∞Û∑ Â ‰fÊ®‰I ‰oÊŒÚª BÁƒÊŒÍ¥‰Õ‰À   ,Bı≥ÍeB‰u BÁ√B‰¿ÊÕḠ ÊœÍƒÍÒÊßÚC Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
ÚπÍN‰øA‰jÚ∑ ‰≤‰j‰q B‰»ÍI ÂæB‰√ÚC ı“‰¿ÊY‰i‰ÀÍ—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA œÍØ . 
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--- --- --- 

Invocation Between Nafl and Fardu Subuh 
--- --- --- 

A. Transcendent is Allah by His praises; Transcendent is Allah, the 

Magnificent. I seek forgiveness from Allah.                         (100) 

In every moment of eternity, as many times as the number of His 

creations, and all His Spiritual Blessings, and all the beauty of 

His Throne and all His true sayings. 

Sa'd r.a had been in the company of Allah’s prophet s.a.w. who said: “Is one 

amongst you powerless to get one thousand virtues every day.” Amongst those who 

had been sitting there, one asked: “How can one of us get one thousand virtues 

every day?” He s.a.w said: “Say ‘Glory belongs be Allah’ one hundred times for 

(by reciting them) one thousand virtues are recorded (to your credit) and one 

thousand vices are blotted out.”      Sahih Muslim narrated by Sa'd ibn AbuWaqqas 

 

B.. All praises and thanks be to the Lord of the Universe. Infinitely, 

praises and thanks, the best of blessings be upon all matters. 

Praises and thanks equal to His bounties and all the more of it. O 

our Lord to You be all the praises befitting Your Lofty Status 

and Majestic Authority. Glory to You, O Lord, it is not possible 

for us to praise just like You praise Yourself. 

C. O Lord bless upon our leader, Muhammad, Your Servant, Your 

Prophet, the Unlettered Prophet, and upon the family of 

Muhammad, his wives and progeny, just as You had blessed 

Ibrahim and the progeny of Ibrahim. Invoke Your blessing on 

Muhammad, Your Servant, Your Prophet, the Unlettered 

Prophet, and upon the family of Muhammad, and on the progeny 

of Muhammad, just as You had invoked Your blessing on 

Ibrahim and the progeny of Ibrahim, in this universe, surely You 

are the Most Praised and Most Wonderful. 
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\̄ÊJÌvªA Û“ÏƒÂm ‰fÊ®‰I ÂeA‰iÊÀÚC 
A. rA ÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊmÚC ,¡̄ÊŒÍ§‰®ÙªA ÍrA ‰∆ÚBZÊJÂm Í ÍfÊ¿‰ZÍI‰À ÍrA ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm. 

)١٠٠—jø ( 
‰yī‰À ,Í…Í¥Ùº‰a ‰e‰f‰ß ,AÁf‰IÚC Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ œÍØ Í…ÍqÊj‰ß Í“‰√k̄‰À ,Í…ÍnÙ∞‰√ Í’B

Í…ÍMB‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰eÚAfÍø‰À. 
L.  Í…ÊŒÍØ Bı∑‰iB‰J‰ø BÁJ6ŒÚm AÁjÊŒÍRÚ∑ AÁfÊ¿‰Y ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA 6L‰i Í…º̇Íª ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªÚA

Â ‰fÊÕl̄‰ø ÂÿÍØBÚ∏ÂÕ‰À Â…‰¿‰®Í√ ÊœÍØA‰ÃÂÕ AÁfÊ¿‰Y æ̆B‰Y 6ΩÛ∑ ”Úº‰ß . ÚπÚª B‰ƒÏI‰i B‰Õ
ÊœÍ̈ ‰JÊƒ‰Õ B‰¿Ú∑ ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªAÚπÍ√BÚÒÙºÂm ¡̄ÊŒÍ§‰ß‰À Úπ»̄ÊU‰À ǣÚ›‰VÍª  . Úπ‰√B‰ZÊJÂm

ÚπÍnÙ∞‰√ ”Úº‰ß ‰OÊŒ‰ƒÊQÚC B‰¿Ú∑ ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß Á’B‰ƒ‰Q ÊœÍvÊZÂ√ Ú‹. 
P.  6œÍJÏƒªA ÚπÍªÊÃÂm‰i‰À Ú∫ÍfÊJ‰ß ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B_‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”Úº‰ß ”Íº‰u Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA

ÍUA‰ÀÊkÚC‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ǣE ”_Úº‰ß‰À œ̄6øÛfiA,Í…ÍN‰Õ6iÂg‰À Í…  ‰OÊŒº̇‰u B‰¿Ú∑
,‰¡ÊŒÍ«A‰jÊIḠ ǣE ”Úº‰ß‰À ‰¡ÊŒÍ«A‰jÊIḠ ”Úº‰ß   ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø  B_‰√Íf6Œ‰m  ”Úº‰ß  Ù∫īB‰I‰À

 Í…ÍUA‰ÀÊkÚC‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ǣE ”_Úº‰ß‰À œ̄6øÛfiA 6œÍJÏƒªA ÚπÍªÊÃÂm‰i‰À Ú∫ÍfÊJ‰ß
,Í…ÍNÏÕ6iÂg‰À ÊIḠ ”Úº‰ß ‰OÙ∑‰iB‰I B‰¿Ú∑ œÍØ ,‰¡ŒÍ«A‰jÊIḠ ǣE ”Úº‰ß‰À ‰¡ŒÍ«A‰j

ËfŒÍV‰ø ËfŒÍ¿‰Y ÚπÏ√Ḡ ‰îÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA. 
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Excellence of Qiyamullaili  

Part III 

Subuh and Its Warid 

 

. . .  

 

\̄ÊJÌvªA Û“ÏƒÂm ‰fÊ®‰I eA‰iÊÀÚC 
. . . 

  

Doa after Nafl Subuh 

. . .  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Compiled by Abdulkader Ali Isa Alhadad 

For my wife and children 

May Allah make us benefit from this deed 

 

 

 

Subuh is a time for relief of the Heart 

Meditations during this time serves as a 

medicine against worldly desires  
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Allah, the Exalted,  

Enticed His servants 

 With  the  Hereafter. 

 

The Righteous accepted 

The Foremost accepted 

  

Are you one of them? 

 

Will you accept His offer? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Part II 
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ÂæÃÛ¥‰Õ Ï¡ÂQ 
Then recite: 

١   .  ‰¡ÊŒÍYÏjªA ‰∆B‰¿ÊYÏjªA ‰ÃÂ« ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹ Ê–Íhª̇A ‰¡ÊŒÍ§‰®ªA ÚrA ÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊmÚC
 ÊjÍ∞Ù́ C 6Lī ,Í…ÊŒÚªḠ ÂLÊÃÂMÚC‰À ÂPÊÃÂ¿‰Õ Ú‹ Ê–Íhª̇A ‰¬ÊÃÌŒÚ¥ªÙA Ïœ‰ZÙªA

ÊœÍª   .                                       )     ٢٧( 
1. I seek forgiveness from Allah, who there is no other god except 

Him, the Most Beneficent yet the Most Merciful, O the Living 

and the Self Subsisting, without whom there is no other to turn 

to in death and repentant. O Lord forgive us.               (27) 

٢.                     ÍPB‰ƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙªA‰À ‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙºÍª ÚrA ÂjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰NÊmÚC)٢٧( 
2. I seek forgiveness from Allah for all male and female believers.  

(27) 

The End 
 

 

May Allah S.W.T bless this work for its enlightenment upon us! 

 

These routine of worship should be adjusted in accordance to the time 

available depending on when the seeker [murid] wakes up. One should 

always be mindful of when the call for the dawn [subuh] prayer is and 

complete this period of intimacy with the Allah, the Almighty just at the 

prayer’s call. Then recite the invocation to response to the call of prayer. 

Do two raka’ats of nawafil subuh and continue with the invocation in 

Part III. 
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)١٦ (  Ê¡Úª Ê±_Í≥A‰À ÍLB‰_JÙªBÍI Êæ‰kÚC      œ6I‰i   Ê≈_‰¿‰YÊiBÚØÊœÍØÊÃ_Û≥ÂÀ 
16. Never will I eradicate nor end the various sins except when the mercy of 

my Lord engulf me. 

)١٧ (Ω̄ÊzÚ∞ªA –ÍeA‰Ã_ÍI‰À  Ê±_Í∑B‰ß    Êœ_ÍØÃ_Û∏Âß  œ_6I‰i   Ê¬ÍeÚDÚØ  
17.  Favour of the wilderness is in seclusion, my Lord eternalise my solisitude   

)١٨ (     Ê¬k̄Ú‹  6≈_§̇ªA  ≈̄_ÊnÂZÍª‰À  Êœ_Í∞ÊŒÍº‰Y‰À   œ_º̨Ía  ‰Ã_Ê»ÚØ  
18. And to have good thoughts all the time and vacate my viodness and allied 

)١٩ (ÊŒÍº‰U‰À    Êœ__ÍnÊŒÍ√ÚC‰À–īB_‰»‰√‰À     œ_ÍºÊŒÚª   ‰æÊÃ_Ûm     œ__Ín 
19.  My social life is to sit long periods in meditation in the day and night 

)٢٠ ( œ_�I‰i Â¡_ÙºÍß  œÍ√B_Ú∞Ú∑  ÊfÚ≥  –īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À   œÍªA‰¤_Âm  Ê≈Íø  
20. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 

)ΩvØ( 
)٢١ (ÍØ ı“‰UB‰Y ÊL‰i B‰Õ ōÙ∞ÏƒªA œ_   B_‰»ÍzÙ≥BÚØ œ_ÍyBÚ≥  ‰jÊŒ_‰a  B‰Õ  

21. O Lord, the intentions is the self so grant it O the Best of Grantor. 

)٢٢ (Í£A‰Ã__ÌrªA‰À   B‰«B_Ú§Úª   Ê≈Íø     œÍJ_ÙºÚ≥‰À   –6j__Ím   Ề īÚC‰À 
22. And comfort my secrets and heart from its rousing and flame. 

)٢٣ (œ_ÍyA‰i   ‰O__ÊƒÛ∑ B‰ø  A‰gḠ‰À      ĭÃ__ÂJÂYÀ  ĭÀÂj_Âm   Êœ_ÍØ 
23. in the happiness and joyfulness of those which You are not please with.   

)٢٤ (Û°_Ên‰JÙªA‰À  B_‰ƒ‰»ÙªBÚØ      Ê–īB‰®__Íq‰À     œ_ÍªB‰Y –īB_‰QÍe‰À  
24.                  facilitate my affairs and ensign and dress. 

)٢٥ (ÊfÚ≥–īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À   œ_ÍªA‰¤_Âm Ê≈Íø     œ_�I‰i  Â¡_ÙºÍß œÍ√B_Ú∞Ú∑  
25. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 
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)٦ (  œÍªB_‰Y  ‰±ÊŒÚ∑  Ê¡_ÚºÊ®‰M  ‰OÊ√ÚC     œ_Í∏_ÊŒÍº‰ø‰À    œ_»̄ÚªḠ  B_‰Õ 
6. O my Lord and King, You know what is my situation. 

)٧   (æB‰̈ __ÍNÊqA‰À    ¬̆ÊÃ_Â¿Â«  Ê≈Íø       œÍJ_ÙºÚ≥ ÏΩ__‰Y  Êf_Ú≥  B‰¿ÍI‰À 
7. And whatever the state of my heart, from its attempts and occupation. 

)٨   (    Êœ_ÍƒÙ∑‰iA‰f‰NÚØ     Î±__ÙÒÛºÍI œ_ÍªA‰Ã‰¿ÙªA ”ÚªÊÃ_‰ø B‰Õ  Úπ_ÊƒÍø  
8. Whatever that overwhelm me let it be gentleness from You, my Lord  

)٩   ( œÍƒÊ_RÍ́  Í…_ÊU‰ÃÙªA ‰¡ÊÕj̄_Ú∑ B‰Õ _‰JÍÒÊuA  Ê”‰ƒÙ∞‰Õ  Ê∆ÚC ‰Ω_ÊJÚ≥    –īB 
9. O the Kindest of Face help me before it languish my forebearance. 

)١٠ (ÊfÚ≥ œ_6I‰i  Â¡_ÙºÍß œÍ√B_Ú∞Ú∑        œÍªA‰¤_Âm  Ê≈Íø–īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À  
10. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 

)ΩvØ( 
)١١ (‰©ÊÕj̄_‰m B‰ÕÁQÊÃ_Ú́  ÍTÊÃ_‰̈ ÙªA  B      Úπ_ÊƒÍøBÁ®ÊÕj̄_‰m   B‰ƒÙ∑īÊfÂÕ  

11. O Quick Assistant provide help from You to reach us qiuckly. 

)١٢ ( ‰j_ÊnÂ®ÙªA   Â¬l̄_Ê»‰Õ    œ_ÍMÙD‰Õ‰À    –Íh_ª̇BÍIB_Á®ÊŒÍ¿‰U  Ã_ÂUÊj‰√  
12.  

)١٣ ( B_Á_JÊÕj̄Ú≥  B‰ÕÊŒÍVÂø B‰Õ   B_Á_J   B_Á_¿ÊŒÍº‰ß B‰Õ     B‰Õ BÁ®ÊŒÍ¿__‰m  
13. O the Close One, the Grantor, O the Omniscient, the Listener.  

)١٤ ( –l̄_ÊV‰®ÍI ÂO_Ù¥¥̇‰Z‰M   ÊfÚ≥      ÊœÍßÃ_ÂzÂa‰ÀÊ–īB‰_nÍ∏Ê√A‰À  
14. Let me hold on the truth so that my inadequacy and subservience would 

not defeat me.  

)١٥ (_Ú∞Ú∑ ÊfÚ≥  œ_�I‰i Â¡_ÙºÍß œÍ√B    –īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À    œÍªA‰¤_Âm Ê≈Íø 
15. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 
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iÃ»rùA —fŒv¥ªA  h«—  eAfáA ¬Bø„ª…ƒß rA ”yi 
This is one of the famous qasidah of  Imam Alhadad, may Allah be 

please with him  
Ú≥À‰æB‰ø Ê≈‰À Ú£A‰K‰ß ÚºÍ≥ ”‰’A‰jÍM‰»B 

And he said that whoever recite it as part his/her routine  

ÍßÊƒ‰fÂÀ Û≥ÊÃÍßÍ… ÍØÍq œÏfÊ Ḡ ‹̇‰À ‰ÕÊfÂiÛ∑Â… 
Whenever he face a difficult problem inevitably there will be   

A r‰M‰®ÚªB”ÍI ÙB‚̄Ú́QBÊ…‰_ 
Assistance from Allah, the Exalted. 

 

 

)١   (‰i  Â¡_ÙºÍß  œÍ√B_Ú∞Ú∑  ÊfÚ≥�IÊœ_     –īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À œÍªA‰¤_Âm  Ê≈Íø 
1. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 

)٢   (Í«B_‰q      œ_ÍªB__‰»ÍNÊIA‰À     œÍ÷B_‰ßÂfÚØ–īB_Ú¥ÍNÙØBÍI   œ_Íª   Ëf 
2. For what I seek and (You) granted for me witnessed for me with my 

)٣   (  Ã_ÂßÊeÚC   6j__6nªA   A‰h_‰»ÍºÚØ –īB_‰n‰ß‰À  Ê–īB_‰n‰Õ   ÊœÍØ    
3. Let the secrets of the invocation and call brings us to the rights.  

)٤   (B‰√ÚC –j̄_ÊbÚØ  ‰iB__‰u ËfÊJ‰ß      –īA‰jÍÒÊyA‰À –j̄_Ù¥ÚØ  ‰≈Ê¿Íy 
4. For I am the servant screeching in arroganance. Include my miserable self 

and compulsive needs. 

)٥   ( œ_�I‰i  Â¡_ÙºÍß  œÍ√B_Ú∞Ú∑ ÊfÚ≥  –īB_‰ŒÍNÊaA‰À   œÍªA‰¤_Âm  Ê≈Íø  
5. It suffices me that Allah knows of my questions and choices 
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)٥     (ÊK_Õj̄_Ú¥ÙªA  Â©ŒÍ¿_ÏnªA  ‰OÊ√ÚC     ÊKŒ_ÍVÂø  B_‰Õ  B_‰ƒÏI‰i  B_‰Õ 
ÍøÊ¤_Â¿ÙªA   ”_ÚªḠ  Êj_Û§Ê√BÚØ    ÊKŒ_ÍYÏjªA Â©ŒÍ_m‰ÃÙªA  ‰∂B_‰y         ÊîÍƒ 

(5) O our Lord, the Responsive One, You are Closeby Listening, 

closeby yet vast and spacious, onlooking upon the believers.   

)٦    (ÍLÃ_ÂŒÂ®ÙªA  6Ω_Û∏Íª ÊjÂN_ÊmA‰À       ÍLÃ_Â√ÌhªA  6Ω‰_∏Íª  Êj_Í∞Ù́ A‰À 
   ÍLÀÂj_Û∏ÙªA 6ΩÛ∏Íª  Ê±_ÍrÙ∑A‰À          ‰≈ÕÍgÊ¤_Â¿ÙªA  ‘‰gÚC  Í±_Ù∑A‰À 

(6)  Forgive all our sins, cover up all our imperfections, and remove 

all our sufferings, spare us the disturbance of the boresome. 

)٧    (Â¬A‰j__ÍvÊ√Í‹A    B_‰√‰e   A‰gḠ       ¬̆B__‰NÍa Ê≈‰nÊYÚDÍI  Ê¡_ÍNÊaA‰À 
‰Y‰À         ≈̄_ÊŒÍJ‰VÙªA Â\___Êq‰i ÊeA‰k‰À          ¬̄B__‰¿ÍZÙªA Â≈ÊŒ_ÍY ‰∆B_ 

(7) Conclude our lifes with a perfect ending, when it is time with 

the arrival of death and destruction, the cowards’ sweat increase. 

)٨   (Êf_ÂU         æÊÃ_ÂmÏjªA   ‰…_Úm Í B__‰VÍI ÏIī _‰ƒ__ B æÊÃ_ÂJ_Ú¥ªBÍI  
≈ÊŒÍ_øÚC œÍª ÊKÍV_‰NÊmA  6L‰i       æÊÃ__Âm  ÏΩÛ∑ B_‰ƒÚª  ÊK‰«‰À        

(8) With the esteem of postion of the Rasul, O Lord, grant us our 

intentions, bestowed upon us forgiveness for we have sins, O Lord 

response favourably to us.  

)٩     ( ”_Úº‰ß     ¬Ú›_ÏnªA‰À  —Ú›_ÏvªA  Ï¡_ÂQ ¬̄B_‰√ÚfiA    ©̄_ÊŒÍ∞_‰q 
‰≈_ÊŒÍ®ÍIB_ÏNªA‰À    ÊK_6ZÏvªA‰À     ¬̄A‰j__Í∏ÙªA   ‰¡_Ê®Í√   ǣ‡A‰À          

(9) Then place blessing and salutation upon the One that Intercede 

for Mankind, and upon the family of Noble Origin, and upon the 

companions and the subsequent followers. 
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\ÕÀAj‰NÙªA Í—Ú›‰vªA jÍaÚC ÀÚC ‰≈_ÊŒ‰I ’B‰ßÌfªA —fŒv¥ªA 
j«Bm ≈ÍI ≈ÊŒÍnÂY ≈I rA fJ‰ß ÍKÊŒÍJ‰ZÙªA ‰≈Íø 

This is a shortened version of a poetic invocation usually recited after the Witr 

Prayers or inbetween the Night Prayers or Teraweh Prayers in Ramadan 

By alHabib Abdullah bin Hussain bin Tahir 

)١     (‰≈_ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA    ‰¡_‰YÊiÚC   B_‰Õ    ‰≈_ÊŒÍ¿_ÍYAÏjªA   ‰¡_‰YÊiÚC B_‰Õ 
ÊiÚC  B_‰Õ         ‰≈_ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA  ”_Úº‰ß   ÊX6j_ÚØ    ‰≈_ÊŒÍ¿_ÍYAÏjªA   ‰¡_‰Y 

(1)   O the Most Merciful of the Merciful O the Most Merciful of the Merciful 

O the Most Merciful of the Merciful, give the Muslims a sense of ease. 

)٢     ( Â¡_ÊÕj̄Ú∑  B_‰Õ   B_‰ƒÏI‰i  B_‰Õ    ÏI‰i B_‰Õ __‰ƒ_ÊŒ__ÍY‰i B_‰Õ    B_Â¡ 
 ‰¡_Ê®Í√  ‰O_Ê√ÚC‰À     Â¡_ÊŒÍº_‰ZÙªA ÂeA‰Ã_‰VÙªA   ‰OÊ√ÚC          ≈_ÊŒÍ®_Â¿ÙªA  

(2) O our Lord the Generous One, O our Lord the Merciful One, You 

have the most bountiful of Patience, You are the best Assistant. 

)٣     (Ù∫A‰i‰e    Êœ__»̄ÚªḠ   Ù∫īÊeD_ÚØ     Ù∫A‰Ã_Ím ÊÃ_ÂUÊj‰√   ‰o_ÊŒÚª‰À 
≈_ÊÕÍe‰À     B_‰Œ_Ê√Âe   Ô¡_Â®‰Õ       ∫Ú›_‰»ÙªA‰À   B_‰ƒ_Ú∞ÙªA  ‰Ω_ÊJÚ≥          

(3) We have no hope but to You and we recognized the One 

emcompassing all, safe us before the variety of doom and destruction 

overwhelm the earth and religion. 

)٤     (B_‰ƒ_ÂJ_Ên‰Y  B_‰Õ  Ú∫A‰Ã_Ím        B_‰ƒ_ÏI‰i      B_‰ƒ_Úª   B_‰ø‰À 
 ≈ÊŒ_ÍN_‰ø  B_‰Õ È–Ã̄_Ú≥ B_‰Õ‰À        B_‰ƒ_Í̈ ÙªA‰À   Ú›_Â®ÙªA  A‰g  B_‰Õ          

(4) Whatever that falls upon us, O Lord, cleanse us, O the One that is 

sufficent unto us, O the One that fetters and the One that enriches, and the 

Most Strong and Most Firm.  
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From Bukhari, narrated by Abu Hurayrah r.a : Rasulullah s.a.w. said,  

“Our Lord, the Blessed, the Superior, comes every night down on the 

nearest Heaven to us when the last third of the night remains, saying, 

“(Is there anyone) who invokes Me, so that I may respond to his 

invocation? (Is there anyone) who asks Me, so that I may grant him his 

request? (Is there anyone) who seeks My forgiveness, so that I may 

forgive him?” ” 

(See the explanation of this hadith in Part I) 

 
- - - 

Prayers from the Awliyah 
- - - 

 

1. O Lord, indeed, we seek from You a higher the level of 

devoutness, and the blessings of this life, and a healthy body, 

and expanse our wealth, and repentance before death,  and to 

attest (Allah) at the time of death, and (Your) pardon after death, 

and (Your) forgiveness at during (the Day of ) Reckoning, and 

immunity from punishment, and  our destiny is for the heavens, 

and provide us with the foresight for the sake of Allah, the 

Generous One.    

2. May Allah’s blessing be upon our master Mohammad, his 

families, his companions and grant them peace. 

3. Glory to thy Lord, the Lord of Honour and Power! (He is free) 

from what they ascribe (to Him)! And Peace on the Messengers! 

And Praise to Allah, the Lord and Cherisher of the Worlds. 

Surah 37 Al Saffat Verses 180-182. 

4. As many times as the number of His creations, and all His 

Spiritual Blessings, and all the beauty of His Throne and all His 

true sayings. 
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Section Six 

Other (Poetic) Invocations  
One could end the night with any appropriate invocations in accordance 

to one’s individual intentions and situation. Using the Prophetic 

invocations or the examples of the earlier pious followers or the learned 

predecessors is recommended. 

 

\JvªA ΩJ≥ œªÀfiA ≈ø ’Bße 
١ .  ‰I‰À ,≈ÊÕÍfÙªA œÍØ ı—‰eB‰Õk̄ ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ BÏ√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚAÚ∑‰j ,jÂ¿Â®ÙªA ÊœÍØ ı“

Íf‰n‰VÙªA œÍØ ı“ÏZÍu‰ÀÊk6jªA œÍØ ı“‰®‰m‰À ÍPÊÃ‰¿ÙªA ‰ΩÊJÚ≥ ı“‰IÊÃ‰M‰À ,∂̄ 
 ‰fÊƒÍß AÁÃÙ∞‰ß‰À ,ÍPÊÃ‰¿ÙªA ‰fÊ®‰I ı—‰jÍ∞Ê̈ ‰ø‰À ,ÍPÊÃ‰¿ÙªA ‰fÊƒÍß ı—‰eB‰»‰q‰À
 ,“Ïƒ‰VÙªA ‰≈Íø BÁJÊŒÍv‰√‰À ,ÍLA‰h‰®ÙªA ‰≈Íø BÁ√B‰øÚC‰À ,ÍLB‰nÍZÙªA

‰ƒÙ≥ÂkÊiA‰À¡ÊÕj̄Ú∏ÙªA Úπ»̄ÊU‰À ”ÚªḠ ‰jÚ§ÏƒªA B. 
٢   .,Ê¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÍJÊZ‰u‰À Í…ÍªE‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”º‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u‰À 
٣   .ÙªA 6L‰i Úπ6I‰i ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm∆ÃÛ∞Ív‰Õ BÏ¿‰ß Í—ÏlÍ®. 

Ú›‰m‰À‰îÍº‰mÊjÂ¿ÙªA ”Úº‰ß Ë¬ .‰îÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA 6L‰i Í…º̇Íª ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA‰À. 
٤   .‰e‰f‰ßÍ…ÍN‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰eÚAfÍø‰À Í…ÍqÊj‰ß Ú“‰√k̄‰À Í…ÍnÙ∞‰√ ‰’Byī‰À Í…Í¥Ùº‰a . 
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25. “Our Lord! Forgive us, and our brethren who came before 

us into the Faith, and leave not, in our hearts, rancour (or sense of 

injury) against those who have believed. Our Lord! You art indeed 

Full of Kindness, Most Merciful”.             

Surah 59 Al Hashr Verse 10 

26. “Our Lord! Perfect our Light for us, and grant us 

Forgiveness: for You has power over all things.”          

Surah 66 Al Tahrim Verse 8 

27. “O my Lord! Forgive me, my parents, all who enter my 

house in Faith, and (all) believing men and believing women:  

Surah 71 Nuh Verse 28 

 

28. O Allah bless Your Servant, Your Messenger, our leader 

Muhammad and upon his progeny and companions and may peace be 

upon them. Provide us with a perfect continuance in life towards You, 

whether it is hidden or evidence in good health and peace with Your 

complete blessing. 

 

� O Most Generous Most Merciful (3) � 
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٢٥.  Ú‹‰À ,∆̄B‰¿ÊÕ‚̄ÙBÍI B‰√ÊÃÛ¥‰J‰m ‰≈ÊÕÍhª̇A B‰ƒÍ√A‰ÃÊaH̄Íª‰À  B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A B‰ƒÏI‰i
 Ë≤ÊÀÂ’‰i ÚπÏ√Ḡ B‰ƒ6I‰i ,AÊÃÂƒ‰øE ‰≈ÊÕÍhº̇Íª ›̇Í́  B‰ƒÍIÊÃÛºÛ≥ ÊœÍØ ÊΩ‰®ÊV‰M

Ë¡ÊŒÍY‰i. 

٢٦. Úª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A‰À ,B‰√‰iÊÃÂ√ B‰ƒÚª Ê¡Í¿ÊMÚC B‰ƒÏI‰iËjÊÕÍfÚ≥ Î’Êœ‰q 6ΩÛ∑ ”Úº‰ß ÚπÏ√Ḡ B‰ƒ 

٢٧.  BÁƒÍøÊ¤Âø ÊœÍNÊŒ‰I ‰Ω‰a‰e Ê≈‰¿Íª‰À Ï–‰fÍªA‰ÃÍª‰À ÊœÍª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A 6L‰i
ÍPB‰ƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙªA‰À ‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙºÍª‰À. 

٢٨ . ”Úº‰ß‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ÚπÍªÊÃÂm‰i‰À Ú∫ÍfÊJ‰ß ”Úº‰ß Ï¡Â»º̇ªA 6Ω‰u‰À
Ê¡º̨‰m‰À Í…ÍJÊZ‰u‰À Í…ÍªE AÁjÍ«BÚ£ Â…Úª Í“‰®‰IB‰NÂ¿ÙªA ‰æB‰¿Ú∑ B‰ƒÙ≥ÂkÊiA‰À ,

,ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰jÍI Î“‰øÚ›‰m‰À Î“‰ŒÍØB‰ß ÊœÍØ BÁƒÍmB‰I‰À 
                        

}‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA ‰¡‰YÊiÚC B‰Õ   )   .٣   ({ 
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20. “And let me not be in disgrace on the Day when (men) will 

be raised up; The Day whereon neither wealth nor sons will avail”, 

“But only he (will prosper) that brings to Allah a sound heart”;  

Surah 26 Al Shu`ara’ Verses 83-89 

21.  “O my Lord! so order me that I may be grateful for You 

favours, which You has bestowed on me and on my parents, and 

that I may work the righteousness that will please You: and admit 

me, by Your Grace, to the ranks of Your righteous Servants.” 

Surah 27 Al Naml Verse 19 

22. “O my Lord! truly am I in (desperate) need of any good that 

You do send me!”                                      Surah 28 Al Qasas Verse 24 

23. "Our Lord! Thy Reach is over all things, in Mercy and 

Knowledge. Forgive, then, those who turn in Repentance, and 

follow thy Path; and preserve them from the Penalty of the Blazing 

Fire! "And grant, our Lord! that they enter the Gardens of 

Eternity, which Thou hast promised to them, and to the righteous 

among their fathers, their wives, and their posterity! for Thou art 

(He), the Exalted in Might, Full of Wisdom. "And preserve them 

from (all) ills; and any whom Thou dost preserve from ills that Day, 

on them wilt Thou have bestowed Mercy indeed: and that will be 

truly (for them) the highest Achievement." 

Surah 40 Gafir Verse 7-9 

24. “O my Lord! grant me that I may be grateful for Your 

favour which You has bestowed upon me, and upon both my 

parents, and that I may work righteousness such as You may 

approve; and be gracious to me in my issue. Truly have I turned to 

You and truly do I bow (to You) in Islam.” 

Surah 46 Al Ahqaf Verse 15 
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٢٢. ‰∆ÊÃÂR‰®ÊJÂÕ ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ ÊœÍ√l̄ÊbÂM Ú‹‰À .‰∆ÊÃÂƒ‰I Ú‹‰À ËæB‰ø Â©Ú∞Êƒ‰Õ Ú‹ ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ . ‹̇Ḡ
¡̆ÊŒÍº‰m ÎKÙºÚ¥ÍI ÚrA ”‰MÚC Ê≈‰ø. 

٢١. ‰jÛ∏ÊqÚC Ê∆ÚC ÊœÍƒÊßk̄ÊÀÚC 6L‰i ”Úº‰ß‰À ÏœÚº‰ß ‰OÊ¿‰®Ê√ÚC ÊœÍNª̇A Úπ‰N‰¿Ê®Í√ 
 ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰jÍI ÊœÍƒÙºÍaÊeÚC‰À ,Â B‰yÊj‰M BÁZÍªB‰u ‰Ω‰¿ÊßÚC Ï∆ÚC‰À ,Ï–ÍfÍªA‰À

‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªBÏvªA Ú∫ÍeB‰JÍß ÊœÍØ. 
٢٢. ËjÊŒÍ¥ÚØ j̆ÊŒ‰a Ê≈‰ø ÏœÚªḠ ‰OÙª‰lÊ√ÚC B‰¿Íª Êœ6√Ḡ 6L‰i. 

٢٣. Î’Êœ‰q ÏΩÛ∑ ‰OÊ®Ím‰À B‰ƒÏI‰i AÃÂIB‰M ‰≈ÕÍhº̇Íª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ BÚØ BÁ¿ÙºÍß‰À ı“‰¿ÊY‰i 
¡̄ŒÍZ‰VÙªA ‰LA‰h‰ß Ê¡»̄Í≥‰À ÚπÚºŒÍJ‰m AÃÂ®‰JÏMA‰À . Ê¡Â»ÙºÍaÊeÚC‰À B‰ƒÏI‰i

 Ê¡»̄Í÷B‰IE Ê≈Íø ‰\Úº‰u Ê≈‰ø‰À ¡Â»‰MÊf‰ß‰À œÍNª̇A ∆̆Êf‰ß ÍPBÏƒ‰U
‰ZÙªA ÂlÕl̄‰®ÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC ÚπÏ√Ḡ Ê¡»̄ÍMBÏÕ6iÂg‰À Ê¡»̄ÍUA‰ÀÊkÚC‰ÀÂ¡ŒÍ∏ . Ê¡»̄Í≥‰À

 ÚπÍª‰g‰À Â…‰NÊ¿ÍY‰i ÊfÚ¥ÚØ ÎhÍ◊‰øÊÃ‰Õ ÍPB‰◊6ŒÏnªA œÍ¥‰M Ê≈‰ø‰À ÍPB‰◊6ŒÏnªA
Â¡ŒÍ§‰®ÙªA ÂkÊÃÚ∞ÙªA ‰ÃÂ«. 

٢٤.  ”Úº‰ß‰À ÏœÚº‰ß ‰OÊ¿‰®Ê√ÚC ÊœÍNª̇A Úπ‰N‰¿Ê®Í√ ‰jÛ∏ÊqÚC Ê∆ÚC ÊœÍƒÊßk̄ÊÀÚC 6L‰i
‰À ,Â B‰yÊj‰M BÁZÍªB‰u ‰Ω‰¿ÊßÚC Ê∆ÚC‰À ,Ï–‰f_ÍªA‰À ÊœÍØ ÊœÍª Ê\ÍºÊuÚC

‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø Êœ6√Ḡ‰À ÚπÊŒÚªḠ ÂOÊJÂM Êœ6√Ḡ ,ÊœÍNÏÕ6iÂg. 
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14. “O my Lord! You has indeed bestowed on me some power, 

and taught me something of the interpretation of dreams and 

events, O You creator of the heavens and the earth! You are my 

Protector in this world and in the Hereafter. Take You my soul (at 

death) as one submitting to Your Will (as a Muslim), and unite me 

with the righteous.”                                      Surah 12 Yusuf Verse 101 

15. “O my Lord! make me one who establishes regular Prayer, 

and also (raise such) among my offspring O our Lord! And accept 

You my Prayer.” “O our Lord! cover (us) with Your Forgiveness, 

me, my parents, and (all) Believers, on the Day that the Reckoning 

will be established!”                            Surah 14 Ibrahim Verses 40 - 41 

16. “O my Lord! let my entry be by the Gate of Truth and 

Honour, and likewise my exit by the Gate of Truth and Honour; 

and grant me from Your Presence an authority to aid (me).”  

Surah 17 Al ‘Isra Verse 80 

17.1. “Our Lord! bestow on us mercy from Thyself, and dispose 

of our affair for us in the right way!”         Surah 18 Al Kahf Verse 10 

17.2 “O my Lord! expand me my breast; Ease my task for me;” 

Surah 20 Ta Ha Verse 25 and 26 

17.3 “There is no god but You: glory to You: I was indeed 

wrong!”                                                    Surah 21 Al Anbiya Verse 87 

18. “Our Lord! grant unto us wives and offspring who will be 

the comfort of our eyes, and give us (the grace) to lead the 

righteous.”                                                Surah 25 Al Furqan Verse 74 

19. “O my Lord! bestow wisdom on me, and join me with the 

righteous”; “Grant me honourable mention on the tongue of truth 

among the latest (generations)”; “Make me one of the inheritors of 

the Garden of Bliss”; {“Forgive my father, for that he is among 

those astray”};                                 Surah 26 Al Shu`ara’ Verses 83-85 
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١٤. Íø ÊœÍƒ‰NÊŒ‰ME ÊfÚ≥ 6L‰i_ Ω̄ÊÕÀ̄ÙD‰M Ê≈Íø ÊœÍƒ‰NÊ¿º̇‰ß‰À ,ÍπÙºÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈
 œÍØ 6œÍª‰À ‰OÊ√ÚC ,~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À ÍPA‰ÀB‰¿ÏnªA ‰jÍmBÚØ ,ÍSÊÕÍeB‰YÚfiA

‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªBÏvªBÍI ÊœÍƒÙ¥ÍZÙªÚC‰À ,BÁ¿ÍºÊnÂø ÊœÍƒØ̇‰Ã‰M ,Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA. 
١٥. A ‰¡ÊŒÍ¥Âø ÊœÍƒÙº‰®ÊUA 6L‰iÍ’B‰ßÂe ÊΩÏJÚ¥‰M‰À B‰ƒÏI‰i ÊœÍNÏÕ6iÂg Ê≈Íø‰À Í—Ú›Ïvª .

ÂLB‰nÍZÙªA Â¬ÊÃÛ¥‰Õ ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ ‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙºÍª‰À Ï–ÍfÍªA‰ÃÍª‰À ÊœÍª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A B‰ƒÏI‰i. 
١٦.  ,∂̆ÊfÍu ‰X‰jÊbÂø ÊœÍƒÊUj̄ÊaÚC‰À ,∂̆ÊfÍu ‰Ω‰aÊfÂø ÊœÍƒÙºÍaÊeÚC 6L‰i

 BÁ√BÚÒÙºÂm ÚπÊ√ÂfÚª Ê≈Íø ÊœÍª ÊΩ‰®ÊUA‰ÀAÁjÊŒÍv‰√. 
١٧. AÁf‰q‰i B‰√j̄ÊøÚC Ê≈Íø B‰ƒÚª Êÿ6Œ‰«‰À ,ı“‰¿ÊY‰i ÚπÊ√ÂfÚª Ê≈Íø B‰ƒÍME B‰ƒÏI‰i .

Ê–īÊf‰u ÊœÍª Ề ‰jÊqA 6L‰i  .Ê–j̄ÊøÚC ÊœÍª Êj6n‰Õ‰À. 

‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍªB§̇ªA ‰≈Íø ÂOÊƒÛ∑ Êœ6√Ḡ Úπ‰√B‰ZÊJÂm ,‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹. 
١٨. ÊkÚC Ê≈Íø B‰ƒÚª ÊK‰« B‰ƒÏI‰i B‰ƒÙº‰®ÊUA‰À ≈̆ÂŒÊßÚC Ú—ÏjÛ≥ B‰ƒÍMBÏÕ6iÂg‰À B‰ƒÍUA‰À

BÁøB‰øḠ ‰îÍ¥ÏNÂ¿ÙºÍª. 
١٩. ‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªB‰vÙªBÍI ÊœÍƒÙ¥ÍZÙªÚC‰À BÁ¿Ù∏ÂY ÊœÍª ÊK‰« 6L‰i . ÊœÍª ÊΩ‰®ÊUA‰À

¡̄ÊŒÍ®‰ƒÙªA Í“Ïƒ‰U Í“‰Q‰i‰À Ê≈Íø ÊœÍƒÙº‰®ÊUA‰À ‰≈ÊÕj̄Ía‡A ÊœÍØ ∂̆ÊfÍu ‰∆B‰nÍª .
}ÍIÚDÍª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A‰À‰≈ÊŒÍªBÏzªA ‰≈Íø ‰∆BÚ∑ Â…Ï√Ḡ Êœ.{   
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6. “Our Lord! we have indeed believed: forgive us, then, our 

sins, and save us from the agony of the Fire,”                                                    

Surah 3 Ala Imran Verse 16 

7. “Our Lord! we believe in what You has revealed, and we 

follow the Messenger; then write us down among those who bear 

witness.”                                                       Surah 3 Ala Imran Verse 53 

8. “Our Lord! forgive us our sins and anything we may have 

done that transgressed our duty: establish our feet firmly, and help 

us against those that resist Faith.”          Surah 3 Ala Imran Verse 147 

9. “Our Lord! forgive us our sins, blot out from us our 

iniquities, and take to Thyself our souls in the company of the 

righteous.”                                                  Surah 3 Al Imran Verse 193 

“Our Lord! Grant us what Thou didst promise unto us through 

Thy Messengers, and save us from shame on the Day of Judgment; 

for Thou never breakest Thy promise.”   Surah 3 Al Imran Verse 194 

10. Our Lord! we have wronged our own souls: if You forgive 

us not and bestow not upon us Your Mercy, we shall certainly be 

lost.”                                                                Surah 7 Al A’raf Verse 23 

11. “Our Lord! pour out on us patience and constancy, and take 

our souls unto Thee as Muslims (who bow to Thy Will)!” 

Surah 7 Al A’raf Verse 126 

12. “O my Lord! forgive me and my brother! admit us to Your 

mercy! for You art the Most Merciful of those who show mercy!” 

Surah 7 Al A’raf Verse 151 

13. “Our Lord! make us not a trial for those who practise 

oppression;” “And deliver us by Your Mercy from those who reject 

(You).”                                                    Surah 10 Yunus Verses 85 - 86 
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٦.  ÊjÍ∞Ù́ BÚØ BÏƒ‰øE B‰ƒÏ√Ḡ B‰ƒÏI‰iīBÏƒªA ‰LA‰h‰ß B‰ƒÍ≥‰À B‰ƒ‰IÊÃÂ√Âg B‰ƒÚª. 
٧. ‰ƒÏI‰i_Ïƒ‰øE B_‰¿ÍI B_Ê√ÚC B_Ùª‰l_‰ƒÊ®‰JÏMA‰À ‰O_ªA B_ÂmÏj_ ‰æÊÃ ‰ƒÊJÂNÙ∑BÚØ__ ‰©‰ø B

A‰≈ÊÕÍfÍ«BÏrª. 
٨. ‰√j̄ÊøÚC œÍØ B‰ƒÚØA‰jÊmḠ‰À B‰ƒ‰IÃÂ√Âg B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A B‰ƒÏI‰i_‰ƒ‰øA‰fÙ≥ÚC ÊO6J‰Q‰À B_ B

‰≈Õj̄ÍØBÚ∏ÙªA ¬̄ÊÃÚ¥ÙªA ”Úº‰ß B‰√ÊjÂvÊ√A‰À. 
٩.  ‰©‰ø B‰ƒØ̇‰Ã‰M‰À B‰ƒÍMB‰◊6Œ‰m BÏƒ‰ß Êj∞̨Ú∑‰À B‰ƒ‰IÃÂ√Âg B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ BÚØ B‰ƒÏI‰i

īA‰jÊIÚfiA .ÏI‰iÚ‹‰À ÚπÍºÂmÂi ”Úº‰ß B‰ƒ‰MÊf‰ß‰À B‰ø B‰ƒÍME‰À B‰ƒ ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ B‰√l̄ÊbÂM 
Ú‹ ÚπÏ√Ḡ Í“‰øB‰ŒÍ¥ÙªA‰eB‰®ŒÍ¿ÙªA Â±ÍºÊbÂM . 

١٠.  ‰≈Íø Ï≈‰√ÊÃÛ∏‰ƒÚª B‰ƒÊ¿‰YÊj‰M‰À B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ê̈ ‰M Ê¡Úª Ê∆Ḡ‰À B‰ƒ‰nÛ∞Ê√ÚC B‰ƒÊ¿ÚºÚ£ B‰ƒÏI‰i
‰≈ÊÕj̄ÍmB‰bÙªA. 

١١.  B‰ƒÊŒÚº‰ß ÊÆj̄ÙØC B‰ƒÏI‰i‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂø B‰ƒØ̇‰Ã‰M‰À AÁjÊJ‰u. 
١٢.  ‰OÊ√ÚC‰À ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰i ÊœÍØ B‰ƒÙºÍaÊeÚC‰À ,ÊœÍaÚDÍª‰À ÊœÍª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A 6L‰i

‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA Â¡‰YÊiÚC. 
١٣. ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍªB§̇ªA ¬̄ÊÃÚ¥ÙºÍª ı“‰ƒÊNÍØ B‰ƒÙº‰®ÊV‰M Ú‹ B‰ƒÏI‰i . ‰≈Íø ÚπÍN‰¿ÊY‰jÍI B‰ƒ6V‰√‰À

‰≈ÊÕj̄ÍØBÚ∏ÙªA ¬̄ÊÃÚ¥ÙªA. 
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- - - 

Invocations From The Quran 
- - - 

 

1. (O Lord!) “Our Lord! Accept (this service) from us: for You 

art the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing.”  “Our Lord! Make of us 

Muslims bowing to Your (Will); and of our progeny a people 

Muslim, bowing to Your (Will); and show us our places for the 

celebration of (due) rites; and turn unto us (in Mercy); for indeed 

You are the Oft-Returning, Most Merciful.” 

Surah 2 Al Baqarah Verse 127 & 128 

2. “Our Lord! Give us good in this world and good in the 

Hereafter, and defend us from the torment of the Fire!” 

Surah Al Baqarah Verse 201 

3. “Our Lord! Pour out constancy on us and make our steps 

firm: help us against those that reject faith.” 

Surah 2 Al Baqarah Verse 250 

4. “Our Lord! Condemn us not if we forget or fall into error; 

our Lord! Lay not on us a burden like that which You did lay on 

those before us; our Lord! lay not on us a burden greater than we 

have strength to bear. Blot out our sins, and grant us forgiveness. 

Have mercy on us. You art our Protector; help us against those who 

stand against Faith.”                             Surah 2 Al Baqarah Verse 286 

5. “Our Lord! (they say), let not our hearts deviate now after 

You has guided us, but grant us mercy from Your own Presence; 

for You are the Grantor of bounties without measure.” 

Surah 3 Al Imran Verse 8 
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Section Five 

∆EjÛ¥ÙªA ‰≈Íø Â’B‰ßÌfªA 
١. � Ï¡Â»º̇ªA � ÙªA Â©ÊŒÍ¿ÏnªA ‰OÊ√ÚC ÚπÏ√Ḡ BÏƒÍø ΩÏJÚ¥‰M B‰ƒÏI‰i Â¡ÊŒÍº‰®. 

‰ƒÚº‰®ÊUA‰À B_‰ƒÏI‰i‰¿ÍºÊnÂø ı“ÏøÛC B‰ƒÍNÏÕ6iÂg Ê≈Íø‰À ,ÚπÚª ≈̄ÊŒ‰¿ÍºÊnÂø BÚπÚª ı“ 

Â¡ÊŒÍYÏjªA ÂLAÏÃÏNªA ‰OÊ√ÚC ÚπÏ√Ḡ B‰ƒÊŒÚº‰ß ÊKÂM‰À B‰ƒÚ∏ÍmB‰ƒ‰ø B‰√īÚC‰À. 
٢. ‰h‰ß B‰ƒÍ≥‰À ı“‰ƒ‰n‰Y Í—‰jÍa‡A œÍØÀ̄ ı“‰ƒ‰n‰Y B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA œÍØ B‰ƒÍME B‰ƒÏI‰i ‰LA

īBÏƒªA. 
٣.  ¬̄ÊÃÚ¥ÙªA ”Úº‰ß B‰√ÊjÂvÊ√A‰À ,B‰ƒ‰øA‰fÙ≥ÚC ÊO6J‰Q‰À AÁjÊJ‰u B‰ƒÊŒÚº‰ß ÊÆj̄ÙØÚC B‰ƒÏI‰i

‰≈ÊÕj̄ÍØBÚ∏ÙªA. 
٤.  ÊΩÍ¿ÊZ‰M Ú‹‰À B‰ƒÏI‰i ,B‰√ÙDÚÒÊaÚC ÊÀÚC B‰ƒÊŒÍn‰√ Ê∆Ḡ B‰√ÊhÍaA‰¤ÂM Ú‹ B‰ƒÏI‰i

Íhª̇A ”Úº‰ß Â…‰NÙº‰¿‰Y B‰¿Ú∑ AÁjÊuḠ B‰ƒÊŒÚº‰ß Ú‹‰À B‰ƒÏI‰i ,B‰ƒÍºÊJÚ≥ Ê≈Íø ‰≈ÊÕ
 B‰ƒÊ¿‰YÊiA‰À B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ A‰À BÏƒ‰ß Â±ÊßA‰À ,Í…ÍI B‰ƒÚª Ú“Ú≥BÚm Ú‹ B‰ø B‰ƒÙº6¿‰ZÂM

‰≈ÊÕj̄ÍØBÚ∏ÙªA ¬̄ÊÃÚ¥ÙªA ”Úº‰ß B‰√ÊjÂvÊ√BÚØ ,B‰√Ú‹ÊÃ‰ø ‰OÊ√ÚC. 
٥. Úª ÊK‰«‰À  ,B_‰ƒ‰NÊÕ‰f‰« ÊgḠ ‰fÊ®‰I B‰ƒ‰IÊÃÛºÛ≥ ÊÆl̄ÂM Ú‹ B‰ƒÏI‰i ÚπÊ√ÂfÚª Ê≈Íø B‰ƒ

ÂLB‰«‰ÃÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC ÚπÏ√Ḡ ı“‰¿ÊY‰i. 
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6. O Lord, indeed, we seek from You that we, our love ones, and 

all Muslims shall forever be Muslims until the Day of 

Reckoning, in every moment of eternity, and of the good things 

that were asked of You by Your Servant and Prophet, 

Muhammad, may Allah's blessing be upon him and his family, 

and peace be upon them, and by the virtuous pious servants, and 

we seek Your protection from whatever protection Your Servant 

and Prophet, Muhammad, may Allah's blessing be upon him and 

his family, and peace be upon them, and the virtuous pious 

servants sought protection from, for You are the Director (of 

Events) and everything is communicated back to You, there is 

no might nor power other than Allah. 

7. O Lord, embark upon us, and them, all the good things, whether 

sooner or later, whether hidden or evidence, encompass and 

comprehend it with Your science in devoutness, the life on earth 

and the life to come, and (O Lord) remove and elevate from us 

and them all evils and troubles, whether sooner or later, whether 

hidden or evidence, encompass and comprehend it with Your 

science in devoutness, the life on earth and the life to come, O 

Possessor of the devoutness, the life on earth and the life to 

come. 
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٦.  ¬̄ÊÃ‰Õ ”ÚªḠ ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙºÍª‰À AÁf‰IÚC B‰ƒÍIB‰JÊYÚDÍª‰À B‰ƒÚª ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ BÏ√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
B‰ø j̄ÊŒ‰a Ê≈Íø AÁf‰IÚC Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA Ú∫ÂfÊJ‰ß Â…ÊƒÍø ÚπÚªÚD‰m 

 Ú∫ÂeB‰JÍß‰À ‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÍªE‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u ËfÏ¿‰ZÂø ÚπÌŒÍJ‰√‰À
 ÚπÌŒÍJ‰√‰À Ú∫ÂfÊJ‰ß Â…ÊƒÍø Ú∫‰gB‰®‰NÊmA BÏ¿Íø ÚπÍI ÂgÊÃÂ®‰√‰À ,‰∆ÊÃÂZÍªBÏvªA
,‰∆ÃÂZÍªBÏvªA Ú∫ÂeB‰JÍß‰À ‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÍªE‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u ËfÏ¿‰ZÂø 

 ‹̇Ḡ Ú—ÏÃÛ≥ Ú‹‰À ‰æÊÃ‰Y Ú‹‰À ,ÂÆÚ›‰JÙªA ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß‰À Â∆B‰®‰NÊnÂ¿ÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC‰À
ÍrBÍI. 

٧.  j̆Í«BÚ£ Ω̄ÍUE‰À Ω̆ÍUB‰ß j̆ÊŒ‰a ÏΩÛ∑ Ê¡Â»Úª‰À B‰ƒÚª ÊK‰« Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
 ,Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÂfÙªA‰À ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA œÍØ ÚπÂ¿ÙºÍß Í…ÍI Ú¢B‰YÚC ≈̆ÍmB‰I‰À

 Ê©ÚØÊiA‰À Ê≤j̄ÊuÍA‰À Ω̆ÍUE‰À Ω̆ÍUB‰ß Î’ÃÂm ÏΩÛ∑ Ê¡Â»Êƒ‰ß‰À BÏƒ‰ß
 B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA‰À ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA œÍØ ÚπÂ¿ÙºÍß Í…ÍI Ú¢B‰YÚC ≈̆ÍmB‰I‰À j̆Í«BÚ£

Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA‰À ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA ÚπÍªB‰ø B‰Õ ,Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À . 
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4. O Lord, O the One that Antecedent Space, and O the One that 

Hear the Whisper, and the One dressed up the bones and 

muscles after death; bestow blessings upon our Leader 

Muhammad, and his family, and let peace be upon them, make 

and provide us and all the grieving Muslims with happiness, and 

all those who are in critical situation escape it, and provide 

provisions for whosoever in need for those matters in which we 

are not satisfy. 

5. O the First before the Beginning, and O the Last after the 

Ending, O the One who is Mighty and Steadfast, O the One who 

is compassionate to the needy, O the Most Merciful of the 

Merciful dispatch and bestow upon us Your mercy that will help 

make us be bless on this earth and in the hereafter, and ordain 

upon us all our wishes in both of these worlds and to all the 

Muslims, and endow us with it what (You) endowment to those 

(You) dearly loved, and bestow us with it the perfect knowledge 

and understanding, the right desires and guidance, the success, 

the piety, the virtue, the good health, the wealth, the contentment 

and the certainty, and gather them together for us for the good of 

the realm and devoutness, with absolute safety and security from 

enchantments and ordeals, and from all evils, inadvertence, 

agony, injuries, misdeeds, faults, sorcery and from being single 

out. 
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٤ .  ‰œÍmBÚ∑ B‰Õ‰À ,ÍPÊÃÌvªA ‰©ÍøB‰m B‰Õ‰À ,PÊÃÛ∞ÙªA ‰µÍIB‰m B‰Õ Ï¡Â»º̇ªA
PÊÃ‰¿ÙªA ‰fÊ®‰I B‰«‰jÍrÊƒÂø‰À BÁ¿ÊZÚª ¬̄BÚ§Í®ÙªA , B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”Úº‰ß 6Ω‰u

 ¡̌‰« 6ΩÛ∑ Ê≈Íø ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙºÍª‰À B‰ƒÚª ÊΩ‰®‰UA‰À Ê¡º̨‰m‰À Í…ÍªE‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø
µ̆ÊŒÍy 6ΩÛ∑ Ê≈Íø‰À ,B‰U‰jÚØ Ú‹ ÂSÊŒ‰Y Ê≈Íø B‰ƒÙ≥ÂkÊiA‰À ,B‰U‰jÊb‰ø 

ÂKÍn‰NÊZ‰√. 
٥. ‰≈ÊŒÍªÏÀÚfiA ‰æÏÀÚC B‰Õ, ≈ÊŒÍN‰¿ÙªA Í—ÏÃÛ¥ÙªA A‰g B‰Õ‰À ‰≈ÊÕj̄Ía‡A ‰jÍaE B‰Õ‰À 

≈̄ÊŒÍ∑B‰n‰¿ÙªA ‰¡ÍYA‰i B‰Õ‰À‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA ‰¡‰YÊiÚC B‰Õ‰À , B‰ƒÚª ÊlÍVÊ√ÚC 
ÍI Êf‰®Ên‰√ Ú∫ÍfÊƒÍß Ê≈Íø ı“‰¿ÊY‰iœÍØ B‰»Í—‰jÍa‡A‰À B‰ŒÍ√ÌfªA  ÊœÍzÙ¥‰M‰À 

‰ø B‰»ÍI B‰ƒÚª ÂK»̄‰M‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙºÍª‰À B‰¿»̄ÊŒÍØ ı“‰UB‰Y B‰ƒÚª Â…‰NÊJ‰«‰À B
‰≈ÊŒÍIÊÃÂJÊZ‰¿ÙºÍª ‘‰fÂ»ÙªA‰À Í“ÏJ‰Z‰¿ÙªA‰À Í“ÚØj̄Ê®‰¿ÙªA ‰æB‰¿Ú∑ B‰»ÍI B‰ƒÛ≥ÂkÊj‰M‰À 

‰À “ÊŒÍØB‰®ÙªA‰À ≤BÛ∞‰®ÙªA‰À ”Ú¥ÌNªA‰À µ̄ÊŒÍØÊÃ‰NÙªA‰À œ‰yj̄ÙªA‰À ”‰ƒÍ̈ ÙªA
 ‰©‰ø ,≈̄ÊÕ6fªA‰À B‰ŒÊ√ÌfªA ÍPA‰jÊŒ‰a ‰≈ÊŒ‰I B‰»ÍI B‰ƒÚª Â©‰¿ÊV‰M‰À ,≈ÊŒÍ¥‰ŒªA‰À
 Î“ÚºÙ∞Ú́ ‰À ǰ‰q 6ΩÛ∑ Ê≈Íø‰À ≈‰ZÍ¿ÙªA‰À ≈‰NÍ∞ÙªA ‰≈Íø Í“‰øÚ›ÏnªA ǣB‰¿Ú∑

≈̆ÊŒ‰ß‰À j̆‰Z‰m‰À ÎKÊŒ‰ß‰À ÎKÊ√‰g‰À ǰÂy‰À ÎLÊjÚ∑‰À. 
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- - - 

Doa After Reciting The Beautiful Names of Allah 
- - - 

1. Let there be a perpetual blessings and peace in every instant and 

forever as many as the signs of Your existence upon our leader 

Muhammad and his family members, and (O Lord) show mercy 

upon us and all Muslims, (O Lord) safe guard us and all 

Muslims, (O Lord) assist us and all Muslims, (O Lord) comfort 

us and all Muslims, (O Lord) hurry and wipe out the enemies of 

the piety and godliness, and (O Lord) grant us and our love ones, 

in this instant, and at all times, always and forever, what (You) 

bestowed upon Your obedient servants in every moment always 

and forever in good and the best of  health in the two worlds (the 

current world and the hereafter). 

2. And open for us the apertures to the knowledgeable, enrich us 

with what You Permit [Halal] instead of what you forbidden 

[Haram], and (make us) obedient to You and not commit sin 

[maksiat] towards You, over and above whereof nothing more 

we ask for than this. And show and guide us the way to good 

deeds and character, and no one knows better than You. And 

remove from those deeds anything sinful, for no one can remove 

it but You. 

3. O Lord, cherish us with Your complete forgiveness, and grant us 

good health, and security in our religious duties, worldly affairs, 

family, properties and wealth. O Lord, hide all our faults and 

shield our negative desires and feelings. And spare us all the 

grossness of the ignoble insanity, always endow us with the love 

and happiness of the two homes. 
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”‰ƒÊnÂZÙªA ÍrA Í’B‰¿ÊmÚfiA ‰fÊ®‰I Â’B‰ßÌfªA 
١. Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ œÍØ Ê¡º̨‰m‰À 6Ω‰u  Íe‰f‰®ÍI AÁf‰IÚC   ”Úº‰ß ÚπÍMB‰¿ÛºÊ®‰ø

 B‰ƒÙ§Ú∞ÊYA‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA‰À B‰ƒÊ¿‰YÊiA‰À ,Í…ÍªE‰À ÎfÊ¿‰ZÂø B‰√ÍfÊŒ‰m
 ÊX6jÚØ‰À ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA‰À B‰√ÊjÂvÊ√A‰À ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA‰À BÏƒ‰ß

 Í Íh‰« ÊœÍØ B‰ƒÍIB‰JÊYÚDÍª‰À B‰ƒÚª ÊK‰«‰À ≈̄ÊÕ6fªA Í’A‰fÊßÚC Í∫Ú›Ê«H̄ÍI ÊΩ6V‰ß‰À
 ‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªBÏvªA Ú∫ÍeB‰JÍ®Íª Â…‰NÊJ‰«‰À B‰ø AÁf‰IÚC ≈̆ÊŒÍY 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ‰À Í“‰ßBÏnªA

ÏfªA œÍØ Í“ÏøBÏNªA Í“‰ŒÍØB‰®ÙªA ‰©‰ø AÁf‰IÚC ≈̆ÊŒÍY 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ≈̄ÊÕ‰iA. 
٢.  ÚπÍøA‰j‰Y Ê≈‰ß ÚπÍªÚ›‰ZÍI B‰ƒÍƒÙ́ ÚC‰À ,‰≈ÊŒÍØīB‰®ÙªA ‰̀ ÊÃÂNÛØ B‰ƒÊŒÚº‰ß Ê\‰NÙØA‰À

 B‰√ÍfÊ«A‰À ,Ú∫A‰ÃÍm Ê≈Ï¿‰ß ÚπÍºÊzÚ∞ÍI‰À ,ÚπÍN‰ŒÍvÊ®‰ø Ê≈‰ß ÚπÍN‰ßBÚÒÍI‰À
 ,‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ B‰»Íƒ‰nÊYÚDÍª Ê–ÍfÊ»‰Õ Ú‹ ∂̄Ú›ÊaÚfiA‰À ǣB‰¿ÊßÚfiA ≈̄‰nÊYÚDÍª

j̄ÊuA‰À‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ B‰»‰◊6Œ‰m BÏƒ‰ß Â≤j̄Êv‰Õ Ú‹ B‰»‰◊6Œ‰m BÏƒ‰ß Ê≤. 

٣.  Í“‰¿Í÷AÏfªA Í—BÚØB‰®Â¿ÙªA‰À Í“‰ŒÍØB‰®ÙªA‰À Ã̄Ù∞‰®ÙªA Í‰æB‰¿Ú∑ ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ BÏ√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
B‰ƒÍªA‰ÃÊøÚC‰À B‰ƒÊŒÍºÊ«ÚC‰À B‰√B‰ŒÊ√Âe‰À B‰ƒÍƒÊÕÍe ÊœÍØ . ,B‰ƒÍMA‰iÊÃ‰ß ÊjÂNÊmÚC Ï¡Â»º̇ªA

‰ÀB‰ƒÍMB‰ßÊÀ‰i Ê≈ÍøE .,Í“Ïƒ‰VÙªA ‰∆ÊÀÂe æ̆ÊÃ‰« ÏΩÛ∑ B‰ƒÍ∞Ù∑ÚA‰À  B‰ƒÙ≥ÂkÊiA‰À
≈̄ÊÕ‰iAÏfªA Ú—‰eB‰®‰m AÁf‰IÚC B‰ƒ‰IB‰JÊYÚC‰À. 
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(36)     O the Most High,     O the Most Great,    O the Preserver,      

O the Guardian, O the Reckoner, 

(41)    O the Sublime One,    O the Generous One,   O the Watchful, 

O the Responsive,    O the All-Embracing,  

(46)  O the Wise One,  O the Loving One, O the Most Glorious One, 

O the Resurrector, O the Witness, 

(51) O the Truth, O the Trustee, O the Most Strong, O the Firm One, 

O the Protecting Friend, 

(56)  O the Praiseworthy One,   O the Reckoner,   O the Originator, 

O the Restorer of Life,  O the Giver of Life,  

(61)   O the Creator of Death,   O the Alive,   O the Self-Subsisting,  

O the Finder,   O the Noble, 

(66)     O the One and Only One,   O the One,   O the Unique One,   

O the Eternal, O the Powerful, 

(71) O the Dominant and Able One, O the Expediter, O the Delayer, 

O the First,  O the Last, 

(76)     O the Manifest One,    O the Hidden One,    O the Governor, 

O the Most Exalted, O the Source of All Goodness, 

(81) O the Acceptor of Repentance, O the Avenger, O the Pardoner, 

O the Most Compassionate, O the Eternal Owner of Sovereignty, 

(86)    O the Lord of Majesty and Bounty,    O the Most Equitable,  

O the Gatherer, O the Self-Sufficient One,  

(90)       O the Enricher,      O the Preventer,        O the Distresser,    O 

the Auspicious One,     O the Light, 

(95)     O the Guide,     O the Incomparable,       O the Everlasting,   O 

the Supreme Inheritor,    O the Guide to the Right Path, 

(100) O the Patient One 
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)٣٦ (ÂOÊŒÍ¥Âø B‰Õ ,Û•ÊŒÍ∞‰Y B‰Õ ,ÂjÊŒÍJÚ∑ B‰Õ ,ÌœÍº‰ß B‰Õ , ,ÂKÊŒÍn‰Y B‰Õ
)٤١ (ÂKÊŒÍVÂø B‰Õ ,ÂKÊŒÍ≥‰i B‰Õ ,Â¡ÊÕj̄Ú∑ B‰Õ ,ÂΩÊŒÍº‰U B‰Õ , ,Â©ÍmA‰À B‰Õ
)٤٦ (,ÂfÊŒ»̄‰q B‰Õ ,ÂSÍßB‰I B‰Õ ,ÂfÊŒÍV‰ø B‰Õ ,ÂeÊÀÂe‰À B‰Õ ,Â¡ÊŒÍ∏‰Y B‰Õ 
)٥١(,Ìµ‰Y B‰Õ  ,ÂΩÊŒÍ∑‰À B‰Õ  ‰Õ ,Ì–Ã̄Ú≥ B ,Â≈ÊŒÍN‰ø B‰Õ   Íª‰À B‰Õ_ ,Ìœ
)٥٦ (,ÂfÊŒÍ®Âø B‰Õ ,ÂŸÍfÊJÂø B‰Õ ,ÊœÍvÊZÂø B‰Õ ,ÂfÊŒÍ¿‰Y B‰Õ ,ÊœÍŒÊZÂø B‰Õ 
)٦١(ÍUA‰À B‰Õ ,Â¬ÊÃÌŒÚ≥ B‰Õ ,Ìœ‰Y B‰Õ ,ÂOÊŒÍ¿Âø B‰Õ _,Âf  ,ÂfÍUB‰ø B‰Õ 
)٦٦ (‰YÚC B‰Õ ,ÂfÍYA‰À B‰Õ_ÚØ B‰Õ ,Âf_,Âej̄ ‰¿‰u B‰Õ _,Âf Ú≥ B‰Õ _B ,ÂiÍe
)٧١ (6a‰¤Âø B‰Õ ,Â¬6fÚ¥Âø B‰Õ ,ÂiÍf‰NÙ¥Âø B‰Õ_,Âj ÍaE B‰Õ ,ÂæÏÀÚC B‰Õ _ ,Âj
)٧٦ (Í«BÚ£ B‰Õ_ÍmB‰I B‰Õ ,Âj_ÍªA‰À B‰Õ ,Â≈_‰I B‰Õ  ,ÊœÍªB‰®‰NÂø B‰Õ ,Êœ__Ìj ,
)٨١( ÍπÙºÂ¿ÙªA ÚπÍªB‰ø B‰Õ ,Â≤ÊÀÂ’‰i B‰Õ ,ÌÃÛ∞‰ß B‰Õ ,Â¡Í¥‰NÊƒÂø B‰Õ ,ÂLAÏÃ‰M B‰Õ 
)٨٦ (‰g B‰Õ,Â©ÍøB‰U B‰Õ ,Û°ÍnÙ¥Âø B‰Õ ,¬̄A‰jÙ∑‚̄A‰À ǣÚ›‰VÙªA A  ,ÌœÍƒÚ́  B‰Õ
)٩٠ (ÍƒÊ̈ Âø B‰Õ_‰ø B‰Õ ,Êœ_Í√B_‰y B‰Õ ,Â©_,ÌiB ‰√ B‰Õ _ ,Â©ÍØB Â√ B‰Õ_,ÂiÊÃ 
)٩٥(ÂfÊŒÍq‰i B‰Õ ,ÂTīA‰À B‰Õ ,ÊœÍ≥B‰I B‰Õ ,Â©ÊÕÍf‰I B‰Õ ,Ê–ÍeB‰« B‰Õ  ,
)١٠٠(ÂiÊÃÂJ‰u B‰Õ . 
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5. O the One Who is God and there is no other but He, O the 

Knower of the Unseen and Visible (Physical), Transcendence 

are You, There is no God but You, O the Lord of Majesty and 

Bounty, we seek from You with Your Supreme and Most 

Mighty Names, the Most Cherished and Exalted, the Most 

Generous, O Lord of Majesty and Bounty, and the Endowed the 

Glorified.    

6. “O Allah”                                                                               (100) 

- - - 

Recite “Ya Allah” (two hundred times) whether it is more or less, while 

reciting each recitation of “O Allah” reflect on what you desire [hajat] 

(in life). 
- - - 

7. The most beautiful names belong to Allah: so call on Him by 

them; (Surah 7 Al-A’raf Verse 180)  .  .  .                      O Allah, 

(1) O Compassionate upon Mankind, O Most Merciful, O Sovereign 

Lord, O Holy One clear from any imperfection, O the Source of Peace, 

(6) O the Guardian of Faith, the Protector, O the Strong and Mighty 

O the Compeller everything happens by His will, O the Majestic, 

(11) O Creator of every existence,        O the Evolver of every entity, O 

the Fashioner of every creature, O the Forgiver sins, O the Subduer 

and Dominant over everything. 

(16)      O the Bestower in Gifts,      O the Sustainer and Provider,       

O the Reliever,     O the All-Knowing,     O Constrictor of sustenance, 

(21) O Expander Generosity, O Abaser, O the Exalter of His 

Creatures, O Honourer by giving esteem, O the Dishonourer of status, 

(26)       O the All-Hearing,       O the All-Seeing,      O the Judge,      

O the Just One,      O the Gentle and Subtle One, 

(31)     O the Aware,     O the Forbearing One,    O the Great One,    

O the All-Forgiving,     O the Appreciative, 
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٥  . ÍKÊŒ‰̈ ÙªA ‰¡ÍªB‰ß B‰Õ ,‰ÃÂ« ‹̇Ḡ Â…ÚªḠ Ú‹ Ê–Íhª̇A ÛrA ‰ÃÂ« Ê≈‰ø B‰Õ
 ǣÚ›‰VÙªA A‰g B‰Õ ‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹ Úπ‰√B‰ZÊJÂm Í—‰eB‰»ÏrªA‰À

¬A‰jÙ∑‚̄A‰À . ,Ê¬‰jÙ∑fiA 6Ω‰UÚfiÙA 6l‰ßÚfiÙA ”ÚºÊßÚfiÙA ÚπÍ¿ÊmBÍI ÚπÛªÚDÊmÚC
Ù∑‚̄ÙA‰À ǣÚ›‰VÙªA A‰g B‰Õ¬̄BÚ§Í®ÙªA ÍKÍ«A‰Ã‰¿ÙªA‰À ,¬A‰j. 

٦.   ÛrA B‰Õ                                     .     )١٠٠( 
� rA BÕ ij∏Õ)٢٠٠—jø (…ªÃ≥ fƒß –ÃƒÕÀ ,Ω≥C ÀC jR∑C ÀC  :

 rA BÕ . . .…V÷AÃY ©Œö —jø ü.�  

٧. Í…º̇Íª‰À    B‰»ÍI Â ÃÂßÊeBÚØ ”‰ƒÊnÂZÙªA Â’B‰¿ÊmÚfiA .   .   .     ,ÛrA B‰Õ 
)١ (¿ÊY‰i B‰Õ__ÊŒÍY‰i B‰Õ ,Â≈_Íº‰ø B‰Õ ,Â¡__,Ûπ Û≥ B‰Õ_ ,ÂpÊÀÌf ‰m B‰Õ_,Â¬Ú› 
)٦(ÍøÊ¤Âø B‰Õ _Í¿ÊŒ‰»Âø B‰Õ ,Â≈_ÊÕl̄‰ß B‰Õ ,Â≈__ÏJ‰U B‰Õ ,Âl_6JÚ∏‰NÂø B‰Õ ,ÂiB_ ,Âj
)١١ (‰a B‰Õ_,ÂµÍªB ‰I B‰Õ_ÂvÂø B‰Õ ,ÂŸīB_∞̇Ú́  B‰Õ ,Âi6Ã__,ÂiB Ï»Ú≥ B‰Õ_ÂiB, 
)١٦(Ï«‰À B‰Õ _,Â∂AÏk‰i B‰Õ ,ÂLB ÏNÚØ B‰Õ__ÊŒÍº‰ß B‰Õ ,Ầ B_ÍIBÚ≥ B‰Õ ,Â¡_ ,Â|
)٢١ (,Â©ÍØA‰i B‰Õ ,Â|ÍØB‰a B‰Õ ,Û°ÍmB‰I B‰Õ Í®Âø B‰Õ__,Ìl Âø B‰Õ_,ÌæÍh 
)٢٦(ÊŒÍ¿‰m B‰Õ _,ÂæÊf‰ß B‰Õ ,Â¡Ú∏‰Y B‰Õ ,ÂjÊŒÍv‰I B‰Õ ,Â© ÊŒÍÒÚª B‰Õ_,Â± 
)٣١(ÊŒÍJ‰a B‰Õ _,Âj  Íº‰Y B‰ÕÊŒ_,Â¡ ÊŒÍ§‰ß B‰Õ_Û∞Ú́  B‰Õ ,Â¡_Û∏‰q B‰Õ ,ÂiÊÃ_,ÂiÊÃ 
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Invocation 
 - - - 

The Most Beautiful Names Belong To Allah 
- - - 

1. In the Name of Allah Most Beneficent Most Merciful, All 

praises and thanks be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, there is 

no God but Allah, One and Only, without any  partners, He is 

the Sovereignty and all praise belong to Him, His is better, and 

He is Powerful over all beings. There is no God but Allah. {To 

Him belong the Most Beautiful Names: whatever is in the 

heavens and on earth, do declare His Praises and Glory; and He 

is the Exalted in Might, the Wise.}     Surah 59 Al Hasr Verse 24 

2. O Lord, blessed and grant peace, in every moment of eternity, 

for as many as Your signs, upon our Master Muhammad, his 

family and companions, and upon the other Prophets and the 

Virtuous people until the day of Judgement. 

3. O Lord, verily we seek with Your Beautiful Names and Perfect 

Words what we know from it and what we do not know, please 

forgive us, all our lover ones and all Muslims of the offenses, 

hide for us all our deficiencies,  show us all the anguish and 

sadness (so that we develop fear), removed and lift us above all 

afflictions, make us recover from any ordeal, charm and distress 

in the two worlds, and make us desire all what You foreordain 

for us,  
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Section Four 
”‰ƒÊnÂZÙªA ÍrA Í’B‰¿ÊmÚDÍI Â’B‰ßÌfªA 

١   .¿ÊYÏjªA ÍrA ¡̄ÊnÍI_ÊŒÍYÏjªA ≈̄_,¡̄ ÊŒÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA 6L‰i Í…º̇Íª ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªÚA _ ,≈
 Í Íf‰ŒÍI ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA Â…Úª‰À ÛπÙºÂ¿ÙªA Â…Úª ,Â…Úª ÚπÊÕj̄‰q Ú‹ Â ‰fÊY‰À ÛrA ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹

ÊŒ‰bÙªA_,ËjÊÕÍfÚ≥ Î’Êœ‰q 6ΩÛ∑ ”_Úº‰ß ‰ÃÂ«‰À Âj 
ÛrA ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹, �  œÍØ B‰ø Â…Úª Â\6J‰nÂÕ ”‰ƒÊnÂZÙªA Â’B‰¿ÊmÚfiA Â…Úª

‰®ÙªA ‰ÃÂ«‰À ~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À ÍPA‰ÀB‰¿ÏnªAÂ¡ŒÍ∏‰ZÙªA ÂlÕl̄ �. 
٢   . ÚπÍMB‰øÊÃÛºÊ®‰ø ‰e‰f‰ß AÁf‰IÚC Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ Ê¡º̨‰m‰À 6Ω‰u Ï¡Â»º̇ªA

 Í’B‰ŒÍJÊ√ÚfiA j̄Í÷B‰m ”Úº‰ß‰À Í…ÍJÊZ‰u‰À Í…ÍªE‰À ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”Úº‰ß
≈̄ÊÕ6fªA ¬̄ÊÃ‰Õ ”ÚªḠ ‰≈ÊŒÍZÍªBÏvªA‰À. 

٣   .ÍI ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ BÏ√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªA ÍPBÏøBÏNªA ÚπÍMB‰¿ÍºÚ∑‰À ”‰ƒÊnÂZÙªA ÚπÍ÷B‰¿ÊmÚD
Ê¡ÚºÊ®‰√ Ê¡Úª B‰ø‰À B‰»ÊƒÍø B‰ƒÊ¿º̇‰ß B‰ø, Ê∆ÚC  AÁf‰IÚC B‰ƒÍI B‰JÊYÚfi‰À B‰ƒÚª ‰jÍ∞Ê̈ ‰M

 ÏΩÛ∑ ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙºÍª‰ÀÎKÊ√‰g, BÏƒ‰ß ‰±ÍrÙ∏‰M‰À ,ÎKÊŒ‰ß ÏΩÛ∑ B‰ƒÚª ‰jÂNÊn‰M‰À 
‰©ÚØÊj‰M‰À ‰≤j̄Êv‰M‰À ,ÎLÊjÚ∑ ÏΩÛ∑ ÏΩÛ∑ Ê≈Íø B‰ƒ‰ŒÍØB‰®ÂM‰À ,Î’Ú›‰I ÏΩÛ∑ BÏƒ‰ß 

B‰¿»̄ÊŒÍØ Î“‰UB‰Y ÏΩÛ∑ B‰ƒÚª ‰œÍzÙ¥‰M‰À ,≈̄ÊÕ‰iAÏfªA œÍØ Î—ÏfÍq‰À Î“‰ƒÊNÍØ‰À Î“‰ƒÊZÍø. 
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- - - 

Remembrance after Witr Prayers 
- - - 

 

1. Transcendent is the King, the Most Holy.                                (3)   

 

Most Transcendence, Most Holy is our Lord and Lord of Angels 

and Spirits. You glorified the heavens and the earth, with 

Honour and Omnipotence, You consolidated it with Your Might 

and Power, and subdued the slaves with death. O Allah, I seek 

refuge with Your contentment from Your discontent. And Your 

exemption from Your penalties. I seek refuge with You from 

You, with innumerably praises upon You. You are just as the 

praises upon which You describe Yourself. 

 

2. [And remember Zul-nun, when he departed in wrath: he 

imagined that We had no power over him! But he cried through 

the depths of darkness,] “There is no god but Thou: glory to 

Thee: I was indeed wrong!”                                                 (41) 

Surah 21 Al Anbiya Verse 87. 

 

3. In every moment of eternity, as many times as the number of His 

creations, and all His Spiritual Blessings, and all the beauty of 

His Throne and all His true sayings. 

From Sahih Muslim and narrated by Jabir ibn Abdullah, Allah's 

Messenger s.a.w. said: “If anyone is afraid that he may not get up in the 

latter part of the night, he should observe Witr in the first part of it; and 

if anyone is eager to get up in the last part of it, he should observe Witr 

at the end of the night, for prayer at the end of the night is witnessed (by 

the angels) and that is preferable.” 
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‰À  ’B‰ßÂe6hªAÙ∑j̄Ê®‰I ¡̄‰N‰a ‰fj̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA  

١ .p̄ÊÀÌfÛ¥ÙªA ÍπÍº‰¿ÙªA ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm                              .)٣ ( 

¯̀ ÀÌjªA‰À Í“Ú∏Í÷Ú›‰¿ÙªA ÌL‰i ËpÊÀÌfÛ≥ Ë̀ ÊÃÌJÂm . ÍPA‰ÀB‰¿ÏnªA ‰OÙºº̇‰U
Û¥ÙªBÍI ‰PÊkÏl‰®‰M‰À ,ÍPÊÀÂjÏJ‰VÙªA‰À Í—ÏlÍ®ÙªBÍI ‰~ÊiÚfiÙA‰À ‰eB‰JÍ®ÙªA ‰PÊj‰»Ú≥‰À Í—‰iÊf

ÍPÊÃ‰¿ÙªBÍI . ÚπÍMBÚØB‰®Â¿ÍI‰À ,ÚπÍÒ‰b‰m Ê≈Íø Ú∫B‰yj̄ÍI ÂgÊÃÂßÚC œ6√Ḡ Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA
 B‰¿Ú∑ ‰OÊ√ÚC ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß Á’B‰ƒ‰Q ÊœÍvÊYÛC Ú‹ ÚπÊƒÍø ÚπÍI ÂgÊÃÂßÚC‰À ,ÚπÍN‰IÊÃÛ¥Âß Ê≈Íø

ÚπÍnÙ∞‰√ ”Úº‰ß ‰OÊŒ‰ƒÊQÚC. 

٢.   Âm ‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹Û∑ œ6√Ḡ Úπ‰√B‰ZÊJ‰≈ÊŒÍ¿Íº§̇ªA ‰≈Íø ÂOÊƒ.) ٤١( 

٣   . Ú“‰√k̄‰À ÚπÍnÙ∞‰√ B‰yī‰À ÚπÍ¥Ùº‰a ‰e‰f‰ß AÁf‰IÚC Î“Ú§ÊZÚª 6ΩÛ∑ ÊœÍØ
ÚπÍMB‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰eA‰fÍøÀ̄ ÚπÍqÊj‰ß 

 

From Bukhari and narrated by Abu Hurairah: “My friend {the Prophet 

s.a.w} advised me to do three things and I shall not leave them till I die, 

these are to fast three days every month, to offer the Dhuha prayer and 

to offer Witr before sleeping. 
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- - - 

The Odd [Witr] Prayers 
- - - 

 

You may pray the Witr in the beginning or the end of the night or just 

before dawn [Fajr] up to a maximum of eleven raka’ats. See part I for 

details. 

1.  Niat: “I prayer two raka’at of Witr prayer supererogatory 

because of Allah. Allah the Greatest” 

2. It is recommended to recite the following surah at the last two of 

three raka’ats.  

First Raka’at   -  Surah 87 al-Ala  

Second Raka’at - Surah 109 Kafirun 

 

- - - 

Between the Witr recite 
O Most Merciful, O the Most Knowledgeable,  

O Most Gracious of the Merciful. 
 - - - 

3. Tthe last cycle [raka’at] is the ‘Odd’ [Witr] and the intention [niat] 

for this one cycle [raka’at] is: 

“I prayer one raka’at of Witr prayer supererogatory because of Allah, 

Allah is the Greatest” 

It is recommended to recite Surah 112 al-Ikhlas and al Mu’awwidhatain 

(Surahs 113 & 114) in the last Raka’ats. 

From Sunan AbuDaud and narrated by Ubayy ibn Ka'b r.a. that the Rasullah s.a.w used 

to observe witr and (recited) “Glorify the name of thy Lord, the most High” (Surah 

87), “Say O disbelievers” (Surah 109), and in the third rak'ah he would recite: “Say, 

He is Allah, the One” (Surah 112), and  “Say, I seek refuge in the Lord of daybreak” 

(Surah 113), and “Say, I seek refuge in the Lord of mankind” (Surah 114). 
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Section Three 

ÂjÊMÃ̄ÙªA Û—Ú›‰u 

١. “Œ√:Íª ı“ÏƒÂm j̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA Í—Ú›‰u Ê≈Íø ≈̄ÊŒ‰N‰®Ù∑‰i œ̄º̃‰uÛC Êj‰JÙ∑ÚA ÛrA ”ÚªB‰®‰M Í…º̇ 

٢     .BÁMÃÛ≥ÊÃ‰ø BÁIB‰NÍ∑ ‰≈ÊŒÍƒÍøÊ¤Â¿ÙªA ”Úº‰ß ÊO‰√BÚ∑ ÂjÊMÃ̄ÙªA Ú—Ú›‰u Ï∆Ḡ: 
æÀfiA “®∑i        :-    ”ÚºÊßÚfiA Û—‰iÊÃÂm    )٨٧( 
“Œ√BRªA “®∑i        :-Ú∏ÙªA Û—‰iÊÃÂm   ∆ÀÂjÍØB  )١٠٩( 

j̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA Í—Ú›ÏvªA ‰≈ÊŒ‰I Cj¥Õ: 
 �‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÍYAÏjªA ‰¡‰YÊiC B‰Õ —‰jÍ∞Ê̈ ‰¿ÙªA ‰©ÍmA‰À B‰Õ ÂLAÏÃ‰M B‰Õ � 

٣  .j̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA Í—Ú›ÏvªA j̄ÍaE Û“ÏŒÍ√: 
Í—Ú›‰u Ê≈Íø ı“‰®Ù∑‰i œ̄º̃‰uÛCj̄ÊMÃ̄ªA Êj‰JÙ∑ÚA ÛrA ,”ÚªB‰®‰M Í…º̇Íª ı“ÏƒÂm         .

ÁIB‰NÍ∑BÁMÃÛ≥ÊÃ‰ø B:  pBÏƒªA Û—‰iÃÂmÀ µÚºÚ∞ÙªA Û—‰iÃÂm ,xÚ›Êa‚̄A Û—‰iÃÂm . 
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Recite the following blessings to the Prophet s.a.w in 

between the Tahajjud prayer: 
 

1. “O Lord, bestow Your blessing upon our master Muhammad, 

and settled him at the seat closer to You at the Day of 

Reckoning.”                                                                        (100)  

 

Alternately: 

 

2. “O Lord, bestow Your blessing upon our master Muhammad, 

the Opening to the Seal, the Conclusion of thi Journey, and the 

true assistant with guidance to Your straight path, Allah’s 

blessing upon him and his family, the truly appreciative and a 

magnificent appreciation.”                                                    (100) 

Or three times then recite: 

as many times as the number of His creations, and all His 

Spiritual Blessings, and all the beauty of His Throne and all His 

true sayings.  

In another Hadith, 

Allah’s Prophet s.a.w. used to pray eleven raka'ats at night and 

that was his night prayer and each of his prostrations lasted for a period 

enough for one of you to recite fifty verses before the Allah’s Prophet 

s.a.w. raised his head. 

He also used to pray two cycles [raka'ats] nawafil before the 

(compulsory) Fajr prayer and then lie down on his right side till the 

Mu'adhdhin came to him for the prayer. 

From Bukhari narrated by Aisha r.a. 
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ǣÃÂmÏjªA ÍPA‰ÃÚºÏvªA Ah« ’Aj≥‰I ‰≈ÊŒÍfÌV‰»ÏNªA Í—Ú›ÏvÙªA  
١. Âø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”Úº‰ß 6Ω‰u Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA ‰LÏjÚ¥Â¿ÙªA ‰f‰®Ù¥‰¿ÙªA Â…Ùªl̄Ê√ÚCÀ ,f̌‰¿‰Z

Í“‰øB‰ŒÍ¥ÙªA ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ Ú∫‰fÊƒÍß .                                   )١٠٠( 
 
٢ . ¡̄ÍMB‰bÙªA‰À  ,‰µÍºÙ́ ÛC B‰¿Íª \̄ÍMBÚ∞ÙªÚA f̌‰¿‰ZÂø B‰√Íf6Œ‰m ”Úº‰ß 6Ω‰u Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA

ÚªḠ –ÍeB‰»ÙªA‰À 6µ‰ZÙªA j̄ÍuB‰√‰À ,µ‰J‰m B‰¿Íª  ¡̄ÊŒÍ¥‰NÊnÂ¿ÙªA ÚπÍmA‰jÍu ”
¡̄ÊŒÍ§‰®ªA Í īA‰fÙ¥Íø‰À Í īÊfÚ≥ Ïµ‰Y Í…ÍªÚA ”Úº‰ß‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u. ) ١٠٠( 

À PAÏj‰ø BQ›Q ÀCA f®I ’Aj≥: 
Í…ÍN‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰eÚAfÍø‰À Í…ÍqÊj‰ß Ú“‰√k̄‰À Í…ÍnÙ∞‰√ ‰’Byī‰À Í…Í¥Ùº‰a ‰e‰f‰ß. 

 

How many raka’ats? 

From Bukhari and narrated by Abdullah ibn Umar r.a.: “While the 

Prophet s.a.w. was on the pulpit, a man asked him s.a.w how to offer the 

night prayers. He replied, “Pray two cycles [raka’ats] at a time and then 

two and then two and so on, and if you are afraid of the dawn (the 

approach of the time of the Fajr prayer) pray one raka’at and that will be 

the witr for all the cycles [raka’ats] which you have offered.  

Ibn Umar r.a. said, “The last cycle [raka'at] of the night prayer 

should be odd [witr] for the Prophet s.a.w. ordered it to be so.”   
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3. Whenever the Prophet s.a.w. rose at night to offer the Tahajjud 

Prayer, he used to say the following munajat:  

 “O Allah! Praises and thanks to You, You are the Guardian of 

the Heavens and Earth and whoever enter them; Praises and thanks to 

You, You are the Light of the Heavens and the Earth and whoever enter 

them; All the praises thanks to You, You are the King of the Heavens 

and the Earth and whoever enter them; Praises and thanks to You, You 

are true. Your Promise is true. The meeting with You is true. Your 

Words are true. The Paradise is true. The Hell is true. All the Prophets 

are true. Muhammad, may Allah blessing be bestow upon him and grant 

him peace, is true. The Time (of Resurrection) is true. O Allah! I resign 

my will to You and believe in You. To You I trust.  To You I repent. 

With Your help I argue (with non believers) and You are the Judge (for 

us). “O Allah, grant me forgiveness from the fault which I did in haste 

or deferred, which I committed in privacy or in public, You are better 

aware of (them) than myself, You are the one that ‘Advance’ or ‘Retard’ 

(the people’s fate) . There is none who has the right to be worshipped by 

You.” Sufyan said that AbdulKarim AbuUmayyah added to the above, 

“There is neither might nor power except with Allah”. 

From Bukhari, narrated by Abdullah ibn Abbas 

The Munajat is usually recited after the Takbir before the ‘Doa Iftitah’ 

for those who memorized it. 

 

C) or recite the Quran from Surah 85 Al Buruj till complete.  

1 - 2 Surah 85 Al Buruj Surah 86 At Tariq 

3 - 4 Surah 87 Al’Ala Surah 88 Gashiya 

5 - 6 Surah 90 Al Balad Surah 91 Ash Sham 

7 - 8 Surah 92 Al Laili  Surah 93 Ad-Dhuha 

9 - 10 Surah 87 Al’Ala Surah 109 Al – Kafirun 

11 Surah 112 Al-Ikhlas Surah 113 Al Falaq Surah 114 An-Nas 

D) or any Surah that you memorized like a multiple of Surah Ikhlas. 
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٣ .�—fVƒø�   ÍPA‰Ã‰¿ÏnªA Â¡6ŒÚ≥ ‰OÊ√ÚC ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA ÚπÚª Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA 
Úª‰À ,Ï≈»̄ÊŒÍØ Ê≈‰ø‰À ~̄‰iÚfiA‰À ÍPA‰Ã‰¿ÏnªA ÂiÊÃÂ√ ‰OÊ√ÚC ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA Úπ

 ÍPA‰Ã‰¿ÏnªA ÛπÍº‰ø ‰OÊ√ÚC ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA ÚπÚª‰À  ,Ï≈»̄ÊŒÍØ Ê≈‰ø ‰À ~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À
 ,Ôµ‰Y Ú∫Â’BÚ¥Íª‰À ,Ôµ‰Y Ú∫ÂfÊß‰À‰À ,Ôµ‰ZÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC ,Ï≈»̄ÊŒÍØ Ê≈‰ø ‰À ~̄‰iÚfiA‰À

 ,Ôµ‰Y ÂiBÏƒªA‰À ,Ìµ‰Y Û“Ïƒ‰VÙªA‰À ,Ôµ‰Y ÚπÛªÊÃÚ≥‰À Ôf‰¿‰ZÂø‰À ,Ôµ‰Y ‰∆ÃÌŒÍJÏƒªA‰À
 ÂOÊ¿ÚºÊmÚC ÚπÚª Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA ,Ìµ‰Y Û“‰ßBÏnªA‰À ,Ôµ‰Y ‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u
 ÂOÊ¿‰uB‰a ÚπÍI‰À ÂOÊJ‰√ÚC ÚπÊŒÚªḠ‰À ÂOÙº∑̇‰Ã‰M ÚπÊŒÚº‰ß‰À ÂOÊƒ‰øE ÚπÍI‰À

ÏaÚC B‰ø‰À ÂOÊøÏfÚ≥ B‰ø œÍª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ BÚØ ,ÂOÊ¿Ú∑B‰Y ÚπÊŒÚªḠ‰À B‰ø‰À  ÂPÊj
 Â¬6fÚ¥Â¿ÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC  ,œ6ƒÍø Í…ÍI Â¡ÚºÊßÚC ‰OÊ√ÚC B‰ø‰À ÂOÊƒÚºÊßÚC B‰ø‰À ÂPÊi‰jÊmÚC
 Ú—ÏÃÛ≥ Ú‹‰À ‰æÊÃ‰Y Ú‹ ,Ú∫ÂjÊŒÚ́  ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹‰À ‰OÊ√ÚC ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹ ,j̄6a‰¤Â¿ÙªA ‰OÊ√ÚC‰À

ÍrBÍI ‹̇Ḡ. 
 

What to recite in the Tahajjud Prayers? 
 

A) Recite the Quran as part of your routine recitation [khatam]. 

B) or for the first Raka’at recite Surah 2 alBaqara verse 255 Ayatul 

Kudsi followed by three times of Surah Ikhlas. Then for the second 

Rak’at recite Surah 99 Zalzalah twice and Surah 102 at-Takathur six 

times. (Wasiat from Habib Abu Bakar Alhabshie) 
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In his Ihya, Imam Ghazzali explained that to qualify for Tahajjud, the 

seeker [murid] must have slept and awaken. The Tahajjud prayers are 

done when one awakes during the last part of the night before subuh. It 

is usually part of the eleven raka’ats of witr or if the witr was completed 

in the earlier part of the night, a continuation or as a separate night 

prayer or even a Tahajjud prayers.  

The Tahajjud Prayers 

1. Your Intention (Niat) is: “I pray two raka'ats of witr (or the night 

or the Tahajjud) Prayers supererogatory to Allah, the Exalted.  Allah is 

Great.”  

There is a hadith which reported that no two witr prayers in one night. 

You may have done witr after Isha or thereafter then the intention here 

on is either for the ‘Night Prayers’ or “Tahajjud Prayers’. 

2. Then recite the Opening Invocation [Doa Iftitah]:  

“Allah is the Greatest, Praises and Thanks be to Allah, Transcendence is 

Allah from early morning to late evening.  I turn towards the One who 

created the heavens and the earth. As a true believer, a Muslim, and I 

am not of the polytheist. My prayers, devotion, life and my death are for 

the God of the worlds, no partner has He and thus I am commanded to 

obey, and I am among those who submit to Allah.” 

  

In a hadith, it was narrated that when the Messenger of Allah s.a.w. got 

up to pray at night for Tahajjud prayer, he uttered the takbir and then 

said: “Transcendence are You, O Allah”; “Praise and Thanks be to 

You”; “Glory be to Allah, the Lord of the Universe”.  

He then said: “There is no god but Allah” three times; he then 

said: “Allah is altogether great” three times:  

And “I seek refuge in Allah, All-Hearing and All-Knowing from 

the accursed devil, from his evil suggestion (hamz), from his puffing up 

(nafkh), and from his spitting (nafth)” He then recited (the Qur'an).                               

From Abu Dawud, narrated by Abu Sa'id al-Khudri.  
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Section Two 

Prayers during the Night Vigil [Tahajjud] 

ÍfÌV‰»ÏNªA Û—Ú›‰u 
١ .√ “Œ:-   ≈̄ÊŒN‰®Ù∑‰i Êœº̨‰uÛC Ê≈Íøj̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA Ú—Ú›‰u 

} ÊÀÚC Ω̄ÊŒº̨ªA ÊÀÚCÍfÌV‰»ÏNªA{ ,”ÚªB‰®‰M Í…º̇Íª ı“ÏƒÂm  Êj‰JÙ∑ÚA ÛrA. 
٢.  …NŒNØG ’Bße � A  A‰jÊŒÍRÚ∑ Í…º̇Íª ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªA‰À A‰jÊŒÍJÚ∑ Âj‰JÙ∑ÚC Ûr

Ú›ÊŒÍuÚC‰À ı—‰jÙ∏ÂI  ÍrA ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm‰À . ÂOÊ»ÏU‰À ‰jÚÒÚØ Ê–Íhº̇Íª ‰œ»̄ÊU‰À
BÁ¿ÍºÊnÂø Bı∞ÊŒÍƒ‰Y ‰~ÊiÚfiÙA‰À ÍPA‰Ã_‰_¿ÏnªA,  ,‰≈ÊŒÍ∑j̄ÊrÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø B‰√ÚC B‰ø‰À 

 ÊœÍ∏ÂnÂ√‰À œÍMÚ›‰u Ï∆Ḡ  ‰–B‰ŒÊZ‰ø‰À  ÊœÍMB‰¿‰ø‰À ‰®ÙªA 6L‰i Í…º̇Íª_  ,‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÚªB
ÍºÊnÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø B‰_√ÚC‰À ÂPÊjÍøÛC ÚπÍª‰hÍI‰À  ,Â…Úª ÚπÊÕj̄‰q Ú‹‰≈ÊŒÍ¿. 

Í ÍfÊ¿‰ZÍI‰À ÍrA ‰∆B‰ZÊJÂm‰À   ,‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÚªB‰®ÙªA 6L‰i ÍrA ‰∆B_‰ZÊJÂm. 

 ÛrA ‹̇Ḡ ‰…ÚªḠ Ú‹)٣(,    Âj‰JÙ∑ÚA ÛrÚA )٣( 
 Í…ÍMA‰l_‰¿‰«  Ê≈Íø ¡ÊŒÍUÏjªA ∆̄BÚÒÊŒÏrªA ‰≈Íø ¡̄ÊŒÍº‰®ÙªA ©̄ÊŒÍ¿ÏnªA ÍrBÍI ÂgÊÃÂßÚC

Í…ÍRÙ∞‰√‰À Í…ÍbÙ∞‰√‰À. 
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Hadith on Surah 3 ala Imran 

 

Narrated by Abdullah ibn Abbas r.a. and recorded in Al-Muwatta 

 

ibn Abbas r.a. had spent a night at the house of Maymunah, the 

wife of the  Prophet, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, who was 

also Ibn Abbas r.a. mother's sister (aunt). Ibn Abbas said, “I lay down 

with my head on the breadth of the cushion, and the Messenger of 

Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him peace, and his wife lay down 

with their heads on its length.” 

“The Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless him and grant him 

peace, slept, until, halfway through the night or a little before or after it, 

he awoke and sat up and wiped the sleep away from his face with his 

hand.  Then he recited the last ten verses [ayahs] of Surah 3 al-Imran. 

Then he got up and went over to a water-skin (a goat skin water bag) 

which was hanging up and did ablution [wudhu] from it, doing his 

ablution [wudhu] thoroughly, and then he stood in prayer.” 

Ibn Abbas r.a. continued, “I stood up and did the same and then 

went and stood by his side.  The Messenger of Allah, may Allah bless 

him and grant him peace, put his right hand on my head and took my 

right ear and tweaked it.” 

“He prayed two raka’ats, then two raka’ats, then two raka’ats, 

then two raka’ats, then two raka’ats, then two raka’ats, and then prayed 

an odd raka’at.  Then he lay down until the caller of prayer 

[mu'adhdhin] came to him, and then prayed two quick raka’ats, and 

went out (to the mosque) to pray the dawn prayer [subuh].” 
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)١٩٦ (ÍeÚ›ÍJÙªA œÍØ AÀÂjÚ∞Ú∑ ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A ÂKº̊Ú¥‰M ÚπÏ√ÏjÂ̈ ‰Õ Ú‹. 
(196) Let not the strutting about of the Unbelievers through the land 

deceive you: 

)١٩٧ (ÂeB‰»Í¿ÙªA ‰oÊ◊ÍI‰À Â¡Ïƒ‰»‰U Ê¡Â«A‰ÀÙD‰ø Ï¡ÂQ ËΩŒÍºÚ≥ Ë™B‰N‰ø. 
(197) Little is it for enjoyment: their ultimate abode is Hell; what an 

evil bed (to lie on)! 

)١٩٨ ( B‰»ÍNÊZ‰M Ê≈Íø ‘j̄ÊV‰M ËPBÏƒ‰U Ê¡Â»Úª Ê¡Â»ÏI‰i AÊÃÚ¥ÏMA ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A ≈̄Í∏Úª
ÊÕÍfÍªB‰a ÂiB‰»Ê√ÚfiÙAīA‰jÊIÚflÍª ËjÊŒ‰a ÍrA ‰fÊƒÍß B‰ø‰À ,ÍrA ÍfÊƒÍß Ê≈Íø ı‹ÂlÂ√ ,B‰»ŒÍØ ‰≈. 

(198) On the other hand, for those who fear their Lord, are Gardens, 

with rivers flowing beneath; therein are they to dwell (for ever), a gift 

from the Presence of Allah, and that which is in the Presence of Allah is 

the best (bliss) for the righteous. 

)١٩٩ ( B‰ø‰À Ê¡Û∏ÊŒÚªḠ ‰æl̄Ê√ÛC B‰ø‰À ÍrBÍI Â≈ÍøÊ¤ÂÕ Ê≈‰¿Úª ÍLB‰NÍ∏ÙªA Ω̄Ê«ÚC Ê≈Íø Ï∆Ḡ‰À
ÊŒÍ®ÍqB‰a Ê¡»̄ÊŒÚªḠ ‰æl̄Ê√ÛC ÚπÍ◊ÚªÊÀÛC ı›ŒÍºÚ≥ BÁƒ‰¿‰Q Í…º̇ªA ÍPB‰ÕB‰◊ÍI ‰∆ÀÂj‰NÊr‰Õ Ú‹ Í…º̇Íª ‰≈

ÊÕj̄‰m ÚrA Ï∆Ḡ Ê¡»̄6I‰i ‰fÊƒÍß Ê¡Â«ÂjÊUÚC Ê¡Â»ÚªB‰nÍZÙªA Â© ÍL 
(199) And there are, certainly, among the People of the Book, those 

who believe in Allah, in the revelation to you, and in the revelation to 

them, bowing in humility to Allah: they will not sell the Signs of Allah 

for a miserable gain! for them is a reward with their Lord, and Allah is 

swift in account. 

)٢٠٠ (ÊÕÍhª̇A B‰»ÌÕÚC B‰Õ ÚrA AÃÛ¥ÏMA‰À AÃÛÒÍIA‰i‰À AÀÂjÍIB‰u‰À AÀÂjÍJÊuA AÃÂƒ‰øA’ ‰≈
‰∆ÃÂZÍºÙ∞ÂM Ê¡Û∏º̇‰®Úª. 

(200) O you who believe! Persevere in patience and constancy; vie in 

perseverance, strengthen each other and fear Allah that you may 

prosper. 
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)١٩٣ (ƒÏI‰i‰_ƒÏ√Ḡ B‰_ Ê¡Û∏6I‰jÍI AÃÂƒÍøE Ê∆ÚC ∆̄B‰¿ÊÕ„̄Íª –ÍeB‰ƒÂÕ BÁÕÍeB‰ƒÂø B‰ƒÊ®Í¿‰m B
ƒÏI‰i ,BÏƒ‰øFÚØ‰_Ïƒ‰ß Êj∞̨Ú∑‰À B‰ƒ‰IÃÂ√Âg B‰ƒÚª ÊjÍ∞Ù́ BÚØ BīA‰jÊIÚfiA ‰©‰ø B‰ƒØ̇‰Ã‰M‰À B‰ƒÍMB‰◊6Œ‰m B. 

(193) “Our Lord! we have heard the call of one calling (us) to Faith, 

‘Believe you in the Lord’, and we have believed. Our Lord! forgive us 

our sins, blot out from us our iniquities, and take to Thyself our souls in 

the company of the righteous.” 

)١٩٤ (ƒÏI‰i‰_ÏMÊf‰ß‰À B‰ø B‰ƒÍMÚC‰À B_ ‰¬ÊÃ‰Õ B‰√l̄ÊbÂM ‹‰À ÚπÍºÂmÂi ”Úº‰ß B‰ƒ
‰eB‰®ŒÍ¿ÙªA Â±ÍºÊbÂM Ú‹ ÚπÏ√Ḡ Í“‰øB‰ŒÍ¥ÙªA. 

(194) “Our Lord! Grant us what You did promise unto us through 

Your Messengers, and save us from shame on the Day of Judgment; for 

You never breaks Your promise.” 

)١٩٥ ( Ê¡Û∏ÊƒÍø Ω̆ÍøB‰ß ‰Ω‰¿‰ß Â©ÊŒÍyÛC Ú‹ œ6√ÚC Ê¡Â»ÌI‰i Ê¡Â»Úª ‰LB‰V‰NÊmBÚØ
 AÊÀÂj‰UB‰« ‰≈ÊÕÍhª̇BÚØ  ,|̆Ê®‰I Ê≈Íø Ê¡Û∏ÂzÊ®‰I ”‰RÊ√ÛC ÊÀÚC j̆Ú∑‰g Ê≈Íø

Í«īB‰ÕÍe Ê≈Íø AÊÃÂUj̄ÊaÛC‰ÀÍJ‰m ÊœÍØ AÀÂgÀÛC‰À Ê¡Ûfi AÊÃÛºÍNÛ≥‰À AÊÃÛº‰MBÚ≥‰À œÍºŒ‰j∞̨Ú∑ Ï∆
Ûfi‰À Ê¡»̄ÍMB‰◊6Œ‰m Ê¡Â»Êƒ‰ß ÂiB‰»Ê√ÚfiA B‰»ÍNÊZ‰M Ê≈Íø ‘j̄ÊV‰M ÎPBÏƒ‰U Ê¡Â»ÏƒÚºÍaÊe

ÍLA‰ÃÏRªA Â≈ÊnÂY ,Â ‰fÊƒÍß ÛrA‰À ÍrA ÍfÊƒÍß Ê≈Íø BÁIA‰Ã‰Q. 
 (195) And their Lord has accepted of them, and answered them: 

“Never will I suffer to be lost the work of any of you, be he male or 

female: you are members, one of another; those who have left their 

homes, and were driven out therefrom, and suffered harm in My Cause, 

and fought and were slain, verily, I will blot out from them their 

iniquities, and admit them into Gardens with rivers flowing beneath - a 

reward from the Presence of Allah - and from His Presence is the best of 

rewards.” 
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Waking Up From Sleep 
 

Then recite the Surah 3 al-Imran Verses 190 - 200 during this period 

before commencing the Tahajjud Prayers: 

 Û—‰iÃÂmE‰æ ∆A‰jÊ¿Íß 
)١٩٠ ( Ω̄ÊŒº̇ªA Í≤Ú›ÍNÊaA‰À ~̄ÊiÚfiA‰À ÍPA‰ÀB‰¿ÏnªA µ̄Ùº‰a œÍØ Ï∆Ḡ

ÍLB‰JÙªÚfiA œÍªÀÛfi ÎPB‰Õ‡ īB‰»ÏƒªA‰À. 
(190) Behold! in the creation of the heavens and the earth, and the 

alternation of Night and Day, there are indeed Signs for men of 

understanding. 

)١٩١ ( ,Ê¡»̄ÍIÃÂƒÂU ”Úº‰ß‰À AÁeÃÂ®Û≥‰À BÁøB‰ŒÍ≥ ÚrA ‰∆ÀÂjÛ∑Êh‰Õ ‰≈ÕÍhª̇ÚA
‰À ÍPA‰ÀB‰¿ÏnªA µ̄Ùº‰a œÍØ ‰∆ÊÀÂj∏̇Ú∞‰N‰Õ‰À A‰h‰« ‰OÙ¥Úº‰a B‰ø B‰ƒÏI‰i ~̄ÊiÚfiA
īBÏƒªA ‰LA‰h‰ß B‰ƒÍ¥ÚØ Úπ‰√B‰ZÊJÂm ,ı›ÍmB‰I. 

(191) Men who celebrate the praises of Allah, standing, sitting, and 

lying down on their sides, and contemplate the (wonders of) creation in 

the heavens and the earth, (with the thought): “Our Lord! not for 

nothing has You created (all) this! Transcendence are You! Give us 

salvation from the Penalty of the Fire”. 

)١٩٢ (ƒÏI‰i‰_ÊŒÍ¿ÍªB§̇ºÍª B‰ø‰À ,Â…‰NÊÕ‰lÊaÚC ÊfÚ¥ÚØ ‰iBÏƒªA Ω̄ÍaÊfÂM Ê≈‰ø ÚπÏ√Ḡ B ‰≈
ĭB‰vÊ√ÚC Ê≈Íø. 

(192) “Our Lord! any whom You do admit to the Fire, truly You 

covers with shame, and never will wrong-doers find any helpers!” 
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Invocation when Awaken from Sleep 
When one awake in the night, recite the following invocations [doa] and 

wipe your face with your hand, (Remember! One knot will be untied) 

1. All praises and thanks belong to Allah who raised us up after 

death and to Whom we return to. 

2. We are present this morning in the Kingdom of Allah, the 

Authority and Sovereignty of Allah, the Glory and the Power of 

Allah, Lord of the Universe.  

3. We are present this morning facing nature in Islam, with the true 

speech, and upon the religion of our Prophet Muhammad, may 

Allah’s blessing be upon him and his family, and grant them 

peace. And upon our forefather Ibrahim, who was true in faith 

and submitted his will (which is Islam) to Allah and he joined 

not partners with Allah. 

4. O Allah, today we seek from You a delegation of all good 

things, and today I seek refuge from committing any sins 

(offenses) or commit a crime towards a believer. 

5. O Lord, we are with You this morning, and with You in the 

evening, with You when we live, with You when we die, and 

only to You do we return to.  

6. Today, we seek good tidings, and whatever good that it may 

offer, and we seek you refuge from the negative events of this 

day and whatever bad things that it may offer.  

Then recite the Surah 3 al-Imran Verses 190 - 200 during this period. If 

you do not memorize them then it is best to do so after ablution [wudhu] 

but before commencing the Tahajjud/Night/Witr Prayers.  

Dress well and put some musk [atar] perfume. 
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A‰jÙ≥ḠÚfiA ı§Í¥ÊŒ‰NÊmB¬̄ÊÃÏƒªA ‰≈Íø  
١   . ‰fÊ®‰I B‰√B‰ŒÊYÚC Ê–Íhª̇A Í…º̇Íª ÂfÊ¿‰ZÙªAÂiÊÃÂrÌƒªA Í…ÊŒÚªḠ‰À B‰ƒ‰MB‰øÚC B‰ø . 

٢   .  ,Í…º̇Íª Â∆BÚÒÙºÌnªA‰À Û“‰¿Ú§‰®ÙªA‰À  ,Í…º̇Íª ÛπÙºÂ¿ÙªA ‰\‰JÊuÚC‰À B‰ƒÊZ‰JÊuÚC
‰≈ÊŒÍ¿ÚªÚB®ÙªA 6L‰i Í…º̇Íª Û—‰iÊfÛ¥ªA‰À Û—ÏlÍ®ÙªA‰À. 

٣   .Ú›Êa‚̄ÙA Í“‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ”Úº‰ß‰À ,¬̄Ú›Êm‚̄ÙA Í—‰jÙÒÍØ ”Úº‰ß ÚBƒÊZ‰JÊuÚC  ,x̄
 ”Úº‰ß‰À ‰¡º̇‰m‰À Í…ÍªE‰À Í…ÊŒÚº‰ß ÛrA ”º̇‰u ÎfÏ¿‰ZÂø ÚBƒ6ŒÍJ‰√ ≈̄ÊÕÍe ”Úº‰ß‰À

‰≈ÊŒÍ∑j̄ÊrÂ¿ÙªA ‰≈Íø ‰∆ÚB∑ ÚBø‰À BÁ¿ÍºÊnÂø Bı∞ÊŒÍƒ‰Y ‰¡ÊŒÍ«ÚAjÊIḠ B‰ƒÊŒÍIÚC Í“º̇Íø. 

٤   .Û∑ ”ÚªḠ ¬̄ÊÃ‰ŒÙªA A‰h‰« ÊœÍØ B‰ƒ‰R‰®ÊJ‰M Ê∆ÚC ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ BÏ√Ḡ Ï¡‰»º̇ªÚA  ,j̆ÊŒ‰a 6Ω
¡̆ÍºÊnÂø ”ÚªḠ Â ÏjÂUÚC ÊÀÚC ,AÁ’ÊÃÂm Í…ÊŒÍØ ‰̀ j̄‰NÊUÚC Ê∆ÚC ÚπÍI ÂgÊÃÂßÚC‰À. 

٥   .JÊuÚC ÚπÍI Ï¡Â»º̇ªÚA‰_ÊZ_‰ƒ_ÊŒ‰nÊøÚC ÚπÍI‰À ,B_‰ƒ_ÊZ‰√ ÚπÍI‰À ,B_‰Œ_ ,B
ÍI‰À_ÂiÊÃÂrÌƒªA ÚπÊŒÚªḠ‰À  ,ÂPÊÃÂ¿‰√ Úπ. 

٦   .‰a‰À ¬̄ÊÃÂŒÙªA A‰h‰« ‰jÊŒ‰a ÚπÛªÚDÊn‰√ 6j‰q Ê≈Íø ÚπÍI ÂgÊÃÂ®‰√‰À ,Í…ÊŒÍØ ÚBø ‰jÊŒ
Í…ÊŒÍØ B‰ø 6j‰q‰À ¬̄ÊÃÂŒÙªA ÚAh‰«. 
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Do not burden yourself with worldly affairs in the 

evening as this may cause you to be awake till late at 

night and will not be able to wake up for the night vigil. 

 

 

 

 

Last Five Verses of Surah 18 Kahf 

(106) That is their reward, Hell; because they rejected Faith, and took 

My Signs and My Messengers by way of jest.  

(107) As to those who believe and work righteous deeds, they have, for 

their entertainment, the Gardens of Paradise,  

(108) Wherein they shall dwell (for aye): no change will they wish for 

themselves.  

(109) Say: "If the ocean were ink (wherewith to write out) the words of 

my Lord. Sooner would the ocean be exhausted than would the 

words of my Lord, even if we added another ocean like it, for its 

aid.”  

(110) Say: “I am but a man like yourselves, (but) the inspiration has 

come to me, that your God is one God: whoever expects to meet 

his Lord, let him work righteousness, and, in the worship of his 

Lord, admit no one as partner.” 

Then make the intention:  

 [“Ya Angel ! Kaukaaz Wake me up at …. time.” ] 
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Section One 

Preparing to Sleep 

Getting Up from Sleep 

Remember the religious advice [wasi`at] from Habib Salem bin 

Abdullah bin Umar Alshatries that was recorded in Part I and also found 

in Volume II from the Ihya. Before we sleep, recite the regular [warid] 

invocations and surahs. Then recite the last five verses of Surah 18 al-

Kahf ending with the intention to get up at the time you plan. 

Í±Ê»Ú∏ÙªA Û—iÃÂm 
)١٠٦ ( œÍMB‰ÕE AÀÂh‰bÏMA‰À AÀÂjÚ∞Ú∑ B‰¿ÍI Â¡Ïƒ‰»‰U Ê¡Â«Â⁄A‰l‰U ÚπÍª‰g

AÁÀÂlÂ« œÍºÂmÂi‰À. 
)١٠٧ ( ÂPBÏƒ‰U Ê¡Â»Úª ÊO‰√BÚ∑ ÍPB‰ZÍªBÏvªA AÃÛºÍ¿‰ß‰À AÃÂƒ‰øE ‰≈ÕÍhª̇A Ï∆Ḡ

ı‹ÂlÂ√ p̄ÊÀ‰eÊjÍ∞ÙªA. 
)١٠٨ (ı‹‰ÃÍY B‰»Êƒ‰ß ‰∆ÃÂ̈ ÊJ‰Õ Ú‹ B‰»ŒÍØ ‰≈ÕÍfÍªB‰a. 
)١٠٩ ( ÂjÊZ‰JÙªA ‰fÍ∞‰ƒÚª œ6I‰i ÍPB‰¿ÍºÚ∏Íª AÁeA‰fÍø ÂjÊZ‰JÙªA ‰∆BÚ∑ ÊÃÚª ÊΩÛ≥

AÁe‰f‰ø Í…ÍºÊRÍ¿ÍI B‰ƒÊ◊ÍU ÊÃÚª‰À œ6I‰i ÂPB‰¿ÍºÚ∑ ‰fÚ∞ƒ‰M Ê∆ÚC ‰ΩÊJÚ≥. 
 )١١٠ (ÙºÚØ Í…6I‰i ‰’BÚ¥Íª AÃÂUÊj‰Õ ‰∆BÚ∑ Ê≈‰¿ÚØ BÚª‰À BÁZÍªB‰u Bıº‰¿‰ß ÊΩ‰¿Ê®‰Œ

AÁf‰YÚC Í…6I‰i Í—‰eB‰JÍ®ÍI Ù∫j̄ÊrÂÕ. 

“" “‰®‰m  ÊœÍƒÙ§Ú¥ÊŒ‰NÊmÍA ËkÚB∑ÊÃÚ∑ B‰Õ…..” 
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Do not under estimate the powers of the whispers of the devil [shaytan]. 

There will be times when you are awakened, take a look at the clock and 

said to yourself: “Another ten minutes”. Before you know and realized 

it, the “ten minutes” became an hour and you missed the Night Vigil. 

After you have experienced some failure and the events as described in 

the hadiths regarding the devil [shaytan] influence on the worshipper 

who desires to wake up and observe the Night Vigil then you can 

appreciate these warnings. 

We organized Part II into six sections as follows: 

Section One 

We set up the routine for going to bed and its recitations. Invocation 

when getting up, ablution [thahara] and preparations 

Section Two 

The Tahajjud or the Night Prayers. 

Section Three 

The Witr Prayers 

Section Four 

The Beautiful Names of Allah [asmaul husnah] and the Invocations 

[doa] after its recitation. 

Section Five 

Invocations from the Quran 

Section Six 

Other (Poetic) Invocation [Qasada] 

As this subject began out of our hunger to gain more knowledge of the 

Night Vigil, we hope that after reading this book a fire will burn in the 

hearts of our children, friends, relatives, our loved ones and the readers 

in general that will light up the path for more knowledge for those who 

seek Him, the Exalted. 
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As this act of worship began to be embedded into your spiritual life, 

Allah, the Exalted, will shine His light upon you, and set an angel to be 

your guide, and then you can throw away the alarm clock and recite the 

first and last ten verses of Surah 18 Kafh. 

How long do we take to complete these prayers and recitation? 

There is no specific timing. It all depends on individual ability and 

desire. The beginner should aim to accomplish three raka`ats of witr 

prayers consists of two raka`ats of Tahajjud and/or Night Prayer and/or 

witr, that is, three intentions in one prayer followed by the single witr.  

Then recite the Names of Allah [asmaul husnah] with its accompanying 

invocations [doa]. That should be take about half an hour and upon 

completion the dawn [fajr] call for prayer [azan] should be heard.  

Once established on this routine the seeker [murid] should work 

upwards and increased the prayers to a maximum of four sets of two 

cycles [raka`ats] ending with the three witr. After the call of the dawn 

[fajr] prayer [azan] he then perform another two raka`ats of 

supererogatory before the Fajr prayer. These make a total of thirteen 

raka`ats. As mentioned in the hadith in Part I, the worshipper should 

limit himself to a total maximum of thirteen raka`ats. 

As he progresses, he then lengthened the Night Vigil by increasing his 

recitation of the Quran [tilawah] during the standing [qiam] and recite 

other invocations [doa] from the Quran and hadith after the prayers. 

We reproduced the Quran invocations here but the seeker [murid] must 

regulate, set limits and targets for himself so that the exercise is 

achieveable and practical in accordance to the individual capabilities. 

Do not overburden yourself at the start. This will have a negative impact 

on the self [nasf] which is easily bore and dishearten. 
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In Part I of this book, we hope to have inspired the reader. If that effort 

was successful, we hope you then seek a master or sheikh to guide you. 

While waiting for your sheikh, you may wish to read Volume II which 

is an extract of Imam Ghazzali’s Ihya Ulumiddin Volume I Book 10.  

This may be hard to follow which out a sheikh. So we introduced Part II 

which tells you how to observe the Night Vigil in an orderly manner. 

Before we begin, it is imperative that the seeker [murid] attempts a daily 

routine that will make the observance of the Night Vigil manageable 

and in accordance to the individual capacity. Insha Allah, the Exalted, 

will cause us to overcome the odds and make this difficult task easier to 

accomplish. This requires training of the self [nasf] and person. 

If you recalled in Part I Chapter 5, the Imam Sheikh Fadhal gave us a 

few tips on routines that will assist us. One of which is to observe and 

liven up the period between sunset [Magrib] and after dusk or night 

[Isha] with worships like additional prayers, mentioning Allah [zikr] 

and/or Quran recitions [tilawah]. The other point to note is the amount 

of food intake and actions in relation to that. 

Do not forget to finish the night by reciting Surah 67 Al Mulk, Surah 32 

AsSajdah and those sections of the Quran [Hizb] that you normally 

practices. The most common but most effective is to recite Surah 112 

Al-Ikhlas, Surah 113 Al-Falaq and Surah 114 An-Nas three times each. 

And finally set the alarm to wake up. Try the sahar period, about half an 

hour before Fajr. Remember! The devil [shaytan] will whisper to you to 

go back to bed. (Refer back to Chapter I for the hadith).  

For the beginners, setting the alarm clock is the most appropriate and 

logical thing to do until your body clock is tune with your personal 

spiritual ability. If you do not have a guide or companion to wake you 

up then you need the alarm clock.  
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Introduction 

In this section we set out the manner and arrangement on how the 

predecessors of the Tariqa Ba’alawi practiced and observed the Night 

Vigil. This is by no means the only method but it is a general practice 

and found in the various book like: 

1.  [Khulasal Maddan Nabawiyah fi Awrab al Ba`alaw] Awrad of 

the Ba’alwi Guided by the Essence of Prophetic Traditions a 

booklet by Habib Umar bin Salim bin Hafiz 

2.  [Wasilatil Ibadah] “The Ways of the Worshippers” and 

[Tariqatas Suhalat] “The Easy Path (to Allah)” a compilation of 

the practices of Imam Abdullah bin Alawi al-Haddad;  

3.  “Shortest Path (for those seeking to be close to Allah)” [Al 

Masaluk al-Qarib] by Habib Tahir bin Hussain bin Tahir;  

4. “The Path (to Allah) of the Rightly Guided” [Sabilil Muhtadin] 

by Habib Abdullah bin Alwi Alatas;  

5. “A Fountain of Happiness” [Munba’ak alsaadat] and “A 

Collection (for those who wish to reach the) Gracious Thrones” 

[Majmuk al-la’tiffah al-arshi’at] by Habib Ali bin Muhammad  

Alhabshie; 

6.  Al Fathul illah and many others.  

The Night Vigil and any other divine service or worship is not 

something that a seeker [murid] just jumps into without proper 

preparation and training. Just like fasting which requires progressive 

training from young and encouragement from the parents, friends and 

relatives, the Night Vigil too requires training. 

This book is not an attempt to replace the Sheikh. 

Every seeker [murid] needs a sheikh. 
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Part II 

 

 

The Night Vigil 

“Tahajjud” 

ÂfÌV‰»ÏNªA 

 

The Night & Odd 

[Witr] Prayers 

Ω̄Œº̇ªA Û—Ú›‰uj̄ÊMÃ̄ÙªA‰À  
 

 
Compiled by Abdulkader bin Ali bin Isa Alhadad 

For my wife and children 

May Allah make us benefit from this deed 

 

 

 

 

Seeker [Murid] of the Afterlife 

Wake up for the Night Vigil [Tahajjud]! 
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Note 

The Recitation for the Night Vigil Part II and III of this 

book and its translation is typeset right to left as per the 

Arabic language to facilitate the recital. The Translation 

follows it for convenience of numbering. However, the 

Book, its Introduction, Comments, and other references 

being mainly in English are arranged in the normal left to 

right format. 
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